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ABSTRACT 
From May 1987 to June 1990 and from August to December 1991 
Fishery Technicians sampled catches on board 690 Commercial 
Passenger Fishing Vessel (CPFV) trips targeting rockfish and 
lingcod from the general port areas of Fort Bragg, Bodega Bay, 
San Francisco, Monterey, and Morro Bay. Data are presented 
for species composition by port area, year, and month, for 
catch-per-unit-effort, mean length, and length frequency of 
lingcod and the 18 most frequently observed rockfish species, 
and for trends in fishing effort related to fishing time, 
depth, and distance from port. Total catch estimates are 
presented based on unadjusted logbook records, logbook records 
adjusted by sampling data and compliance rates, and effort 
data from a marine recreational fishing statistics survey. 
.. 
Average catch of kept fish per angler day was 11.8 and average 
catch of kept fish per angler hour was 3.7. A trend of an 
increasing frequency of trips to deep ( >  40 fm) locations was 
observed in the Bodega Bay, San Francisco, and Monterey areas 
from 1988 to 1990-91. No trend was evident relative to trip 
frequency and distance from port. 
A total of 74 species was observed caught during the study. 
Rockfishes comprised 88.5% to 97.9% by number of the observed 
catch by port area. The five most frequently observed species 
were chilipepper, blue, yellowtail, and widow rockfishes, and 
bocaccio, with lingcod ranking seventh. 
In general, mean length and catch-per-angler-hour of sport 
fishes caught by CPFV anglers varied considerably and did not 
show steady declines during the study period. However, port- 
specific areas of major concern were identified for 
chilipepper, lingcod, and black rockfish, and to a lesser 
extent brown, canary, vermilion, yelloweye, olive, and widow 
rockfish. These areas of concern included steadily declining 
catch rate, eteadily declining mean length, and a high 
percentage of sexually ismature fish in the mampled-73atch. 
Recent sampling of the commercial hook-and-line fishery in 
northern and central California indicated that most species of 
rockfishes taken by CPFV anglers are also harvested 
commercially. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Central California Marine Sport Fish Project hae been 
collecting angler catch data from the Commercial Passenger 
- Fishing Vessel (CPFV) industry for several decades in order to 
aesess the statue of this valuable recreational fishery. The 
project has focused on rockfish and lingcod angling and has 
not sampled salmon trips. Until recently, catch information 
was obtained on a general port baeie from dockeide sampling of 
CPFVs, also called party boats. This did not allow 
documentation of epecific areas of importance to recreationaz 
anglers and was not sufficient to assess the status of 
* 
rockfish populations at specific locations. 
Sport anglers and the CPFV industry have expreesed 
serious concern about the decline in the quality of fiehing 
for rockfish and lingcod in central and northern California. 
Specifically, they believe the sizes of fieh have decreaeed, 
catch rates have decreased, and that they must travel farther 
from port to achieve bag limits of quality (i.e. large) fish. 
Declines have been attributed in part to commercial fishing 
activities at or near locations fiehed by sport anglers. 
CPFV operators are required by law to record total catch 
and location for all fishing trips in Department-provided 
logbooks. However, the required information is too general 
-for use in aseeseing the status of the multi-species rockfish 
complex on a reef-by-reef basis. Many rockfiehee tend to be 
residential, underscoring the need for site-upecific data. 
Rockfish catch data are not reported by species and 
* 
information on location is only requested by block number (a 
block is .an area of ,100 ..quare miles) . Thus, there is a 
etrong need to collect catch information on board CPWs at 
-- mea, 
In Way 1987 the Central California Marine Sport Fish 
Project began on board mampling of the CPFV.fleet. Data 
collection continued until June 1990, when state budgetary 
constraints precluded further maxnpling, resumed in August 1991 
and continues at present, The program depends on the 
voluntary cooperation of CPFV owners and operators. 
I 
This report presents infoxmation on catch composition, 
w 
angler effort, catch per unit effort, mean length, and length , 
frequencies of nearshore mport fishes by port and year for the 
1987-1991 eampling period, Location of mpecific fishing sites 
will not be identified due to their confidentiality. Total 
catch and effort estimates are made based on adjustments of 
logbook data by sampling information, and trends in catch 
composition and length frequency for selected species are 
discussed. 
METHODS 
Study Area 
Angler catches on board central and northern California 
:CPFVs were mamplod from 12 ports, ranging from Fort Bragg in 
the north to Port Sur Luis (Avila Beach) in the mouth (Figure 
1). ,In 1987 the program began in the S m t a  Cruz-Montmrey area 
and was subsequently expanded to other ports. Data were 
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Figure 1. C P W  ~ ~ l i n g  area in central mnd northern California. 
collected.at fishing locations ranging from Cape Vizcaino (ca. 
-: lat. 3g045'N) to Purisixna Point (ca. lat. 34'45'N)r a distance 
- .  . . 
-A. qr 
of approximately 300 naut. mi . ,  m d  out to 150 fm. Piehery 
.--:'~echnicia-ns, hired under contract with the Pacific states 
Marine Fisheries Commission (PSMFC), conducted all'on board 
mampling of catches. They were assigned to the following port 
-'. groups: 1) Fort Bragg (FB) ; 2) Bodega Bay and Dillon Beach 
(BE) ; 3) Princeton (Half Moon Bay), Berkeley, Eraeryville, and 
Richmond (SF) ; 4) Santa Cruz and Monterey (MT) ; 5) San 
Simeon, Morro Bay, and Port San Luis (MB) . , 
Description of CPFV Fleet a 
CPWs targeting on rockfish and lingcod ranged in length 
from 26 to-102 ft and passenger capacity ranged from 6 to 120 
persons (average capacity 44 persons). The number of CPWs 
per port ranged from 1 to 12. Approximately 55 CPFVs 
regularly fished for rockfi6h m d  lingcod in central m d  
northern California during the mampling period, although m y  
of these conducted trips infrequently. Trips were usually one 
half or one full day, the latter typically departing at 0700 
and returning by 1600. One veseel out of Morro Bay 
occasionally operated a 2- or 3-day trip on weekends. 
- - Trip Selection 
Trips were .elected by Technicians on a random basis from 
r complete list of rockfimh/lingcod CPFVo for aach port group. 
Party boat operator. were telaphoned and a8ked if r trip wae 
available. If the boat was either unavailable or full to 
capacity, or if the Technician was refused passage, eucceesive 
u 
boats on the list were contacted until a trip was secured. 
-. Targeted sample size for each Technician was one trip for each 
successive 3-day block in a month, or approximately 10 trips 
per month. Primarily due to weather constraints and 
unavailability of trips, this  ample size was seldom achieved. 
Our overall goal was to sample 5-10% of all tripe. However, 
there were additional constraints on weekend and charter trips 
(often full and unavailable for on board sampling). , 
Sampling Procedures 
Technicians were initially trained in marine fish species 
identification. Each.Technician was equipped with foul 
weather gear, gloves, clipboard, waterproof data sheets, fish 
length measuring board, lead pencils, and field guides to 
California marine fishes. Three basic forms were used for 
data'collection: trip form (Appendix A); species count form 
(Appendix B); length form (Appendix C ) .  At the start of each 
trip, the Technician asked the vessel operator for the number 
* 
of paid and free anglers (the latter was increased if the 
captain and/or deck hand fished during the trip). Department 
of Fish and Game vessel number, port code, departure time, 
-type of fishing trip (offshore, nearshore, eurface, bottom, 
mix), and type of fishing tackle used were recorded on the 
trip form: 
When the vessel arrivmd at a fishing location, the 
Technician recorded depth in fathanre, m d  either latitude and 
-longitude, LORAN coordinates, or land bearings, and the time 
when fishing lines were lqwsred. When the last fishing line 
'- n e  raised, time and depth were again recorded m d  the process 
was repeated throughout the day. New location coordinates 
were obtained only when the Technician determined that the 
vessel had moved to a different location, as defined under 
'Shoreside Data Processingf, 
At the first fishing location, the Technician choee a 
reasonable number of anglers to observe throughout the trip 
and recorded this number (ueually lese than 2 0 ) .  In most 
cases, this was lees than the total number of anglers. To * 
avoid sample bias, Technicians were careful not to influence 
the fishing activity of observed anglers by advising them of 
catch regulations only when asked. Using the specire count 
form, the Technician then identified and counted each fieh 
caught by all observed anglers. If a f ish could mot be 
identified to mpecies, it was recorded as .unknownm, or to the 
lowest taxon possible. The ultimate fate of each observed 
fish was recorded as either kept, released, or used ae bait, 
If the fieh was released, the Technician atteanpted to 
determine if it mumrived or died (in the latter came, it was 
umually consumed by r pelican or gulls). If the fate of a 
'released fish could not be determined, it was recorded re 'u 
.fate unknownm. The combined catch by mpecies for all 
observed anglers was recorded on one data mheet; iadividual 
catches per angler were not rmcorded. 
1 
All observed fish were separated by location on the 
species count form. If the Technician could not determine . 
whether one location was different from a previous one, it was 
- considered to be different until the locations could be 
compared using nautical charts. 
When fishing had ceased for the day, the Technician then 
measured total length (TL) in mm of as many observed kept 
fishes as possible by marking the length of each fish on a 
plastic measuring board, keeping all epecies eeparated. -Not 
all observed kept fishwes were measured due to refusal of an, 
angler to have his catch examined or to early filleting by the 
1 
deck hand. When time permitted, fishes caught by unobserved . 
anglers also were measured. The total number of kept fishes 
measured often did not equal the total number of kept fishes 
0 
observed. . 
Miscellaneous data were recorded on reproductive 
condition of fishes, weather and sea conditions, commercial 
fishing activity in the area, and eightings of marine birds 
and mnmmllls. 
Shoreside Data Processing 
All fish measurements on the measuring board were 
determined to the nearest nmr and transferred to the length 
-data form by epecies. 
Confidential codes were assigned to each unique fishing 
location after plotting the location on a nautical chart. 
Unique fishing-locations were defined aecircular areas 
meparated from other locations by a e n b u m  distance based on 
depth. For depths lees than 20 fm, location centere were no 
close; than 0.5 naut. mi. to other locations. For Uepths 
--,between 20 and 40 fm, location centers were no closer than 1.0 
naut. mi. to each other. For depths greater than 40 fm, 
location centers were no closer than 2.0 naut. m i .  to each 
. other. 
Data Bntry and Analysis 
Data were entered Anto dBASE databases by Technicians 
I 
using dBASE or C programs. Technicians then edited their own 
*p data and project biologists checked the edits. Data were then . 
transferred to the Monterey office where mununaries and 
graphical displays were produced using dBASE, Lotus 123, and 
Sigma Plot software programs. Statistical analyses of species 
composition, catch rates, and length frequency data will be 
presented in a eusbequent rdminietrative report. 
Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour 
Catch per angler day (CPAD) is the average catch per 
angler per day for one or more port areas or years. Catch per 
angler hour (CPAR), a180 an average, was calculated by adding 
the products of the number of obmerved anglers and the fishing 
-.time in hours on oach trip and dividing this into the total 
rider of fish caught, for one or amre port areas, moathe, 
years, or fishing locations. This 8tandardiz.d the-catch rate 
1 
by weighting fishing time m d  =umber of angler. in order to 
compare angler muccess. 
. . 
Mean Length and Catch Per Angler Hour by Location 
In order to compare mean longth, CPAD, and CPAB of 
melected sport fiehes relative to distance from port m d  
depth, fishing locations were defined as either .neara or 
.distantm, or .shallown, mmixeda, or .deepa. Neas locations 
were defined ae having the location center lees than or equal 
to 10 naut. mi. from any .ampled port. Distant locations were 
defined as having the location center greater than 10 naut. I 
mi. from all crampled ports. 'Thie partitioning wae baeed on a 
I 
tagging study by Miller and Geibel (1973), in which all tagged 
fish returned by CPFV anglers were caught within 10 naut. mi. 
of a port area, indicating low or no utilization of more 
distant fishing areae. 
Shallow and deep fishing locations were defined as ones 
in which all observed depths during .ampling trips were less 
than 'or greater than 40 fm, reepectively. A mixed location 
was defined as one in which obaerved depthe were greater than 
and less than, or exactly equal to, 40 fm during the study 
period. These criteria almo were barred on work by Miller and 
Geibel (1973), who reported a change in rockfiah mpecies 
composition north of Point Argue110 (lat. 34O35.N) at 
-approximately 240 f t (40 flP1) . 
Wean length and CPAH by port m d  year for rrmplas of lerrs 
than 20 fish are premented in tables but will mot be 
- - 
.- 
dimcuered. 
Length Irequeacy~8imtogr.ms 
Length frequency himtogr.me are premented for lingcod and 
.. . 
the 18 -st frequently obmerved rockfimh rpeciem, by port area 
and year, for ormples of at learnt 20 fiah. Total lr~gth 
intervale of either 5 or' 10 sm rre umed, bamed on the muriwrm 
total length of the mpecime, with the upper bound of mvery 
fifth or tonth interval labeled on the X rxis (i.8. 150 - 146- 
150 mm TL). One uception to this was for lingcod, where the 
551- to 560-mm interval -6 partitioned into a 551- to 558-mm 
interval (less than minimum legal mize) m d  a 559- to 560-mm , 
interval; the latter war combined with the 561- to 570-mm 
interval. w t 
Estimated Total Catch urd Effort 
CPW log data.rere 0btain.d from the California 
Department of Fish and O.meOm (CDFG) mainframe 'computer for 
the years 1987 through 1991 in order to omtimate total catch 
m d  effort for all marine mport fimh except ralmon i n  northern w 
and central California. Interpretation m d  munnaariration of I 
I 
logbook data required oweral intermediate steps for I 
Y 1  
meaningful cumparimonm with our oamgling data. &ogu from I 
malmon tripe MCI tripe fimhing in the 8.n Frmcimco Bay I 
I 
omtuarine conplex were a l ~ t e d .  We remtricted uulymee to I 
-all ~orthern and cmntral California trip. targeting o ~ l y  w 1  I 
lingcod or rockfish. I 
I 
I Logbook data did not iPdicate target mpeciem; 'irritoria I 
amed to eliminate tripe targetbag other mpeciem (e.* - 1  I 
aturgeon, striped bass, or 8almon) were twofold. First, 
rockfish or lingcod must have been caught on the trip 
.I . 
(virtually eliminating mtriped bass or sturgeon trips.) 
Second, if aalmon were ,caught, and the catch of all _fish was 
lees than four per-angler, the trip was eliminated .from the 
data set. The assumption was that thie type of trip was 
likely targeting malmon rather than rockfish. We feel 
confident that these criteria were mucceseful in establishing 
a realistic database. 
The logbook data contained a number of multi-day trips 
taken from the Morro Bay area. To standardize these trips 
relative to total number of angler days, number of anglers was , 
either doubled or tripled on these trips, depending on whether 
it was considered a 2- or 3-day trip. 
Logbook data initially included all northern and central 
California ocean and bay porte and were cosrbine'd into port 
groups. In general, these port groups corresponded to port 
groups in this study, with the exception of Crescent City, 
Eureka, Pt . Arena, Shelter Cove, and Trinidad (Figure 1) . 
Based on theee log data, tables are presented for each 
year from 1987 through 1991 for northern and central. 
California porte, muamarizing the total number of kept fish, 
rockfish, lingcod, and other fish, total number of ragler 
-days, total number of houra fimhed, . ~ d  average catch per 
-angler day m d  per mgler hour, bamed molely on log data. 
Additional tables are preeented with total amtimates 
- - 
rdjuetrd by m v l i n g  data for rach port rrma. ~orr&tion 
factors, baaed on obrerved number of uiglerr m d  kept fish per 
angler from mrmpled trips, were applied to log data gram the 
mame trips. Additional adjumtmntm wet. made bamedlon log 
--.compliance -  ratios. Catch urd effort data were each'dividad by 
the ratio of the number of obmerved trips for which logs were 
submitted to the total number of obrerved trips for each port 
area m d  year. No adjustments were made for the northern 
California port group, the Fort Bragg area, and the Bodega Bay 
rrea in 1990 and 1991 due to insufficient trip mample size. 
In addition, compliance values were combined for each port 
, 
rrea in 1990 and 1991 due to only partial .-ling in each 
year, and 8x1 average value warn ured to rdjumt catch and effort 
estimates for.th0.e years. 
Total catch estimates by port and year for liagcod, the 
18 most frequently obmerved rockfirnhes, and other rockfirhes 
were made based on adjumted catch emtimatee of. total fimh and 
the proportion of aach mpecies from m e l i n g  data. An average 
proportion from the combined 1990-91 mample~ warn applied to 
the total catch errtimatee for thome years. 
A third ojt of table., from 1987 to 1989 only, warn 
generated using effort data froan recreational fishery 
telephone murveys conducted by the National Marine Firheries 
6ervice, Marine Recrratiorrrrl Firherias Btatimticr Survey 
:(BSRFSS), m d  analyzed by CIC Rerearch, Inc., S m  Diego, 
California. Differmcer iP total catch m d  effort ornfbatee 
uming the above three -+hods will be dimcusmed. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
From May 1987 to June 1990 m d  from August to Decsmber 
1991 Technicians sampled 690 CPFV trips (Table 1). --Since only 
- partial years were 8ampled in 1987, 1990, and 1991, -any 
analysis of trends must account for seasonal differences in 
fishing effort. By combining data from 1990 and 1991, all 
months are represented except July; comparieons between these 
combined data and data from 1988 and 1989 will then be 
meaningful and will be made frequently in this report. 
Weekend catch and effort data were under-represented in 
this study. Only 59 of 690 trips sampled (8.6%) occurred on 
weekends. Operators of 55 vessels cooperated in the study, 
with a range of 14 to 36 vessels participating in a particular 
year. Eleven vessel6 were aampled more than 20 times each and 
accounted for 59% of k e  total sampling effort. Ten CPFVs 
were sampled in all of the 5 years. 
Total Obeemed Fishing Effort 
Technicians observed 9158 anglers,.or 73.4% of all 
anglers fishing on sampled trips. Mean number of observed 
anglers per sampled trip was 13.3 and ranged from 7.4 in the 
Fort Bragg area to 16.4 in the San Francisco area. Mean 
number of total angler@ per mampled trip was 18.1. 
rl 
- Total observed fiohing time was 2165.2 hr, or m average 
of 3.14 hr per sampled trip. The San Francirrco area had the 
greatest average firrhing t h e  per trip, 3.5 hr, while the Fort 
I . - 
.- 
Bragg area had the loweat, 2.7 hr (Table 2). For all port 
TABLB 1. Stmalary of Commercial Passenger Fiehing Veeeel Trips Sampled in Northern and 'Central 
California, 1987 to 1991. 
- Number Number Number Mean number of fish 
tripe anglere ' obaerved fimh per anuler day per anqler. hour .' 
Port Area eampled observed A1 1 Kept A1 1 Kept All Kept ' 
Ises' 
For t Bragg 3 26 334 328 12 .9  12 .6  5.9 5.8 
Bodega Bay 2 3 285 3403 3113 11 .9  10 .9  3 .9  3 5 
8an Francinco 46 797 7883 7492 9 .9  9.4 2 .8  2.6 
Monteray 9 6 1388 22,353 21,436 1 6 . 1  15.4 5 . 1  4 .9  
Morro Bay 42 635 4773 4615 7 . 5  7.3 2.2 2 . 1  
c. t9b9 * Fort Bra- 3 
Bodega Bay 2 0 206 2707 2564 1 3 . 1  12.4 4.0 3.8 
Ban Francine0 54 887 10,189 9 84 8 11.5 11.1 3.2 3 . 1  
Monteray 9 8 1421  18,226 17,202 12.8 1 2 . 1  4.2 4.0 
Morro Bay 5 5 486 4919 4519 1 0 . 1  9.3 3.5 3.2 
rn 
Fort Bra- 
Bodega B a 3  1 8 9 4 9 0 
8an ?r.ncinco 24 343 4340 4095 
BbXttlBt~ 24 288 3551 3411 
Morro Bay 2 4 210 2627 2442 
TABLE 1. (coniinued) 
Number Number Number Mean number of fish 
- tripe anglere observed fieh per anqler day per analer hour , 
Port Area eampled obeerved A1 1 Kept All Rep t A1 1 Kept ' 
1991 
Fort Bragg 11 
Bodega Bay 7 
Ban Francisco 14 
Mon terey 23 
Morro Bay 31 
Total 86 
Table 2. Average Fimhing Time per Obrnerved Trip. 
. . . Fiehing time in hours 
---. 1 All . 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Years 
Fort Bragg - 2.1 2 .7 2.7 2.9 2 .7 
Bodega Bay .. 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.1 3.1 
San Francisco - 3.6 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.5 
Monterey 3.0 3.0 3.0 2 -7 3.1 3.0 
Morro Bay - 3 .4 2.9 3.4 3.2 3.2 
All porte 3.0 . 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.1 
I 
areae combined, average fishing time per trip was very 8 M l a r  w 
, 
from 1988 to 1991, ranging from 3.1 to 3.2 hr. The Fort Bragg 
area was the only one in which average fimhing time per trip 
increased eubetantially (38%) from 1988 to 1991, probably 
because a higher proportion of full day trip. were m e l e d  in 
1990 and 1991. 
Total Observed Catch and Catch Per Angler Day 
Technicians counted and identified 113,885 fiehee caught 
by observed anglers (Table 1); of theme, 108,462 (95.2%) were 
kept. For all port areas combined, average catch of all fish, 
including thorne relmamed or umed for bait, par obmerved mgler 
per day was 12.4 and rmged from 11.5 in 1991 to 14.4 in 1987, 
-- 
when only the Monterey area warn muupled. Average eatch of 
kept fimh was 11.8 m d  ranged from 10.9 in 1991 to a4.4 in 
--.  
1987. ' Approximately 30 yearm marliar, Millmr mad OoWhall 
(1965) astimated average CPFV catch of kept fieh from the 
Crescent City to Port San Luie area as 11.8, ranging from 5.3 
in the Crescent City/Fort Bragg area to 14.8 in the Santa 
il 
- .  
Cruz/Monterey area. 
No single port area had either the highest or iows~t 
- average catch per angler day in all years aampled. Highest 
w 
average catch per angler day (all fish) was 16.1 in the 
Monterey area in 1988. Lowest catch per angler day was 7.5 in 
the Morro Bay area in 1988. For all areas combined, there was 
.I 
a slight but steady decline from 1988 to 1990-91 in the 
average catch per angler day for all fish (12.4 to 12.0)  and.^ 
for kept fish (11.9 to 11.3). 
Catch Per Angler Hour 
Catch per angler hour ranged from 2.2 to 5.9 for all 
fish for a particular port and year (Table 1) and averaged 3.9 
overall. For kept fish only, CPAE ranged from 2.1 to 5.8 and 
averaged 3.7 overall. From 1988 to 1991 the Fort Bragg and 
Monterey areas coneietently had higher catch rates than the. 
San Francisco and Morro Bay areas. The Monterey area 
experienced a 20% decline in CPAH for all firrh from 5.1 in 
1988 to 4.1 in 1990-91, while the Morro Bay area mhowed a 64% 
increase, from 2.2 to 3.6, during the mame period. 
The combined mean CPAH for all ports in 1990-91 was 3.7 
'and 3.5 for all fish and kept fish, respectively. Mean CPAH 
for all fish in 1988 m e  identical to the combined mean CPAH 
for 1990-91 for all port. combined. 
Fishing Bffort by Depth 
Of 690 mampled trips froan the five port areas, 34% fished 
~clu;ivel~ at shallow locations, 37%' fished ucluiively at 
- -  deep locations, and 29%.fi8hed at either utclumively b e d  
-locations or r combination of shallow, mixed, and deep 
locatione (Table 3). The Yonterey area had the highest 
percentage of deep-location tripe (61%), primarily due to the 
proximity of Monterey Submarine Canyon, while the Bodega Bay 
area ranked mecond with 47% of asmpled trips fishing deep 
locatione, primarily Cordell Bank. Conversely, the Fort Bragg 
TABLE 3. Srtmmrrry of Sampled CPFV Trips by Depth of Fiohing a 
Location6 for Each Port Area, 1987 to 1991. 
Percent of Sampled Trips 
All 
3987 1988 1989 1990-91 vears N trims - 
port Braaa Area . 
Shallow o 33 0 83 61 11 
Deep o 33 67 0 17 3 . 
Mixed o 33 33 17 22 4 
podecra Bav Area 
Shallow o 35 35 
Deep - 43 45 
Mixed - 22 20 
Ban Francisco Area 
Shallow o 74 63 
Deep o 4 11 
Mixed - 22 26 
ponterev Area 
Shallow 17 22 19 19 19.5 65 
Deep 56 56 63 72  61 201 
:Mixed 27 21 17 9 19.5 65 
porro Rav Area 
Shallow 
Deep 
Mixed 
and San Francisco areas had the highest percentages of 
ohallow-location trips, both exceeding 60%. Fifty-mix percent 
, 
of Morro Bay area msmpled tripe were to mixed depths, a 
frequency more than twice as great as rlly other port area. 
In all port areas except Fort Bragg, a higher.percentage 
of sampled trips fished at deep locations in 1990-91 than in 
1988. The increase was alight in the Morro Bay area (I%), but 
w ranged from 14 to 19% for the Bodega Bay, San Francisco, and 
Monterey areas. Only 18 trips were maupled in the Fort Bragg 
area during the study, and only three of these, all in 1988 , 
and 1989, fished deep locations. 
Fishing Effort by Distance from Port 
Technicians identified and mampled 194 diecrete fishing 
locations, as defined previously, nmny of which were mampled 
on multiple occasione. Of these, 110 were neir locations and 
84 were distant locations. In general, the Bodega Bay and San 
Francisco area ports had a relatively high percentage (> 75) 
of distant locations, while the Fort Bragg m d  Morro Bay areas 
had relatively low percentages (c 20) of distant locations. 
For all port areas combined, 59% of the 690   amp led tripe 
fished in near locations, 33% fiahed in distant locations, and 
8% fished in mixed locations. From 1988 to the combined yeare 
-1990-91, there was virtually no difference in the percentage 
of dimtant trips, ranging from 32 to 35%. 
More than.20 year. ago Miller and Wmmar (1968) noted 
- - 
.- 
that a trend was occurring in the Ban Franciaco and Montrarey 
I port areao in which larger CPWm were traveling to more 
I dimtant~firhing grounds. F r o m  1988 to 1991 thi8 trmnd had 
I 
. - 
I apparently mtabilited; virtually all of the mtudy rrea8u 
I -  
I 
- coastline i e  POW reachable during a one-day trip. 
Catch per Angler Eour by Diertance froan Port and Depth 
Sixty percent of all fimh obrerved during the study 
period were taken at nmar l&catione. However. Bodega Bay and 
San Francisco area anglere caught'92% and 82%, respectively, 
of their fish at dietant locations. In the Fort Bragg, # I 
I Monterey, and Morro Bay areas 85%, 75%,  and 84%, rempectively, 
I * 
I of all obeerved fieh were caught at near locations. 
Mean CPAB wae greater at dimtmt locations in the Fort 
I 
Bragg, Sari Francierco, mnd ldorro Bay arras (Table 4). !Che - 
difference was pronounced in the Port Bragg area but maniple I 
size was -11 .(two trips). In the Worro Bay area 18 distant- .. 1 
I 
location tripe produced a mean CPAB 46% graater than that of w 1 
the near-location trips. 
TABLE 4.  Mean Catch Per Angler Hour from Wear and Dimtant 
Fishing Locations by Port Area, All Years Combined. 
aimm OISTIIWT 
port area N fi6h Wean CPAH N fish Mean CPAH 
Port Bragg 1404 4.40 243 6.07 I 
- 1  
-8odega Bay 598 4.05 6477 3.99 1 
I 
Monttbrey 47788 
Morro Bay 13467 
Fifty-five percent of a11 obrrerved fish were taken at 
either exclueively #hallow or exclurrively deep locatione. Of 
(I 
-. 
these, approximately twice re auny were caught at deep 
-- locations compared with.shallw locatione. Thirr wae 
influenced by the greater number of tripe mampled in the 
Monterey area. For the northern port areas of Fort Bragg, 
Bodega Bay, and San Francieco, CPAH was higher at exclusively 
ehallow locations compared with deep locations, while 
the opposite was true for the Monterey and Morro Bay areas 
(Table 5 ) -  Mean CPAH for deep locations at the latter two , 
areas was heavily influenced by the relatively high catch rate 
of chilipepper and yellowtail rockfish, reepectively. . 
TABLE 5. Mean Catch Per Angler Hour from Shallow and Deep 
Fishing Locations by Port Area, All Years Combined. 
SHLLCL&rQ DEEP 
Port area N fish Mean CPAH N fish Mean CPAH 
Fort Bragg 1108 4.55 90 3.86 
Bodega Bay 2752 4.59 2627 4.13 
San Francisco 9221 2.83 502 2 -65 
Monterey 5126 3.76 35492 4.62 
Morro Bay 3664 3-03 1933 3-89 
Fishing Effort by Single Location Tripe 
One measure of mucceme in the CPFV hduutry is the 
frequency of l-day trip. to a ringle location, prmmumably at 
which sufficient quantitiem of fimh are prmsuat for all 
anglers to catch bag lhitm (15 rockfimhms, 5 ling=&, 2 0  f i ~ h  
all mpeciee combined). Of the 690 a.mplod trip., 397 (58%) 
. fiohed at a mingle location. Op to mevra dimcrete locatione 
'I 
were firhed on wrltiplo-location trips. The Fort Dsagg area 
.- had the highest perconkage of mingle location trips ( 7 5 ) ,  
while the Bodega Bay area had the loweat percentage (45). The 
percentage of mingle-location tripe for all ports combined 
from 1 9 8 8  to 1990-91 ranged from 56 to 58 m d  mhow.8 no trend. 
The above results do not account for the conrcientious 
efforts of CPFV operatore who deliberately fimh at multiple 
locations on a mingle day to avoid Bwerfiahingn mpecific 
, 
locations. 
, 
Total Species Composition 
A total of 73 mpecies of fimh rrrm obaerved during the 
mtudy (Appendix D). Twelve of theme mpecie~ individually 
compriued at least 1.0% of the ob~erved catch'in all 5 yeare 
mampled. Of these, 10 mpeciea were rockfimhea. Ten mpecies 
were each represented by one individual, m d  40 others each 
comprised lees than 1.0% of the catch in oach of the 5 years 
8smpltd. 
Overall, the 10 moat frequently obrnervmd mpecies were, in 
order of abundance, chilipepper, blue rockfimh, yelladail 
rockf imh, widow rockf imh, bocrccio, rroay rrockf imh, lingcod, 
--curary rockfimh, grrenmpottod rockfish, and Pacific bake. 
This ranking i m  influoncad by the dimproportionate amount of 
.ampling in the Wontoray area, aad mpecio~ c-omitlon is 
- - 
.- 
presented later on r port area barnis. 
-enty mpecies accounted tor 95% of the obmerved catch 
and 37 species cornprimed 99% of the observed catch. Forty-one 
..I 
species of rockfimhem were caught, compriming 91% of the 
-- catch. Eighteen of the twenty m e t  frequently observed 
species were rockfishes. As adults, mame mpecies of rockfish 
primarily occur in achoole. Bocaccio, chilipepper, and blue, 
yellowtail, widow, and.olive rockfimhes are mchooling mpecies. 
These comprised 65.5% of the total obeerved catch. 
Although fiehing effort and'mampling effort were not 
evenly distributed among port areas, rrome general statements 
I 
can be made regarding the relative abundance of certain 
species in the obeerved CPFV catch. Blue, yellowtail, and 
, 
rosy rockfiehes and.lingcod were among the 20 most frequently 
observed species in all port areae mampled. Theee four 
species accounted for 43% of the total obuerved catch. In 
addition, bocaccio and widow and canary rockffshes were 
important components of the catch in most port areas, while 
chilipepper were locally'important in the Monterey and Bodega 
Bay areas. Theee eight mpeciee conprimed 75.8% of the total 
observed catch. 
A recent reeeemment of rockfimhea known to occur off 
California found that 59 mpecies are harvested by either mport 
or commercial fimheries (Lea 1992). Forty-one mpecies (69%) 
-are caught in both fioheriee (Appendix El; Of theme, twenty- 
one are considered to be relatively hportant brmed on 
historical and current information. 
- - 
.- 
Thim study 30-d that 15 of the a w e  21 rpecias occurred 
in at least 1.0% of the abmerved catch during at learnt one of 
the 5 years mazapled. Cowcod m d  black-and-yellow, flag, kelp, 
- - 
mpeckled, m d  yelloweye rockf imhe~ occurred intreWrntly . 
- Thus, the rockfish remource is .hared ucten~ively by aport and 
commercial fi~heriee. 
ED* and '~ational Marine Fimheries 8ervice have routinely 
manpled offshore cemercial trawl and gill net rockfimh 
fisheries. Within the past 5 year., book-md-line fimheries 
(longline, vertical met line, troll, m d  rod m d  reel) have 
become important components of the commercial rockfieh 
I 
fishery. During 1991 and 1992, Departanent biologirtm began a 
w 
directed effort towards mampliag these fimheries. 
. 
Preliminary, unpublimhed data will be referred to here in 
diecueeing mimilaritiee m d  differences in species composition 
with the CPFV fimhery. 
Specie8 Camrpomition by Port Area 
Port Bragg Area 
In the Fort Bragg area 11 mpeciee c-rimed 95% of the 
-ob~erved catch' (Table 6 ) .  Blue and yellowtail rockfimhee 
accounted for 65% of obmerved fimh. Dimtinctive features of 
the catch Included m abmence of chilipepper, a relatively 
high percentage of copper, yelloweye, m d  black rockfimhee, 
w 
- k d  an overall ipecie8 oompomition of 98% rockfimhem. Several 
mpecire occurred Pore frequently in rome yearm, ruch am black 
m d  bidow rocktimhem An 1991. while other. wore relatively 
- - 
uncommon, much am blue and canary rockf inhem i~ 1990: 
TABLE 6 ,  Summary of Sport Fimhee Caught by Observed C P W  
Anglers from the Port of Fort Bragg, 1988 to 1991. 
. Blue rockfish 190 
- Yellowtail rockfish 31 
Canary rockfish 26 
Rosy rockfish 21 
Black rockfish 
Olive rockfish 34 
Copper rockfish 12 
Yelloweye rockfish 7 
Lingcod 5 
Widow rockfish 1 
Bank rockfish 
Bocaccio 2 
China rockfish 
Quillback rockfish 5 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
* Gopher rockfish 
Kelp greenling 
Brown rockfish 
Jack mackerel 
Silver salmon 
King salmon 
Rock sole 
Starry rockfish. 
Sanddab ep. 
Flatfish sp. 
1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
- - 
76 3 300 569 1 
169 122 174 -496 2 
46 1 87 160 3 
27 16 49 113 4 
49 49 5 
11 45 6 
10 18 40 7 
9 .  6 17 39 8 
1 18 24 9 .  
20 21 10 
13 13 11 
7 1 2 12 12 
11 11 13 
1 4 10 14 
3 5 8 15 
8 8 15 
1 7 8 15 
7 7 18 ' 
4 4 19 
3 3 20 
1 1 21 
1 1 21 
1 1 21 
1 1 21 
1 1 21 
s 1 21 
1 1 21 
Totals 334 369 163 781 1647 
Samples from the commercial hook-and-line fishery in 1991 
and 1992 indicated that chilipepper and yellowtail, yelloweye, 
vermilion, canary, and greenmpotted rockfimhes were the 
predominant apecies harvested (Pete Aalvaus, CDFG, Fort Bragg, 
pers. comm.). Yellowtail, canary, and yelloweye rockfishes 
ranked 2, 3, and 8, rempectively, in the obmerved CPFV catch 
from 1988 to 1991, Vemilion and greenmpotted rockfimhem were 
I 
caught less frequently by .port mglar~, and chilipaqper were 
not observed in the aport Catch. All rockfimh apecies 
I 
I observed in the CPW catch were prmment in carmnercial hook- 
and-line mrmplas ucept olive and bank rockfimhes. 
- 
-. - 
-- Bodega Bay Area 
In the Bodega Bay area, 13 mpecies comprimed 95%.of the 
observed catch (Table 7). Yellowtail and blue rockfiehes and 
chilipepper accounted for 57% of obmerved fish. Chilipepper 
were more frequently ob~erved from 1988 to 1990 than in 1991. 
Blue rockfish were taken frequently in 1988 and 1989 but were 
absent or mcarce in later yeare. The mpeciee composition ,$ 
observed in 1990 resulted from one #ampled trip and $8 not a 
good representation of relative abundance in the werall I 
I catch. Olive rockfish were noticmably mcarce in 1989, mimilax 
to the Fort Bragg area. A relatively high percentage of 
greenepotted, brawn, and yelloweye rockfimhee charrcterited 
the observed catch, m d  the werall mpeciee conpornition wae 
96% rockfiohes. 
Sampling of the c-ercial hook-and-line rockfish fishery 
in 1992 revealed the dominant mpeciee to be chilipepper, I 
I 
bocaccio, and yellowtail, black, blackgill, grmenmpottmd, I 
- 1  
brown, otar~y, yellaweye, and romy rockf imhes (Torn Moore, I 
CDFG, Bodega Bay, perm. comm. 1. All of theme mpecime curcept I 
I 
black, .tarry, and blrckgill rockfimher ranked among the top I 
01 
-10 mpecies in the obmervmd CPFV cratch; black and .tarry I 
I 
rockfimhee r u e d  14 and 19, rmmpmctively. Blackgill rockfish I 
. - I 
wan not obmemrmd; the rmportmd dmpth rurge for thim:mpecime 
.- 
TABLE 7 .  Srnmnrry of Sport Fishes Caught by Obaewed CPFV 
Anglers from the Ports of Bodega Bay and Dillon 
Beach, 1988 to 1991. 
F D ~ C ~ &  1988 1989 1990 1991 ?rota1 Rank 
= Yellowtail rockfish 
Blue rockfish 
Chilipepper 
Canary rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Lingcod 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Widow rockfish 
China rockfish 
Flatfish epp. 
Vermilion rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
Starry rockfish 
Speckled rockfish 
Squarespot rockfish 
Quillback rockfish 
Kelp greenling 
Cabezon 
Jack mackerel 
King salmon 
Cowcod 
Sanddab epp. 
Bank rockfish 
Kelp rockfish 
Shortbelly rockfieh 
Flag rockfish 
Shark sp. 
Petrale sole 
Silver ealmon 
' Totals 
deeper than most CPFVe fimh. Eighteen other apecimm ware 
found i n  cammercial manples; of theme, only aurora rockfish 
was not obmerved in the C P W  catch. Only mquarmmpb+; kelp, 
and mhortbelly rockfimhes were munpled from the CPFV catch but 
not observed in coxamercial hook-md-line samples; all three 
mpeci'es were minor Componu~tm of the O b m e ~ m d  CPPVeatch. 
- 
Sari Francieco Area 
The S a n  Francisco area had the highest mpecies divereity, 
with 19 mpecies accounting for 95% of the catch (Table 8). 
Yellowtail and blue rockfishes cormprimed 37% of obmerved fish. 
Lingcod were relatively more abundant in the catch, ranking 4. 
However, a steady decline in the percentage of lingcod in thg 
total catch wae.found, ranging from 9.8% in 1988 to 4.5% in 
1991. Black and brown rockfirhes were relatively =re a 
abundant compared with more mouthern areas, and Pacific 
manddab was a significant component of the catch. Chilipepper 
wae mcarce compared with adjacont port arrar. The overall 
species composition was 88% rockfimhee, the lowest song the 
five areas. 
A group of species, conmimting of gopher, kelp, grass, 
and black-and-yellow rockfishes and kelp greenling, is 
indicative of shallow depth fishing, in thir came gearrally 
less than 120 ft (20 fm) . Although number8 are small, the 
relative abundance of these mpmcira decrramed by 58% from 
1988-89 to 1990-91 (2.4% to 1.0% of the catch). This A m  moat 
WP 
:likely a reeult of r mhift towards fimhing in greater depths, 
r m  previously mentionrd. 
,Sevrral significant cburgem have occurrmd in  the rrlrtive 
- - 
abundance of spmcirm taken by CPW englarm i n  the S= 
TABLE 8. Suaxrmary of Sport Fishes Caught by Observed CPFV 
Anglers from the Ports of Princeton, Berkeley, 
Emetyville, urd Richmond, 1988 to 1991. 
F~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
-- Yellowtail rockfish 905 2563 806 735 ' 5009 1 
Blue rockfish 1833 1321 658 398 4210 2 
Rosy rockfish 771 1211 773 268 3023 3 
Lingcod 775 655 212 112 1754 4 
Black rockfish 618 661 194 99 1572 5 
Widow rockfish 301 761 221 38 1321 6 
Canary rockfish 311 - 454 250 93 1108 7 
Brown rockf ish 401 207 160 43 811 8 
Copper rockfish 199 273 165 84 721 9 
Greenspotted rockfish 201 242 61 113 617 10 
China rockfish 252 190 101 19 562 11 
Starry rockfish 191 130 110 115 54 6 12 
Olive rockfish 10 310 153 24 497 13 
Bocaccio 105 204 61 78 448 14 
Pacific sanddab 104 171 41 81 397 15 
Yelloweye rockfish 143 104 63 48 358 16 
Gopher rockfish 119 151 33 9 312 17 * 
Vermilion rockfish 98 106 75 24 303 18 
Cabezon 114 67 13 2 196 19 
Quillback rockfish 76 75 36 2 189 20 
, Greenstriped rockfish 80 51 14 9 154 21 
Kelp greenling 45 66 17 5 133 22 
Pacific hake 72 13 12 97 23 
Pacific mackerel 56 11 11 78 24 
Petrale sole 23 26 10 59 25 
Rosethorn rockfish 55 55 26 
Chilipepper 3 12 30 1 46 27 
Flag rockfish 5 24 9 8 46 27 
Speckled rockfish 1 25 9 10 45 29 
King salmon 4 17 12 6 39 30 
Rock sole 6 16 15 37 31 
Black-and-yellow 
rockf ieh 21 8 1 30 32 
Squarespot rockfish 21 7 28 33 
Jack mackerel 3 18 3 24 34 
White croaker 14 4 3 21 35 
. Swordspine rockfish 5 3 3 11 36 
Grass rockfish 6 3 9 37 
Kelp rockf ish 1 5 6 38 
Wolf eel 2 1 1 4 39 - 
- Sablef ish 1 3 4 39 
Rockfish npp. 4 4 39 
Yellowfin croaker 3 3 42 
California halibut 2 1 3 42 
Spiny dogfish 1 1 - 2 44 
Tiger rockfish 2 - -   2 44 
TABLE 8. (continued) 
s~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
1 Cowcod ' -iL 1 46 
Shortbelly rockfirrh 1 1 46 
; Calico rockfish 1 1 46 
Irish lord mp. 1 1 46 
Balibut sp. 1 1 46 
Soupfin ahark 1 1 46 
Starry mkate 1 1 46 
Redstripe rockfish 1 1 46 
Totals 7883 10,189 4340 2490 24,902 
cl 
Francisco area during the past 25 years. In 1966 Miller and 
Odemar (1968) observed black rockfish to be the most 
, 
frequently obeerved mpecies in the party boat catch, while 
rosy and widow rockfimhes ranked 10 m d  20, reepectively. , 
Black rockfish ranked 5 in the prement mtudy from 1988 to 
1991, all yeare combined, and rmked 7 the latter 2 years. 
)r 
The increaeed relative abundance of romy m d  widow rockfishes 
in catches (ranked 3 and 6, rerrpectively, in the prement 
study) no doubt reflects the greater fimhing effort in daeper 
water. 
The most frequently occurring rockfimh mpecies in 
commercial hook-and-line raaqdes from 1992 were yellowtail, 
brown, roey, crnary, and gre-spotted (Becky Ota, CDFQ, Wenlo 
Park, pers. C-.I .  Theme were all among the top 10 mpeciee 
fa the observed CPFV catch. m-ty-one other rockfimhos were -- 
- 
runpled from the c-ercirl catch; of thmme, only 
graenblotch~d, blrckgill, bank, rodbmdod, mad rharpchin 
rockfishes and Pacific ocean porch were aot obaorved in the 
- * 
C P W  catch. Sport-caught rockfiehos not found in &marcia1 
hook-and-line mamples included olive, romethorn, black-and- 
yellow, mquarespot, mwordspine, kelp, calico, mhortbelly, and 
cowcod. Of theme, only olive rockfish comprimed moze than 
.- 1.0% of the observed CPFV catch. 
Monterey Area 
The Monterey area accounted for 56.2% of all observed 
fish, largely due to mampling effort, and was the only port 
sampled in all 5 years. Chilipepper and yellowtail and blue 
rockfishes comprised 60% of the observed catch. Seventeen 
I 
species comprised 95% of the catch (Table 9)r and mpecies 
composition was 91% rockfishes. Unique to this area was the 
dominance of chilipepper in the catch, primarily due to the 
proximity of Monterey Canyon on the fishing grounds. 
u 
Chilipepper often were targeted and comprised 30.3% of the 
observed catch. Until the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  chilipepper 'was only a adnor 
component of the CPFV catch (Oda 1992). A 1966 murvey of the 
CPFV catch ranked chilipepper 13 in abundance among observed 
fishes in the Monterey area (Miller and Odemar 1968). 
Pacific hake, eablefieh, &d Pacific mackerel occurred in 
catches more frequently than in other areas, although a trend 
of decreasing catch frequency was observed from 1987 (6.3% of 
catch) to 1991 (1.0% of catch) . This port area was the only 
-one in which canary rockfimh was not among the 10 Poet 
frequently observed mpecies. Brown and China rockfimhes were 
also relatively mcarce compared with aream to the mrth and 
v - - 
.- 
TABLE 9. Srnnmrry of Sport Fimhes Caught by Obsenred CPFV Anglers 
from the Ports of G a n t a  Cruz and Monterey, 1987 to 
1991. w 
- 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 - - Species Total Rank 
-: Chilipepper '6196 
Blue rockfish 2838 
Yellowtail rockfish 1848 
Widow rockfish 884 
Bocaccio 1361 
Pacific hake 626 
Rosy rockfish 432 
Lingcod 566 
Greenspotted rockfish 185 
Greenstriped rockfish 171 
Olive rockfish 130 
Starry rockfish 266 
Canary rockfish 157 
Pacific mackerel 202 
Vermilion rockfish 98 
Bablef ish 238 
Squarespot rockfish 98 
Copper rockfish 39 
Pacific sanddab 26 
Speckled rockfish 60 
Jack mackerel 69 
Gopher rockfish 86 
Bank rockfish 74 
Yelloweye rockfish 31 
Black rockfish 55 
Sanddab epp. 2 
China rockfish 34 
Brown rockfish 9 
Flag rockfish 10 
Rosethorn rockfish 9 
Stripetail rockfish 7 
Shortbelly rockfish 2 
Petrale sole 4 
Cabezon 36 
Rock sole - *  12 
Spiny dogfish 4 
King salmon 7 
Rockfish 8pp. 4 
Cowcod 5 
Xelp greenling 5 
-Quillback rockfirh 7 
Splitnose rockfish 2 
Bwordspine rockfimh 6 
Black-and-yellow 
zoc)Cf imh 4 
Bpeckled rrnddab 6 
TABLE 9. (continued) 
B~ecies 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
~acif ic mardine 1 
Aurora rockfish 
= Grass rockfish 4 
Greenblotched rockfish 3 
Halfbanded rockfiehed 1 
Blue ahark 1 
White croaker 2 
Kelp rockf ish 
California lizardfish 
Jacksmelt 2 
Starry skate 1 
Fantail sole 1 
Redstripe rockfish 1 
Pacific bonito 1 
Sharpchin rockfish 
Ratf ish 
English sole 
Butter sole 
Wolf eel 
Chameleon rockfish 
Flatfish sp. 
Tiger rockfish 
Ocean whitefish 
'w I 
Totals 
I 
16,929 22,353 18,226 
south. The shallow water epecies complex referred to in the 
San Francisco area diecueeion wae poorly represented at 0.4% 
of the observed catch. 
I 
Commercial hook-and-line mamplee in the Monterey area 
I, 
I fall into three general categories. An offshore longline 
I fishery catches primarily chilipepper, bocrccio, and 
yellowtail, blackgill, bank, widow, and mpeckled rockfishes 
- (Bob Leos, CDFG, Monteray, pars. comm.) . A hook-md-line 
I fishery in the Monterey Bay rraa harveets arainly bocrccio and 
I 
I greenspotted, yellowtail, starry, yelloweye, mpeckled, urd 
r - - 
I copper rockfiahee. A nearshore hook and line f ishaG ucitste 
mouth of Big Sur, including Big Creek'Remerve. Under 
agreement with the .reserve manager, fimhexmen have been 
recor3ing catch coanpoeition landed rt the reseme.,Dominant 
= mpecies were black, blue, olive, kelp, grame, gopher, black- 
and-yellow, vermilion, and brown rockf imhes . 
All rockfish mpeciee identified in commercial samples 
were preeent in the obmenred CPFV catch mxcept blackgill and 
redbanded. For the 29 mpecies of CPW-caught rockfimhes for 
which n > 10, only rquarempot, zosethorn, mwordspine, 
quillback, m d  cowcod were not sampled in the cosrmercial hook- 
md-line fishery in 1992. 
Xorro Bay Area 
In the Morro Bay arear 16 species comprimed 95% of the 
ob~enred catch (Table lo), and speciee colmpoaition was 93% 
rockfiohee. Yellowtail and blue rockfishee coanprimed 40% of 
obeerved fieh. Distinctive features of the catch includdd a 
relatively high frequency of vermilion and gopher rockfishes 
and a relative mcarcity of chilipepper. The mhallow water 
mpecies complex comprised 6.1% of the observed catch, the 
highest of the five areas. Of mignificrace was r mteady 
decline in the relative abundance of canary rockfimh, from 
6.5% in 1988 to 2.3% in 1991, and the relatively high 
- - 
-frequency of olive and black rockfimh in 1991. 
Morro Bay commercial hook-md-line suqplem %a 1992 
conmisted primarily of chilipeppor, bocrccio, mad yallowtail, 
vermilion, gopher, and blue rockf ishmm (Bandrr Owi.n;.XDFG, 
TABLE 10. Summary of Sport Fishes Caught by Observed Anglers 
from the Ports of San Simaon, Morro Bay, and Port 
I, 
San Luis, 1988 to 1991. 
. . 
P~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
-- Yellowtail rockfish 1064 1225 831 543 
Blue rockfish 856 754 209 937 
Vermilion rockfish 399 578 328 17 6 
Gopher rockfish 322 309 37 309 
Bocaccio 210 219 324 141 
Lingcod 262 310 111 184 
Rosy rockfish 310 284 129 128 
Widow rockfish 318 88 169 152 
Canary rockfish 308 224 101 87 
Copper rockfish 199 163 125 70 
Brown rockfish 31 188 49 191 
Starry rockfish 218 94 53 91 
Olive rockfish 20 15 8 351 
Black rockfish 8 26 178 
China rockfish 82 41 12 56 
Greenspotted rockfish 54 58 41 28 
Chilipepper 141 3 30 
Greenstriped rockfish 22 33 22 13 
Pacific manddab 6 33 14 20 
Pacific mackerel 19 46 
Yellowaye rockfish .19 30 9 2 
Flag rockfish 19 17 10 8 
Kelp greenling 13 9 2 8 
Jack mackerel 7 23 
Spiny dogfish 6 14 3 2 
Cabezon 5 1 3 10 
Rock sole 3 6 6 3 
Speckled sanddab 11 
Black-and-yellow 
rockfish 2 8 
Petrale sole 7 2 1 
California halibut . 1 8 
Speckled rockfish 4 4 
Grass rockfish 1 6 
Kelp rockf ish 5 
Sablef ish 5 
Squarespot rockfish 4 1 
Calico rockfish 1 2 
King salmon 3 
Treef ish 3 
- California lizardf i ~ h  2 
Greenblotched rockfiuh 2 
Ocean whitefish 1 1 
Sanddab mpp. 1 1 
Pacific tomcod 1 1 
Pacific hake 2 
TABLE 10. (continued) 
@~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total Rank 
w 
2 White croaker =.. 2 4 0  
. Blire ehark 2 2 40 
' Wolf me1 1 1 2 4 0  
Quillback rockfieh 1 1 49 
Cowcod 1 1 49  
Rockfish mp. 1 1 49 Q, 
Striped murfperch 1 1 49  
w 
Morro Bay, pers. camm.). All except chilipepper comprise the 
top five opecies in the observed CPFV catch; chilipepper , 
ranked 17. Nineteen other mpecies were identified in 
commercial hook-and-line mamples, m d  all of them were 
observed in the CPFV catch. Only four rockfish species caught 
incidentally by CPFV anglere (mqumrmspot, calico, 
greenblotched, md'quillback) were not obmerved in coaxmarcia1 
mamples. 
Species Cwosition by Month 
Port Bragg Area 
Few trips were rampled in winter or spring and only in 
September were more than thrme trips 8umplmd. Cmtch per 
angler hour (CPAH) for all fimh rmged from 2.5 in October to 
6.2 in December (Table 11). Only three mpecime, blue, 
-yellowtail, m d  comy cockfimh, were ob8em.d in all months 
ramplad. Blue rockfish had highmr catch rrtmm iP July, 
August, Novher, uad Decder, while yellowtril rockfimh were 
. * 
- 
caught amre frequmntly in Irmbrurry and June. Ohallow-nter 
TABLE 11. Catch Per Angler Hour by Month, All Years Combined, for the 2 0  Moat Frequently Caught 
Species from the Fort Bragg Area. 
- Catch per angler hour 
s~eciio Jan Feb Mar Avr May Jun Ju1 Auu SOD Oc t Nov Doc 
Blue rockfimh 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Rosy rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Copper rockfimh 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Lingcod 
Widow rockfioh 
Bank rockfish 
Bocaccio 
China rockfimh 
W Quillback rockfioh 
4 Qreenotriped rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Gopher rockfioh 
Kelp greenling 
Brown rockfieh 
All fish 
Number of trips 0  1 0  0  0  1 1 2 7 3 2 1 
mpecies much as blue rockfish are generally caught more 
frequently in the mummer and fall in California when weather 
and sea conditions are better and boat6 can mafely operate 
- 'inshore. The lowest CPAH for all fish in October coincided 
with the highest CPAH for lingcod. This is the traditional 
mtart of the lingcod meaeon and CPFVs targeting this mpecies 
spent less time fishing for the more abundant mchooling 
rockfishes. 
Bodega Bay Area , 
Seasonal variations in CPAH were evident for mome of the 
w 
more common rockfishes. Blue rockfish were mcarce or absent 
in the observed catch from December to March (Table 12). 
Chilipepper were caught more.frequently in August m d  from 
December to March and were not observed from May to July, 
Lingcod and bocaccio CPAH was highest from September to 
February, and September had the second lowest overall CPAH 
(2.9). The lowest average catch rate was observed in July, 
CPAH for all fish exceeded 5.0 in February, May, and June. 
Only three species, yellowtail, canary, m d  rosy rockf iehes, 
were observed in all months mautpled. 
San Francisco Area 
A group of mpecies coneimting of blue, black, brown, and 
gopher rockfishes m d  cabezon had a higher CPAH from March or 
April to July or August than during the fall m d  winter 
- - 
.- 
(Table 13). Theme apecia8 are caught -re frmquently in 
TABLE 12. catch Per Angler Hour by Month, All Years Combined, for the 20 Moet Frequently Caught 
Species from the Bodega Bay Area. 
- Catch per angler hour 
8 ecies @Ma Jun Ju1 Auu , SOP Oc t N w  Dec 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Blue rockfish 
Chilipepper 
Canary rockfioh 
Qreenspotted 
rockfish 
Brown rockfioh 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Lingcod 
Yellmya rockfioh 
Greenstriped 
rockf ieh 
W Copper rockfirh 
9 Olive rockfish 
Black rockfioh 
Widow rockfioh 
China rockfiah 
Vermilion rockfioh 
dopher rockfish 
Starry rockfish 
Bquareepot rockfioh 
0.07 
0.19 
0.02 
co. 0 1  
0.03 
0.03 
0.03 
0.02 
0 .01  
- 
All fish 
Number of tripe 2 2 1 0 3 6 4 9 7 10 5 2 
TABLB 13. catch Per Angler Hour by Month, All Years Combined, for the 25 Most ?requently.Caught 
Speciee from the San Francisco Area. 
- Catch per angler hour 
8~eci 00 Jan Feb Mar Apt Mav Jun Jul Aucr 8er, Oct Ncxlt Dee 
Yellowtail rockfimh 0.82 
Blue rockfimh 0.24 
Romy rockfish 0.47 
Lingcod 0.22 
Black rockfieh - 
Widow rockfieh 0.29 
Canary rockfieh 0.15 
Brown rockfieh - 
Copper rockfish 0.11 
Qreenqmt ted 
rockf ish 0.13 
China rockfimh 0.04 
Starry rockfi~h 0.04 
Oliva rookfieh 0.07 
Bocacc i o 0.07 
Pacifia manddab 0.11 
Yelloueya rockfish 0.06 
Qophar rockf irh - 
Varmilion rockfimh 0.06 
Cabetan c0. 0 1  
Quillback rockfirh 0.04 
Qreenmtriped 
rockf ieh 0.01 
Itelp greenling - 
Pacific hake c0 0 1  
Pacifia mackerel - 
Petrala mole 0.02 
0.09 
. 0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
0.07 
0.05 
0.02 
co. 0 1  
0.04 
0.01 
0 . O 1  
- 
co. 0 1  
~ 1 4  f i ~ h  2.99 4.54 3.56 3.18 2.75 2.94 2.66 2.78 2.92 2.80 4.31 3 .29  
* 
Number of tripe 5 6 13 14 11 17 8 16 18 13 12 5 
shallower water (less than 40 fathoms) and indicate a trend 
towards deeper fishing in fall and winter. Blue rockfish, 
also &re abundant in mhallow water, had higher catch rates 
- 3rom February to July. Conversely, widow, yellowtail, and 
rosy rockfishes and bocaccio (deeper-water species) had higher 
catch rates during fall and winter. 
Three peaks of lingcod CPAH occurred in December, 
February, and May. None of thesemonths coincided with the 
traditional start of lingcod meason in other areas.' In 
addition, the May peak is atypical for this species which is 
' 
generally known for its inshore distribution in fall and 
winter. 
Pacific hake were only cbught in January and from April 
to June, while Pacific mackerel had higheet CPAH in September 
and October. 
CPAH for all opeciee generally was lower from May to 
October and compared with other areas had a relatively narrow 
range of values for all mnths. 
Monterey Area 
The Monterey area mhowed measonal variablity for meveral 
connnon epecies. Chilipepper CPAB increased mteadily from 
February to June, peaking at 2.9 (Table 14) . Except for 
-April, a uimilar trend occurred for blue rockfish from January 
to June. These two mpecieu were largely rasponcribla for the 
highest overall CPAH of 6.7 and 6.8 in May and June, 
- - 
recrpectively. Theme-were Zhe highest monthly CPAH vXlues 
TABLE 14. Catch Per Angler Hour by Month, All Yearrr Combined, for the 25 Most ~requently Caught 
Species from the Monterey Area. 
Catch per angler hour 
Ivecies Jan Feb Mar  AD^ May Jun Jul Aucr Ser, Oc t No* Dec 
Chi lipepper 1.57 
Blue rockfish 0.12 
Yelloutail rockfirh 0.51 
widow rockfimh 1 .21  
Bocaccio 0.36 
Pacific bake - 
R o w  rockfish 0.09 
Lingcod 0.16 
Oreenspotted 
rockf irh 0.26 
Ormenstriped 
rockf irh 0.16 
Olive rackfirh 0.03 
*. Starry rackf ish 0.05 
N Canary rockfish 0.10 
Pacific mackerel 0.04 
Vermilion rockf irh 0 .01  
Sablef ish 0.03 
Squareopt rockfimh 0.05 
Copper rockfish 0.02 
Pacifio sanddab <O. 0 1  
Jack mackerel o 
Oophetr rockfish <O . 0 1  
Bank rockfish o 
felloweye rockfish 0.01 
Black rockfish o 
China rockfish <O. 0 1  
2.06 
0.28 
0.67 
0.46 
0.28 
0.29 
0.12 
0.05 
0.07. 
0.10 
.0 .06  
0.12 
0.09 
0.07 
0.03 
0.05 
0.02 
0 .01  
0.03 
<o. 0 1  
0 .01 
<o. 0 1  
co. 01  
0 
eo. 0 1  
'-5.08 4.52 4 3 9  4.97 6.65 6.85 4 .51 4.85 1.85 2,69 3.36 4.43 
1 
Number of trips 14 20 19 28 29 29 29 44 38 39 32 10 
among all areas sampled. 
Chilipepper CPAB plummeted to 0.02 in October and CPAH 
. 
for nine of the ten mont frequently obmerved rockfimh mpecies 
- declined from September to October. Similar to the Fort Bragg 
area, this coincided with the beginning of lingcod meason. 
CPAH for lingcod increased almost fourfold to the highest 
value of the year (0.34) while overall CPAH was the lowest of 
all months (2.7). 
In May and June a decline in CPAH occurred for widow, 
rosy, greenstriped, etarry, and canary rockfishes coinciding , 
with an increase in CPAH for chilipepper and blue rockfish. 
Compared with other rockfish, yellowtail rockfish mhowed a . 
relatively narrow range of CPAH (0.41 to 0 .93 ) ,  less than a 
threefold difference among all months. 
Pacific hake Bhowed a pronounced measonal variablity with 
highest catch rates in the tspring (primarily hhy and June), 
similar to the San Francisco area and mimilar to chilipepper 
in the Monterey area. Sablefish and Pacific mackerel catch 
rates generally were higher from April to August. 
Morro Bay Area 
There were few aeasonal trends in CPAH for most rockfish 
mpeciee in the Yorro Bay area, mad this area had the most 
-narrow range of mnthly CPAH for all fioh among all areae 
(Table 15). Blue rockfimh were caught more frequently from 
August to November, while vmrmilion rockfimh had a higher CPAH 
- * 
from January to June. hBe~mral rockfishes mhowed a Garrow 
5. 
TABLE IS. Catdh Per Angler Hour by Month, All Years Combined, for the 25 Most ~requently Caught 
Species from the Morro Bay Area. 
- Catch per angler hour 
S~ecies Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Auu SOP Oc t NOS Dec 
?ellowtail rockfirh 
Blue rockf ieh 
Vermilion rockfish 
Qopher rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Lingcod 
Romy rocktieh 
Widow rockf irh 
Canary rockf ieh 
Copper rockfish 
Brawn rockfimh 
Starry rockfish 
Olive rackfieh 
E Black rockfieh 
E China rockfish 
Oreenrpatted 
rockf ieh 
Chi1 ipepper 
Oreens tripod 
rockf imh 
Pacific sanddab 
Pacific mackerel 
Yelloweye rockf ish 
Flag rockfieh 
Kelp greenling 
Jack mackerel 
Spiny dogfi~h 
All. f imh 
1 .  
Number of trips 9 .  
1.35 
0.42 
0.36 
0.05 
0.31 
0.19 
0.24 
0.20 
0.14 
0.22 
co. 01 
0.09 
- 
- 
0.02 
0.03 
0 
0.01 
0.01 
- 
0.02 
0.02 
co. 01 
- 
0.01 
0.38 
0.38 
0.17 
0.21 
0.15 
0.10 
0.15 
0.02 
0.15 
0.06 
0.22 
0.08 
0.02 
0.01 
0.06 
0.04 
co. 01 
1 range in nronthly CPAH. Romy rockfimh CPAH ranged only from 
I 0.10 to 0.28 fish, I factor of 2.8. CPAB of yellowtail and 
I rll 
I vermiiibn tockf i mhms varimd only by a factor of 3.6 a d  3 - 4 ,  
I 
I -.rmmpectively. There low variabilitimm are iadicative of 
I 
I mpecies that are widempread, abundant, rad are either mought 
I 
I after (yellowtail and vermilion) or caught incidentally (rosy) 
I year-round. 
I 
I Lingcod mhwed r peak CPAH in October, mimilar to the 
I "I 
Fort Bragg and Monterey areas, but rlmo had a peak in I 
I 
I February. Overall catch rates were not lowest during these 2 
I 1 )  
I months, indicating that there was lmre targeting of lingcod. 
I * 
Seasonal trends were wident for mevmral other =on- 
# 
I rockfishes. Pacific mackerel m d  jack mackerel were both 
I 
caught only in the June to November period. I * 
Percentage of Fish Retainmd by Port and Year 
Approximately 95% of all ob8erp.d fimh were kept by C P W  
anglers (Table 16). There was no trend in percentage of fimh 
retained from 1988 to 1991, with all yearm averaging 95%. The 
Fort Bragg area had the loweat percentage of kmpt fimh, but 
this was influenced by one .hallow-ntmr trip An 1991 in which 
50% of the fimh caught (mostly blue rockfimh) were rmlmared. 
Excluding thie trip, 94.6% of obmmrvmd fimh ware kept in 1991 
w 
:mad 95.2% of obmenrmd fish warm kept for rllymarm combfne8. 
The Bodega Bay area mhwad a conrimtent hcrerme h the' 
percentage of kmpt fimh from 1988 to 1991. So port rrcra 
II 
- .- 
mhowmd A conmimtent dmclinm during thim poriod. .- 
Table 16. Percentage of Observed Fiah Retained by Port and 
Year. 
All 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 Y w port area ears 
.Fort Bragg - 98.2 93.8 94.5 84.7 89.5 
Bodega Bay - -91.5 94.7 95.7 96.8 93.4 
San Francisco - 95.0 96.7 94.4 94.2 95.5 
Monterey 96.7 95.9 94.4 96.1 96.6 95.4 
Morro Bay - 96.7 91.9 93.0 95.2 94.3 
All ports 96.7 95.4 94.7 94.6 94.6 95.2 
Percentage of Fish Retained by Port and Species 
I 
Fourteen of the twenty most frequently obeerved mpecies 
(all areas combined), all rockfishes, had retention rates 
* 
exceeding 90% for all areas (Table 17). Bpecies are presented 
in order of decreasing abundance in the total observed catch. 
. . 
Blue and roey rockfish were the only mpecies observed (n r 10) 
* in the Fort Bragg area with retention rates lees than this. 
In the Bodega Bay area, blue, roey, greenstriped, gopher, and 
squarespot rockfish had relatively low retention rates. All 
w 
rockfish speciee in the San Francieco area except roey and 
roeethorn had retention rates greater than 95%. In the 
Monterey area, rosy, mquarospot, and .tripetail rockfiehes had 
relatively low retention rates among the rockfiehes. In the w 
Morro Bay area, roey m d  greenstriped were the only rockfiehes 
with retention rates lr.8 than 90%. 
I 
Except for blue rockfish, all of the above mpe'd*ee have 
mrsximu. total lengths no 1066 than 16 in. (406 amn) (Miller and 
TABLE 17 .  Percentage of Ob~enred Fimh Retained by Port 
Species. 
u Percentage retained (for n r 1 0  at mach 
Port u e a  
-s~ecies FB BB SF 
Chilipepper - 99.6 100 .0  99 .4 
Blue rockfish 80.5 87.7 95.7 95.0 
.(I Yellowtail rockfish 97.2 97.2 98.0 97.9 
Widow rockfish 95.2 95.9 9 5 . 1  98.7 
Bocacci o 91.7 100 .0  98.4 99.0 
Rosy rockfish 74.3 60.2 88.6 89.0 
Lingcod 100.0  71 .0  8 7 . 1  77 .2  
Canary rockfish 95.6 97.8 98.3 99.9 
Greenspotted rockfish - 96.7 98.4 98.9 
Vermilion rockfish - 100.0  99.3 99 .8  
Olive rockfish 97.8 98.5 99.6 98.6 
Starry rockfish - 95.2 98.5 98.4 
Black rockfish 98.0  97.0 99.2 97 .0  
Brown rockfish - 90.6 99 .5  97.5 
Copper rockfish 100.0  100 .0  99.4 99 .7  
Greenstriped rockfish - 80.8  98.7 96.0 
Gopher rockfish - 81.0 98.4 97.2 
China rockfish 100 .0  97.4 99.6 99 .2  
- Yelloweye rockfish 97.4 99.3 99.2 100 .0  
Pacific eanddab - - 94.2 90.6 
Pacific mackerel - - 89.9 86.6 
Sablef ish - - - 96.6 
Squarespot rockfish - 80.0 96.4 75 .8  
Speckled rockfish - 100.0  100 .0  ' 99.6 
Jack mackerel - 100.0 95.7 98.6 
Cabezon - - 98.5 100.0 
Quillback rockfish 100.0 - 100.0  100 .0  
Flag 'rockfish - - 97.8 9 9 . 1  
Kelp greenling - - 94.7 76 .5  
Bank rockfish 100.0 - - 99.4 
Rosethorn rockfish o - 81.8 93.3 
Petrale sole - - 93.2 98 .6  
*I Stripetail rockfish - - - 86.2 
Shortbelly rockfish - - - 93.3  
Rock sole o - 100.0  100 .0  
King salmon - - 74 .4  82.6 
Spiny dogfish - - - 8.3 
Black and yellow rockfimh - - 100.0  - 
Q Cowcod - - - 100 .0  
White croaker - - 57.1  - 
Swordepine rockfish - - . 100.0  90.9 
Speckled manddab - I - - 
Splitnose rockfish - - - 100.0 
and 
port) 
Lea 1972), and Observed fimh which were dimcarded were often 
less than 12 in. (305 am). There $8 no oPinimum mite limit for 
- 
rockfishes caught in California waters'. 'Although many amall 
- fishes are kept by CPFV anglers, longth irr the most btportsnt 
factor affecting retention rates for mport fish in general, 
Rosy rockfimh accounted for 15% of the 5424 observed fish 
returned (all mpeciee); thie mpecies had an overall retention 
rate of 86.7% for all areas cozpbined. 
Miller and Gotehall (1965) estimated retention rates on 
board CPFVs in 1960 from the Bodega Bay area to Port San ,I 
Luis. Retention rate of all rockfish mpecies was 94.l%, 
comparable to the average rate observed for all fimh in this 
rrtudy. Rockfimhes with relatively low (~80%) retention rates 
in their mtudy included rosy, greenstriped, mquarampot, and 
stripetail, indicating that little change in mgler preference 
among large and .mall rockfirrhes has occurred in the past 30 
years. 
Lingcod have had r minimum legal mize of 22 in. ( 559  mn) 
since 1981. The Worro Bay area had r amach lower ratention 
rate for lingcbd than other area*. ~onvermely, PO lingcod 
were observed returned in the Fort Brrgg rrea. Thim will be 
dimcussed later relative to length frequency. 
For obmerved mpecies (a c 10) other than rockfimhes mnd 
- lingcod, only ~sblefi8h~ petrale mole, and rock mols 
conmimtently had rotoation rrtos greater than 90%.  Swerrl 
other mpeciae demonmtrrtad mignificmt regional differoxacorn. - 
. 
- 
Greater than 85% of obmervad Pacific mackaralmre rmtainod in 
a .  
the bdonterey and Ban Frrscimco rroa. while only 18.5% were 
I kept in the Morro Bay aroa. Morro Bay mglerr mhowed a 
.. . 
=educed preference for jack aackerel, kelp groenlirrg, and 
- -  cabezon, although length of the latter two epecimm .ray have 
been an important factor affocthg rotation rate. Spiny 
dogfish m d  white croaker had low rotontion ratos in all port 
areas in which they were obmemed. A conmiderable decrease in 
J retention rate for white croaker baa occurred mince Miller and 
Gotshall#s (1965) mtudy, from 94.9% in 1960 to 57.1% in this 
m tudy . 
Number of Fimh Meamured m d  Maximum Lengths 
Fishery Technicians meamurod 97,571 fimhes during thie 
mtudy. Maximum total lengths by port for tho~e apecies with 
at least 20 fish measured are promentod in Appendix F. New 
muixnum total lengths were recorded for coppe;.' gopher, 
greenstriped, mhortbelly, m d  8quarompot rockfimhes compared 
with thoee reported i n  Miller m d  Lea (1972). 
catch and Length Data for Nineteen Species 
Chilipepper 
Chilipepper are targetod by CPWm in the Bodega Bay m d  
w Monterey areas m d  accordingly catch ratem wsro onrch higher 
--than in other rrorm (Table 18). A trurd of docrmamirrg CPAH 
wre evident in the Bodoga Bay area from 1988 to 1990-91 m d  in 
the Montorey area from 1987 to 1990-91, with docrmame. of 67% 
TABLE 18.  catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Chilipepper by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Bodega Bay - 2.69 1.92 0.93 3.62 0.57 - 0.87 0.59 0 .29  1 .04  0 .18  
San Francisco - eO.O1 0 .01  0.05 0.09 e0 .01  - ~ 0 . 0 1  eO.01 0.02 0.03 ~ 0 . 0 1  
Monterey 5.26 4.70 3 .91  2.06 3.27 0.73 1 . 7 1  1 .50  1.29 0.70 1 .22  0.23 
Morro Bay - - 0.29 0.06 0 . 0 1  0.09 - - 0.10 0.02 ~ 0 . 0 1  0.03 
TABLE 19. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Chilipepper for Near and Distant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deep Near Dist Shal D e e ~  Near Diet Shal Deep 
Fort Bragg - 9 - - - - - - - - - - 
v1 Bodega Bay - .75 - 1.45 - 1 0 0 1  - 440 - 393 - 392 
0 San Francisco - . 0 1  e . 0 1  . 0 1  - 55 1 1 - 427 300 348 
Mon terey 1 .31  1.62 - 2.20  7815 3332 - 10112 344 334 - 342 
Morro Bay .03 .05 - - 34  1 5 1  74 - 217 329 354 - 337 
TABLE 20. Mean Length of Chilipepper Caught by C P W  Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of firh meamured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1991  
Fort Bragg - g - - - - - - - - 
Bodega Bay - 523 359 3 1  89 - 3 87 390 3 93 440 
San Francisco g 1 13 40 1 - 300 4 5 1  424 348 
Monterey 3557 3485 3415 534 263 324 342 3 57 345 350 , '  
Morrb, Bay - - 155 - 67 - - 32 9 - 3 54 
Only in the Yonterey and Yorro Bay rraao were chilipepper 
caught at both near and dintmt locationm; in both rreae CPAII 
. . 
was higher at dimtmt locations (Table 19). A11 chilipepper 
- -  in the Bodega Bay araa were obmerved at dintant locatione, 
*I primarily Cordell Bank. - 
Of 18,547 chilipeppar caught rt mither mhallow or deep 
locatione, all but three (in the 6an Francimco area) (99.98%) 
were taken at deep locations (Table 19). 
Chilipepper were consistently larger in the Bodega Bay 
area compared with the Monterey and Morro Bay areas (Table 
I 
20) . Those mampled in the Bodega Bay araa had mean lengths at 
or near 390 psn (15.4 in.) from 1988 to 1990. In 1991 mean 
length increased almort 50 am (2.0 in.) from the previous 
*I year. 
When considering chilipepper mampled from naar m d  
distant locations, the Monterey area ahowad a relatively 8-11 
difference of 10 mm (0.4 in.) in mean langth (Table 19). 
Eowever, chilipepper aampled from naar locations in the Yorro 
Bay area averaged 25 am (1.0 in.) lens than thone from dimtant 
locations, indicating relatively heavy fimhing premmure on 
crtocks near port. 
In a qualitative mtock ammem~ment of chilipepper, Bogere ' 
m d  Bence (1992) raportad that r mtrong 1984 year clams 
--entered the California racrertioaal finhery in 1986 m d  would 
likely influuac~ the fimhery through 1992-93. 
,A mtrong mode rt 361-400  en (14.2-15.7 in.) charactorired 
- - 
the 1988 Bodega Bay munplam (Figure 2); the followiZIg yarr, a 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 2. Length frequency of  chi1 ipepper from the Bodega Bay area. 1988 t o  
1991. 
rhift in the mode to 391-415 am (15.4-16.3 in.) was likely the 
roeult of growth of one or two mtrong yoar clammon and 
*rob.bly include. the 1984 yoar clamm. Fifty parcat of rrle 
-. a d  female chilipepper are moxually mature rt 310 mm (12.2 
in.) and 340 am (13.4 in.), rompectively. thus, the =jority 
I 
of fieh mampled from the Bodega Bay catch were moat likely 
mexually mature. 
The relatively few chilipepper meamured in the Ban 
Francisco area in 1990 had a mtrong nrode at 416-435 m (16.4- 
17.1 in.) (Figure 3) and moet likely were females from one or 
two strong year clansee, including the 1984 yoar clans. 
J 
A different length dimtribution was ovidont for 
chilipepper barnpled from the Yonterey area (Figure .4) .  , In 
1987 the majority of fish were in the 296- to 350-mm (11.7- to 
13.8-in, ). length .range. Thug, r mignif icurt ,proportion of the 
catch was camprimed of mcunrally immrturo fimh. A mhift in the 
w 
mode to 341-365 rpm (13.4-14.4 in.), and. thon to 371-395 am 
(14.6-15.6 in.) occurred during the next 2 yoarm; it is 
likely that the 1984 year clamrr wrs well repremanted here. In 
These fimh first rpperred in 1988 am r amallor Pade rt 266-300 
m (10.5-11.8 An.). Ia thim langth range, uanual growth of 
50-60 nun (2.0-2.4 h.) im typical for both rurom (Wilkino 
-1980). Another pulme of rocruitraront wam avidant in 1990 in 
the 221- to 265-sun (8.7- to 10.4-iP.) Zongth rmgo (Figure 4). 
By 1990 the dimtribution of lurgth f roqurnciom wrm aach Pore 
wideaprmrd than in 1987;indicatiag r mixturo.of ymG c l a m m m m .  
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 3. Length frequency o f  chilipepper from the San Francisco area in 
1990. 
Mean length varied by only 15 mm (0.6 in.) from 1988 to 19918 
another indication of several well-represented year classes. 
The 1988 Morro Bay .ample mhowed a relatively high 
percentage of mexually immature fieh less than 301 mm (11.9 in.) 
(Figure 5) compared with other port areas. In 1991, mimilar to 
the Bodega Bay and Wonterey areas, a mtrong mhowing of larger 
fieh, most of these probably females, occurred in the 396- to 
455-mm (15.6- to '17.9-in.) length range. 
Total length at 100% mexual mturity was reported to be 380 
nun (15.0 in.) for -10s and 390 oppn (15.4 in.) for famalee 
(Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). Lmngth fraquency data from the 
M~nterey and Morro Bay areas in this mtudy indicated that the 
amjority of chilipeppar were lams than these lurgthm. A 
biological rmuemsmeat of Pacific Coast chilipepper rtookm was 
- - 
completed in 1986 and the remource was reported in good-condition 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 4. Length frequency of  chi1 ipepper from the Honterey area, 1987 t o  
1991. 
- 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 4. . (continued). 
up to that time (Pacific Fimheriem Management Council 1990). 
Rogere and Bence (1992) reported that, due to the mtroag 1984 
year class, the mtock of chilipepper in  California waters was 
m'table or increaming until 1989. However, r high proportion of 
munrally hmatura fimh occurred in the CPFV catch from two port 
rreae from 1987 to 1991. 
I I 
. - 
In addition, reported mnu.1 California coamercirllandinge 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
w FIGURE 5 .  Length frequency of  chi1 ipepper from the Horro Bay area i n  1989 and 
- 1991. 
av have increased since 1986. (Oda 1992). Chilipepper were not 
meparated from the bocaccio/chilipepper group for reporting 
purposes until 1991. That year, landings were approximately 1.9 
il million 1b and in 1992 were approximately 3.3 dllion lb (Dept. 
Fimh and Game, Marine Fieheriee Strtimtice Unit, Long Beach, 
unpubl. data) . Due to the migratory nature of  thim mpmcies and 
' 
.I it8 vulnerability to midwater trrwlhg and, as of 1992ftroll 
longlining (3.. Hello, Dept. Fish m d  Game, Bodega Bay, perm. 
camm.), mtocks fimhed moamoaally by CPWe may 8180 eustain 
heavy commercial fimhing promsure in the msme or o&er rreas. 
- -  Thus, the obsemed declines in CPAH m d  the high proportion of 
hmature fish caught in the Monterey m d  Morro Bay areas 
- 
during this mtudy olay be rolated to increamed commercial 
fishing pressure m d  are a caume for concern. 
Blue Rockfish 
Blue rockfish catch rates were highly variable unong pork 
areas for a given year and umong yaars (Table 21). Eighest 
.r 
mean CPAH was observed in the Fort Bragg area in 1988, but 
only three tripe were 8aapled. CPAH declined in all areas 
mampled except Morro Bay from 1988 to 1990-91. The dramtic 
decline in the Bodega Bay area wro in part due to.a shift in 
effort from mhallow to deep locations (Table 3 ) .  The Morro 
Bay area ohowed a 64% incroase in CPAH for blue rockfish from 
Catch rates were higher at diotant locations compared 
with near locations for the Fort Bragg, Bodega Bay, and Morro 
Bay areas (Table 22)  . For the latter two armam, CPAB was 
approximately twice ro high at dimtant locationu. Catch rates 
were higher at =ear locationm in the 6an Frurcimco m d  
-konterey aroas. This i8 diroctly relatod to a relatively high 
proportion of near locations rlmo being mhallow locations, 
where blue rockfimh rro rolatively amre abundant, ira thooe 
- - 
- 
areas. In all port rrors, blue rockfimh CPAB n m  a c h  higher 
TABLE 21. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Blue Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 7 . 3 1  2.62 3.84 0.27 4 . 4 1  - 3.30 0 .99  1 .34  0 .10  1 .53  
Bodega Bay - 2.62 2 . 4 1  0 .03  - 0.03 - 0.85 0.74 0 . 0 1  - 0 . 0 1  
San Francisco - 2.30 1.49 1.84 1 .92  1.72 - 0.64 0.42 0.53 0.57 0.47 
Monterey 2 .41  3 . 5 1  1 .85  1 .13  0 .39  1.94 0.78 1 .12  0 . 6 1  0.39 0.15 0 .61  
Morro Bay - 1.35 1 .55  2.10 1 .00  2.79 - 0.39 0.54 0.64 0 .30  0.87 
TABLE 22. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Blue Rockfish for Near and Distant Location8 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, Al1,Years Combined. 
1 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
P r area Near Diat Shal Deea 
Fort Bragg 1.56 1.80 1 .99  .26 3 5 1  64 220 3 324 354 317 372 
Bodega Bay .35 .74 2 .07  . O 1  42 790 935 7 305 3 2 1  322 344 
San Francimco .89 .46 .89 - 960 2897 2615 - 313 296 282 - 
Mon terey .89 . 51  2.03 . O 1  4578 990 1211  12  2 9 1  296 289 305 
Morro Bay .46 .92 .69 .19 3650 869 1239 8 0 287 287 290 309 
TABLE 23. Mean Length of Blue Rockfish Caught by C P W  Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fieh meaeured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 127 35 5 .  240 - 358 3 64 273 310 
bodega Bay - 377 648 - 17  - 293 342 - 323 
San Francieco - 1803 1543 5 9 1  316 - 2 97 298 303 295 
Monteray 1538 2450 1285 103 428 283 296 2 96 286 2 9 1  
M O ~ O  Bay - 1031 1455 302 1909 - 282 2 9 1  299 2 87 
at uhallow compared with deep locations (Table 22). For 
sample, in the San Francimco area, no blue rockfimh were 
taken at deep locations, and in the BoUega Bay and ~onterey 
--areas, CPAH was approximately 260 times higher at mhmllow 
locations. 
No port area mhowed a consimtent decreaee or increase in 
mean length during the muupling period (Table 23). . Mean 
length varied by less than 20 mn (0.8 in.) among all years 
ermpled for the San Francisco, Monterey, and Morro Bay areas. 
For the more mouthern port rreas of 6an Francisco to Morre. 
Bay, mean length of blue rockfimh from diatmt locations 
'I) 
mhowed no consistent trend (~abl. 22) comparad with near + 
locations. However, in the Fort Bragg and Bodega Bay rreas, 
fieh from dietant locations averaged 30 am (1.2 in.) and 16 mrm 
(0.6 in. ) 8 respectively,~ greater than thome from near 
locations, indicating lese fimhing prmssure in the forrner 
locations. 
Mean length of blue rockfioh from deep locations in the 
Morro Bay area was greater th8n that'fraan mhallow locations 
(Table 2 2 ) .  
In 1988, mean lurgth from the tort Bragg rrma wrm 358 nun 
(14.1 in.)# more than 60 mm (2.4 in.) greater than any other 
. port area that year. The luagth frequency distribution mhowed 
. - - f e w  fish lees than 300 am (11.8 in.) (Figure 6). By 1991, r . 
=)or mhift .toward6 aaaller, Wmature fimh had occurrmd and 
mean length decreamed by 48 m (1.9 in.). Wyllie-]Leverria 
.- 
(1987) reported the lrpgth at 50% moacua1 aturity to be 280 m 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 6. Length frequency of bl ue rockfish from the Fort  'Bragg vea '  i n  1988, 
1989. and 1991. .- 
(11.0 in.) for malee and 290 mm (11.4 in.) for fmmalee. 
Bodega Bay area blue rockfimh .amplee in 1988 mhowed a 
. . 
radic;lly different di~tribution of mrmpled lengthi corpared 
: with Fort Bragg, characterized by a bimodality w i t h  m y  fish 
lees than 275 nun (10.8 in.) (Figure 7). In 1989, these 
mmaller fioh were mcrrce, the mrmpled population had a mingle 
mode, m d  mean length had iacreared 51 rpmn (2.0 in. ) from the 
previous year. The mode at 326-345 nun (12.8-13.6 in.) was 
likely a result of growth of one or -re mtrong year claeees, 
which ranged from 296 to 315 nnn (11.7 to 12.4 in.) in 1988. , I  
Although mean length varied little in the 6an Francisco 
area during the maxapling period, length frequency distribution ' 
indicated a pul~e of recruitnrent entering the fishery in 1989 
(~igure 8) with lengths ranging from 231 to 265 nun (9.1 to 
10.4 in.). By 1991, a unimodal dimtribution was apparent with 
few fish larger than 370 nun (14.6 in.; Figure 8). 
Blue rockfish manpled from the Monterey area mhowed 
remarkably similar mean lengths m d  length frequency 
dietributione from 1987 to 1991. Mean length varied only 13 
nun (0.5 in.) during the 5 yeare (Table 22). The majority of 
fieh were in the 250- to 350-nun (9.8- to 13.8-in.) length 
range and exhibited a mingle mode (Figure 9). Bamed on 
length-age data from Miller r ~ d  Gaibel (1973), thim lmngth 
--range correrrponds to a relatively wide age range of 5 to 12 
ymare m d  thue indicatam r good e x  of ymar claaeae with 
ralrtively conutmt racruitm.pt. 
- - .  
- 
Blue rockfimh .-led from the Morro Bay area -itad a 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
I) I 
FIGURE 7. Length frequency o f  ' bl ue rockfish from the W g a  Bay area i n  1988 
and 1989. 
f OTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 8. Length frequency o f  blue rockfish fm the San Francisco area. 3988 
. t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
- - 
.- 
FIGURE 8 .  ( cont i nued) . , , 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 9.  Length frequency of blue rockfish from the Uonterey are*; 1987 to  
1991. 
FIGURE 9. (continued). 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
length frequency dimtribution (Figure 10) mLnilar to that of 
the Monterey area, although in 1988 comparatively fewer fish 
were Aught greater than 340 .p (13 .4 in.). Thim romulted in 
: the mmalleet mean length of any port m d  year mamplod during 
the mtudy (Table 22). 
Miller m d  Geibel (1973) mamplod the CPFV blue rockfieh 
fishery extensively from 1960 to 1970 in the Afio Nuevo, 
Monterey, and Morro Bay rreae (Figure 1). Mean length of 
37,437 blue rockfieh from the M o  Nuevo m d  Monterey areas 
averaged 289 am (11.4 in.), compared with a mean length of 298 
rma (11.5 in.) for 5804 fimh ampled from the Monterey area in 
- this etudy. Annual mean longth of fimh from Miller and 
Geibe18e study varied from 255 to 311 rmn (10.0 to 12.2 in.) in 
the M o  Nuevo area and from 267 to 314 am (10.5 to 12.4 in.) 
in the Monterey area m d  was heavily influenced by periodic 
influxes of mmaller fish. They reported a mlight decline in 
mean length for CPW-caught fish during their 10-year mtudy 
and noted that the fiohery n o  becoming -re dependent on 
incoming amall fish as CPPV operators continued to locate 
memi-isolated 8tocko of older and larger blue rockfimh. Q 
Miller and Geibelmoasurod 11,159 blue rockfimh from the 
Morro Bay CPFV fiehery m d  found a mean longth of 304 rma (12.0 
in.. This ie 16 rma (0.6 in.) groater tb.n the 200-nnn (11.3- 
-in.) mean length obmezvod iP thim mtudy. They reportod a 
geamral decline in nmuo lurgth from 1960 to 1970 but oborrved 
larger than average fimh colparod with momt other port..  - For 
.- 
rxrmple, fioh muupled from 1960 to 1962 averaged 316 .nn (12.4 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) I - 
.- 
FIGURE 10. Length frequency o f  blue rockfish from the Horro Bay area. 1988 to 
1991. 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
I 
FIGURE 10. (continued). 
in.) but from 1967 to 1970 mean length was only 294 mm (11.6 
in.). 
e mus, 20 years later it appears that the CPFV-blue 
- rockfish fimhery in M e  Monterey and Morro Bay areas has 
mtabilized, under heavy fishing pressure, with m average 
length fish of 290 to 300 YUUI (11.4 to 11.8 in.), a high 
proportion of sexually immature fish, and relative1y.f~ older 
and larger (> 350 mm (13.8 in.) fish available. 
Local areas in central California, particularly the 
nearshore area of southern Monterey Bay, continue to show the 
effects of extreme fishing pressure largely due to the private 
skiff and diver modes. Mean length of blue rockfish caught by 
hook-and-line sport anglers in this area south to Yankee Point 
(approximately 10 naut. mi. from the port of Monterey) 
declined from 319 mm (12.6 in.) in the 1978-1983 period to 239 
mm (9.4 in.) in 1986-1987 (R. Lea, Dept. Fish-and Game, 
Monterey, unpubl. data). The latter length is well below that 
reported for 50% oaxual maturity. This area is the primary 
destination of private mkiffs fishing from Monterey and is 
occasionally fished by CPFVs. 
Yellowtail Rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish had relatively high catch rates in 
-all port rreas in all years mampled (Table 24) and is 
considered a mtaple of the CPFV induetry. The Fort Bragg and 
Bodega Bay rreas guaerally had higher CPAH ratem. All port 
areas mhowed incrermes in CPAH ranging from 17% td521% from 
TABLB 24. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Yellowtail Rockfieh by Port and Tear 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991. 
Fort Bragg - 1.19 5.83 3.75 11.09 1.56 - 0.55 1.19 1.31 4.11 0.89 
Bodega Bay - 1.45 3.39 6.24 3.12 6.65 - 0.47 1.04 1.98 0.89 2.14 
Ban Prancieco - 1.14 2.89 2.68 2.35 3.17 - 0.32 0.81 0.77 0.70 0.86 
Monterey 1.57 1.89 1.74 2.06 1.50 1.67 0.51 0.60 0.57 0.70 0.56 0.83 
Morro Bay - 1.68 2.52 2.52 3.96 1.62 - 0.49 0.98 0.77 1.17 0.51 
TABLB 25. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Yellowtail Rockfish for Near and Dietant to cation^ 
and Shallow and Deep Locatfone by Port, All Yaare Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Itumber of fieh meaoured Mean total length (rm) 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow D e w  Near Diet Shal Deer, Near Diet Shal Deem 
Fort Bragg 1 . 34 1.67 .90 1.89 3 87 84 168 3 4 371 307 350 450 
4 Bodega Bay 1.38 82 .03 -83 217 1552 503 605 328 406 324 423 
h, Ban Frurci8co 96 -56 . 18 .77 1234 4207 531 212 315 352 290 368 
Monteroy .61 .46 .44 3 2  3737 1119 241 1883 329 358 298 361 
Morro Bay 70 .54 .32 1.20 5064 420 292 426 285 330 308 323 
TABLB 26. Mean Length of Telloutail Rockfieh Caught by C P W  Angler8 by Port and fear. 
Number of fi8h measured Mean total length (mn) 
Port .re8 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Port Bragg - 19 108 114 ' 111 - 415 420 3 91 308 
Bodega Bay - 34 0 ale 3 2 625 o 380 377 434 413 
San Franci800 - 1164 2772 755 814 - 341 343 340 348 
Montprey 1230 1369 1009 358 737 332 315 337 3 51 373 I' 
Morro Bay - 1228 2282 1192 1109 o 2 81 287 2 93 299 
1988 to 1990-91. 
Comparison of near m d  distant location catch rates 
indicated that CPFV operatore did not have to travel far in 
order to locate mchools of yellowtail rockfish (Table 25); 
only in the Fort Bragg area did CPAH for distant locations 
i., exceed that of Pear locations. 
Except for the Monterey area, CPAH at deep locations was 
equal to or greater than that of shallow locations (Table 25). 
I Monterey area CPFVs target on chilipepper at deep locations 
and catch rate for yellowtail rockfish may not indicate true 
, 
abundance relative to depth. 
Mean length of yellowtail rockfish varied by 112 nun (4.4 
in. ) and 57 mm (2.2 in. ) , respectively, in the Fort Bragg and 
Bodega Bay areas from 1988 to 1991 (Table 26). In contrast, 
mean length varied by only 8 mm (0.3 in.) for San Francisco 
area samples from 1988 to 1991. Wonterey area yellowtail 
rockfish eamplee demonstrated a steady increase in mean length 
from.315 mm (12.4 in.) in 1988 to 373 nun (14.7 in.) in 1991. 
Those sampled from the Morro Bay area mhowed a consistently 
smaller mean length compared with other port areas, although a 
mmall but eteady increase occurred in mean length during the 
mtudy period. 
Although yellowtail rockfish are widely distributed in 
-the aortheaet Pacific Ocean, their center of rbundance is in 
nters from northern California to British Columbia (Alvereon 
st al. 1964; Werrtrheim 1970). They are uacomnon ip the CPPV 
catch mouth of Banta Barbara County (30 to 85 miliisouth of 
Morro Bay; Ally et 81. 1991). Ftrideaburg (1980) o b m e ~ e d  a
north to mouth latitudinal cline of decreaeing mite rad rge 
..a 
for yellowtail rockfimh from Oregon and California> Only in 
- 1988 and 1989 wae r conmimtent trend ob'menred of decreaeing 
mean length with decreasing latitude for all port areas (Table 
In contrast to angler CPAH data, mean length of 
yellowtail rockfish from dimtant locations was greater than 
that from near locatione for all port areas except Port Bragg 
(Table 25) , indicating reduced fimhing premoure in distant 
, 
locations. Differences ranged from 29 to 78 rmn (1.1 to 3.1 
w 
in.). + 
A dramatic difference in opean length between deep and 
mhallow locatione was evident for all port rreae (Table 25), 
with mean length at deep locatione as much ae 100 mzn (3.9 in.) 
greater than thome at mhallow locatione. This may be r form 
of isothennic mubmergence, described by Briggs (1974), in 
which larger individual6 of certain rpeciem occurred at 
greater depths (and colder temperatures) i n  rreae of warmer 
water, much re' the Southern Califoraia Bight. In thin area, 
Love et al. (1990) found juvenile yellowtail rockfimh at 30 
to 129 m (99 to 426 ft) depth, while rdulte firmt rpperred at 
120 m (396 ft). Many other rockfimh rpeciem uhibited minrilar 
--behavior. Love mt rl. conmidared thin to be charrcterimtic of 
rrorthern mpecies cloaking colder n t m r  in the mouthera part of 
their range. &pa at rl. (1993) demcribed ontogonetic rw.ment 
- .  
.- 
of young-of-the-year yellowtail rockfimh from mhallow to deep 
water in central California. 
Length frequency distributions for the Fort Bragg area 
indicated a wide length range of fish were availabls to CPFV 
- anglers from 1988 to 1990 (Figure 11). In 1991, when a high 
percentage of mampled trips went to mhallow locations, 
yellowtail rockfish greater than 400 mm (15.7 in.) were almost 
nonexistent, mean length decreased 83 mm (3.3 in.) from that 
of 1990, and most fish were sexually immature. Wyllie- 
Echeverria (1987) reported length at 50% sexual maturity to be 
340 mm (13.4 in.) for males and 370 mm (14.6 in.) for females. 
. , 
However, only one trip was 88mpled in 1990. 
Yellowtail rockfish from the Bodega Bay area mhowed a 
strong bimodal, and possibly trimodal, length frequency 
distribution in 1988 (Figure 32); the mode of mnaller fish 
ranged from 250 to 300 mm (9.8 to 11.8 in.). In 1989, this 
mode shifted approximately 50 mm (2.0 in.) and was again 
apparent in 1991 at 386 to 420 nun (15.2 to 16.5 in.). This 
roughly corresponded to calculated growth of yellowtail 
rockfish from age 4 to age 8 (Lea et al. 1993), and thus would 
represent a strong 1984 year class. 
Yellowtail rockfish from the San Francisco area also 
showed a multimodal length frequency distribution in 1988 
(Figure 13), with two mnaller mdes at rpproximately 261 to 
310 mm (10.3 to 12.2 in.). In 1989, length frequency 
distribution was fairly mhilar to that of the Bodmga Bay area 
with the exception of relatively few fish greater than 500 mm 
I 
(19 -7 in.) and relatively more fish leas than 281 *& (11.1 
75 
1 TOTAL LENGTH (mm) I . - 
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FIGURE 11. Length frequency 'of yellowtail rockfish fm the Fort Bragg area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
- - 
.- 
FIGURE 12. - Length frequency o f  yellowtail rockfish from the Bodega Bay area, 
1988 to 1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) - - . - 
FIGURE 13. Length frequency o f  yellowtail rockfish from the San Francisco 
area, 1988 t o  1991. 
in.. Little change was evident in 1990 and 1991. Based on 
length-age data fram Lea et al. (1993), the majority of fieh 
in the CPFV catch from the 8an Francisco area werebetween 4 
- m d  12 yeare old; a mignificant proportion of yellowtail 
rockfish were below the reported lengths at 50% mcurual 
maturity. 
In the bdonterey area, a pulre of recruitment entered 
the fishery in 1987 at 231 to 270 mm (9.1 to 10.6 in.) but was 
overshadowed by large numbers of fieh in the 326- to 375-mm 
(12.8- to 14.8-in.) range (Figure 14). By 1988 theee large,r 
fieh had become relatively scarce and the maller mode fram 
w 
1987 began to dominate the catch. By 1991 a good mix of year , 
classes was evident (Figure 14). 
The Morro Bay area length frequency distribution varied 
little among years and contained few fieh greater than 350 mm 
(13.8 in.) in all yeare mampled (Figure 15). Most fieh were 
below the lengths at 50% mexual maturity and indicated a cause 
for concern. Bowever, this area is near the mouthern end of 
this epecies8 range and may not be dependent on local adult 
populations for mucceesful recruitment. 
Widow Rockfish 
Widow rockfirh CPAH wae highest in the Monterey area in 
-1988 and 1990-91 and in the ~an'~rancisco area i n  1989 (Table 
27), mhowing the Smportuace of thie mpeciee to anglere in 
theee areas. Only the Monterey area mhowcrd a decrmaae (27%) 
- - 
.- 
in CPAH fram 1988 to 1990-91. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 14. ' Length frequency of ye1 lowtail rockfish from the ilonteiey area. 
1987 to 1991. 
I FIGURE 14. (continued). 
From the San Francisco to the Morro Bay area, catch rates 
were higher at near locations compared with distant locations 
(Table 28). No consistent trend among port areas wae mvident 
v 
relative to CPAH and depth (Table 28); .CPAH was ~aix t h e e  higher 
at deep locations conqpared w i t h  mhallow locations in the Monterey 
area, and =re than five thee higher at ahallow locrtione in the 
v 
B a n  Francisco area. - .  .- 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 15. Length frequency of ye1 lawtail rockfish from the krro Bay area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
TABLE 27. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Widow Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
# Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
a 
1 Fort Bragg - 0.04 - 0.25 - 0.29 - 0.02 - 0.09 - 0.1'0 
I t Bodega Bay - 0.01 0.08 0.46 - 0.52 - e0.01 0.02 0.13 - 0.17 
8an Francisco - 0.38 0.86 0.45 0.64 0.16 - 0.11 0.24 0.13 0.19 0.04 
I 
' 1  Monterey 0.75 1.76 0.52 1.19 2.09 0.22 0.24 0.56 0.17 0.41 0.78 0.07 Morro Bay - 0.50 0.18 0.59 0.80 0.45 - 0.15 0.06 0.18 0.24 0.14 
. I  
TABLE 28. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Widow Rockfieh for Near and Dietant Locations I! and Shallow and Deep Location6 by Port, All Years Combined. 
' # 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Rear Dietant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal Deer, Near Diet ~ h a l  Deem 
Port Bragg 005 .12 .05 - 16 2 14 - 270 285 269 g 
Bodega Bay - .03 o .03 - 61 3 2 7 - 442 335 453 
w San rrancirco 037 .I3 .ll .02 447 745 244 5 311 311 261 404 
Monterey .42 .ll .07 .43 2627 281 56 1961 323 309 308 331 
Morro Bay .I4 .07 .05 .09 919 48 5 8 3 3 290 318 265 346 
TABLE 29. Mean Length of Widow Rockfieh Caught by C P W  Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fimh mearrured Mean total length (nun) 
port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Port Bragg - - - - 18 - - - g 272 
Bodega Bay - - 2 4 i 46 - o 385 501 440 
8an Pr8ncirco - 339 6 84 187 29 - 302 306 329 337 
Monteroy 552 1450 462 405 51 314 315 322 347 364 
~odro Bay - 386 14 5 209 263 - 273 299 2 9 6 308 
From the San Francimco to the Morro Bay area, widow 
rockfish mhowed a conmimtmt trond of increaoing mean length 
with each year manpled' (Table 29). Among these area., mean 
lengths were higheet in the Wonterey area m d  lowest in the 
Morro Bay area. The few fimh m.~rpled in the Bodega Bay area 
in 1989 m d  1991 had mean lmgths more than 60 mm (2.4 in.) 
greater than those fram the Monterey area.' A clinal trend of 
mean length decreasing with decreaeing latitude was evident. 
Lenarz (1987) noted that younger widow rockfish (less than 7 , 
years old) m y  grow faster in Oregon compared with California. 
Cooperrider (1987) found that a mignificmt portion of the & 
California recreational catch of widow rockfirrh wae lose than 
7 years old. Although it io difficult to meparate the effects 
of fishing pressure from onviroamental factors -in relation to 
mean length of fiuhee, it rppearm that thim clinal trend was 
common among the most frequently obmerved rockfimhee in this 
l tudy . 
Boehlert and Xapprrrmrn (1980) found a trend of increasing 
growth rate with increaoing latitude for the mplitnooe 
rockfimh, Bebaste. $li~lomro~, from mouthom California td 
northern Waehington m d  almo obmerved moan mires increaming to 
the north. They attributed the latter to m increamed number 
of juveniles and fewer larger apecirnens in the mouthern area. 
They dimcummad variation of growth with latitude for 
rockf ishes md hypothemited 'throe mechmimms to -lain - - thin : 
.- 
5) latitudinal variation h anvirOLLrnenta1 factor~; ii) mhort . 
term density-dependent response to fishing preseure and 
availpble prey; m d  iii) density-independent, evolutionary 
* 
responses at the population level. Relating to the first 
hypothesis, they cited Beverton and Bolt (1959) in mtating 
that relatively higher temperatures (in mouthern waters) 
usually result in an increase in growth rate but a decrease in 
. maximum predicted aize. Mean size and maximum size of 
- eplitnose rockfilrh increased with depth and latitude, from 
0 
southern California to Wa~hington, as temperature decreased 
(Boehlert 1980). . Boehlert and Xappenmnn (1980) concluded tha,t 
the latter two hypotheses could only be tseted with the 
cessation of fishing. 
For some species in the Wonterey area, including widow 
rockfish, a departure occurred from the clinal trend; sampled 
0 
. fish from the ~onterey area, although farther south than the 
San Francisco area, had a greater mean length. Fishing depth 
was probably the cause. Sixty-seven percent of all widow 
rockfish measured in the Monterey area were from deep 
locations, whereas less than one percent of all fioh measured 
in the San Francisco area were from deep locations. Deeper 
locations have experienced less filrhing prelrsure and may also 
show the effects of ilrothermic submergence. Both factors 
would result in larger fioh available to anglero. 
The difference in mean length of widow rockfish from the 
San Francisco arma from deep m d  ahallow locations was 
rexnarlpble. Although only five fioh were measured from deep 
I - - 
locations, these averaged 143 am (6.6 in.) .longer thrn 244 
fish measured from mhallav locations. 
There n u  no trend avidmt i n  mean length relative to 
near and distant locatio~a in. the three most mouth& port 
'- rreae (Table 28) . 
The length frequency distribution from the ~ o d e ~ a  Bay
area in 1989 exhibited r murprisingly wide length range for 
much a .mall mample (Figure 16). In mharp contrast to more 
moutherly port areas, the 1991 .ample consisted primarily of 
large fish ranging from 346 to 510 mm (13.6 to 20.1 in.). The 
rnajority of these fish were taken at dintant, deep locations , 
and were probably from a mtock that h a  not urperirnced heavy 
w 
fishing pressure. Baaed on data from tenarz (1987), those , 
fiuh exceeding 450 mm (17.7 in.) were at leaat 12 years old. 
Length frequency dimtributiono .from the 8.n Prancimco 
area exhibited bimodality in 1988, 1989, and 1990 (Figure 17). 
indicating at least meveral etrong year claseee. In 1988, 
thoee finh centered at 246 to 260 mn (9.7 to 10.2 in.) were 
most likely 3-year oldo, while the larger w d e  at 311 to 330 
osn (12.2 to 13.0 in.) were momt likely 4- and 5-yoar olds 
(Lenarz 1987, 1992). . 
The Monterey area mnmploe mhowcrd r Pore aauhodal 
dimtribution in 1987 and 1988 (Figure 18) with r relative 
mcarcity of lengths corresponding to 3-yrrr oldo. However, by 
-1989 mome recruiment n s  evident with r mtrong mhowixag of 
fimh from 256 to 310 m (9.7 to 11.0 in.) (probably 3- and 4- 
yr olds), mirnilar to the Ban ?rmcimco area). A mhift Ln 
. - 
length frequency distribution to the right iP 1990 A m  moat 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
* 
FIGURE 16; Length frequency of widow rockfish from the bdega Bay area i n  
1989 and 1991. 
likely the result of these mtrong year clauses (Figure 18). 
In the Morro Bay area, a moderate pulme of recruitmsxit of 
8 fish less than 221 am (0.7 in.) was avidat in 1908 (Figure 19) 
arid resulted in the lowemt mean lmngth of m y  port rrar and year 
(273 rmn or 10.7 in.). By 1991, f e w  fimhwere caught lame than 
I 
246 mm (9  *7  in.), r aninor mode of larger fimh occurred - rt - 356 to 
- 
385 mm (14.0 to 15.2 in.), andmrra l r ~ g t h  wan the largeet 
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-- 
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FIGURE 17. Length frequency of widow rockfish fm the San Francisco area, 
1988 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 18. Length frequency of widow rockfish from the Honterey. area, 1987 to 
1991. .- 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 18. (continued) . 
obrenred during the mtudy period in thim area. 
Of concern in the widow rockfimh CPFV fimhory Am the longth 
at which 50% of all fimh arm muurlly mature. Wyllie-Pchwerria 
(1987) reported this to be 360 am (14.2 in.) mad 370 (14.6 
An.) for amles m d  fmmalom, rompectivsly. For all yoarm mampled 
in the Morro Bay rroa, usnual m08m length wrm 1088 than thome 
valuoe, indicating the ortch of  a mignificmt oumbor otluually 
TOTAL LENGTH (mrn) - .- - 
FIGURE 19. Length frequency of widow rockfish from the Horro Bay area. 1988 
t o  1991. 
lmmrture fish. Length frequency himtograms almo indicate a 
high proportion of mcunrally immature fimh in the 8.9 Prancisco 
-- 
m d  Monterey area catches. 
Bocaccio 
Catch rates for bocaccio incrmased from 1988 to 1990-91 
in all port areas with mufficioot mample mite (Table 30). 
Similar to chilipepper, highest CPAB occurred in the Bodega 
Bay and Monterey areas, where Cordell Bank m d  Monterey 
Submarine Canyon, respectively, provided the mmjority of the ,' 
catch. The increamed CPAH Am 1990-91 for the Bodega Bay area 
was possibly due to ua increasd in offort at deeper locations. 
Catch rates were much higher at distant than at near 
locations for the Bodega Bay and Montorey armas (Table 31). 
while other port areas mhowed no differonce6 or the opposite 
trmd. In all areas, bocaccio CPAB ranged from 3 to 26 times 
higher at deep locations compared with mhallw locations 
(Table 31). 
Mean length of bocaccio mhowed a mtrong clinal trend, 
decreasing with deerearring latitude from the Bodega Bay area 
to the Morro Bay area, with differaacmm am great am 174 am 
(6.9 in. ) for a given year (Table 32) . No port area mhowed a 
conmistmt trend of iacrmaming or dmcrmaming m o m  longth 
during the mtudy period. 
In the Ban Francimco m d  Morro Bay armam conrridmrable 
differences in mean longth worm obmammd for bocrcc~o_from 
.- 
nmar m d  dimtant locatio~m (Tmblm 31). Mean loagthm from 
TABLE 30. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Bocaccio by Port and Year.' 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989- 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 0.08 0.24 0.04 0.09 0.03 - 0.04 0.09 0 .01  0.03 0 . 0 i  
Bodega Bay - 0.50 0.52 2.28 1 .12  2.43 - 0.16 0.16 0.72 0.32 0.78 
San Francimco - 0.13 0.23 0.24 0.18 0.34 - 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.05 0 .09  . 
Manterey 1.15 0.79 0.73 1 . 6 1  2 .03  1 .16  0.38 0.25 0.24 0.55 0.76 0.36 
Morro Bay - 0.33 0.45 0.85 1 .54  0.42 - 0.10 0.16 0.26 0.46 0.13 
TABLB 31. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Bocaccio for Near and Dirtant Locationm 
and Shallow and Deep Locationm by Port, All Yearm Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fimh meamured Mean total length (ma) 
Port area Near Distant Shallw Deem Near Diet Shal D e e ~  Near Dimt Shal Deer, 
?or t Bragg . 03 .02 .03 .09 11 4 1 0  - 606 603 596 .. 
Bodega Bay - .25 . 0 1  .26 1 495 7 129  259 592 545 602 
San Francimco .08 .05 . O 1  - 0 7  77 358 15  17  448 500 499 476 
Monteray . 31  3 1  . O 1  .43 2145 785 3 1  2194 4 7 1  4 7 1  477 468 
Morro Bay . 15 .31 .08 - 4 6  1012 225 123 268 429 493 453 475 
TABLE 32. Mean Length of Bocaccio Caught by CPFV Anglere by Port and Year. 
Number of fimh meamured Mean total length tmm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 3 6 - 6 - 690 569 - 600 
Bodega Bay - 151  111 1 0  2 1 1  - 594 600 648 582 
San Francieco . 96 218 55 6 9 - 5 1 1  476.  487 507 
Montarey 9 17 728 686 434 304 476 464 484 430 500 
Mordo Bay - 24 9 398 477 2 8 1  - 459 426 404 492 
distant locations were 52 and 64 m (2 .O and 2..5 in.) greater, 
reepectively, than from near locatione, indicating heavier 
fishing presmre in the latter area. No dif terenci-in urn 
length was obmerved in the 2930 bocaccio ~eamured fram near 
and dietant locationrr in the Monterey area. 
No consistent pattern wam avident in mean length from 
mhallow and deep locations .rzeong the four more mouthern port 
areas  able 31). In the Monterey area, where more than 2000 
fish were measured from deep locations, mean length was lees 
than that for mhallow locatione. In trawl rumreye off 
# 
California and Oregon, Wilkins (1980) found that bocaccio lees 
'1 
than 425 mm T& (16.7 in.) (he used fork length) were =re 
abundant in .hallow water. However, mhallow water was defined 
as less than 100 fm. Since the overwhelming rpra jority 'of CPFV 
effort occurred in 'leas than 100 h, the tradency of larger 
firrh occurring in deeper water was not apparenk here. 
The length frequency di~tribution in the Bodega Bay area 
* 
ahowed a atrong bimodal dimtribution in 1988 with r 
mignificant proportion of fish in the 661- to 750-mm (26.0- to 
29.5-in. 1 range (Figure 20). Barred on lmgth-age data fram 
.r 
Thomas and Bence (1992), theme fimh moat likely were more than 
14 years old. Womt fieh were mbove the lmgthsmt 50% murual 
o~aturity of 430 mm (16.9 in.) for male. and 440 mm (17.3 b.) 
'.for female8 (Wyllie-l!cheverria 1987). Bocaccio rre relatively 
fast growing m d  age at the prbary mode of 511to 530 mm 
(20.1 to 20.9 in.) was approximartely 7 yoarm (D. ThOlpp.6, CDFG, 
I 
- - 
Menlo Park, perm. cmm.). In 1989 r mhift in the pr-hary rnode 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 20. Length frequency o f  bocaccio from the Bodega Bay area >n 1988. 
1989, and 1991. 
to 541 to 580 am (21.3 to 22.8 in.) was avident. By 1991 a 
pulse of recruitment of mmaller fimh lemo than 511 am (20.1 
. . 
in. ) was apparent. 
Bocaccio sampled from the Ban Frurcimco area in 1988 
exhibited a mtrong nmde in the length frequency dimtribution 
(Figure 21) which progremmed during the next 2 years frarn 
approximately 450 to 550 rpm (17.7 to 21.7' in.). This io m e t  
likely the strong 1984 year clams (D. Thomas, Dept. Fish and 
Game, Menlo Park, pere. comm.) . A higher proportion of f ieh 
less than 421 am (16.6 in.), compared with the Bodega Bay 
, 
area, appeared in 1989 samples. 
Monterey area bocaccio samples were dominated by a mingle , 
mode from 1987 to 1989 (Figure 22). This mode warr mimilar to 
that from the San Frmcimco area during the latter 2 years. A 
relatively stromg ahowing of fish lams than 421am (16.6 in.) 
appeared in 1989. By 19918 these smaller fimh,'mont likely 5- 
year old6 (D. Thomas, Dept. Fimh and Game, Menlo Park, pers. 
coann. 1, were mtrongly raprementad in the 441- to 480-nrm (17.4- 
to 18.9-in.) length range (Figure 22). 
~onsistent with more northern area8 # Morro Bay area 
bocaccio mhowed r strong mode contorod at 461 to 470 mm (18.1 
to 18.5in.l in 1988 and a strong pulme of rocnrlbent in 1989 
cantered at 331 to 340 .~m (13.0 to 13.4 in.) (Figure 23). The 
-Tatter most likely conoimtod of 3-year olds (Thoma8 m d  Burcs 
1992). By 19918 mimilrr to the Montorey area, a mode at 441 
to 480 rrnn (17.4 to 18.9 in.) predrrmfartod. 
- - 
In a-ry, the CPlV f imhery for bocrccio appea=i, to be 
TOTAL LENGTH (rnrn) 
FIGURE 21 1 Length frequency of bocaccio from the San Francisco 1988 t o  
1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 22. Length frequency of bocaccio from the Uonterey area, ,1987 .- t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
1 
FIGURE 22. (conti nued) . 
w 
dependent on periodic recruitment of strong year claurres, as 
noted by Thomas and Bence (1992). Cosl~lercial stocks of bocaccio 
.I 
are now considered to be at relatively low levels conpared with 
the 1960s and 1970s (Thopplrau m d  Bence 1992). However, the 
importance of this mpecies to mport ~glerrr has changed little 
mince 1960. Bocaccio ranked 4 in the CPFV catch from northern 
I - - 
- 
and central California in that year (Miller and Ootmhrll 1965) 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 23. Length frequency o f  bocaccio from the b r r o  Bay srea;-B88 t o  
1991. 
and ranked 5 overall in this study. Mean length is largely- 
dependent on growth of strong year classes, and 5 years of on 
. board sampling is insufficient to determine trends in the 
health of the bocaccio CPFV fishery. 
Rosy Rockfish 
No consistent trend was observed among all port areas for 
' 
rosy rockfish CPAH from 1988 to 1990-91 (Table 33). No large 
declines were observed, and the San Francisco area experienced 
I 
an almost twofold increase in catch rate. Catch rates were 
generally highest in the Fort Bragg and San Francisco areas. 
* 
Rosy rockfish are one of only two of the most frequently 
observed species not considered desirable by many CPFV anglers 
due to their small size. Thus, in port areas such as Fort 
Bragg, Bodega Bay, and San Francisco, where CP&H was higher at 
distant locations (Table 341, other reasons than targeted 
overfishing must be considered to explain the lower CPAH at 
near locations. Only two distant-location trips were sampled 
in the Fort Bragg area, and only four near-location trips were 
sampled in the Bodega Bay area; numbers of observed rosy 
rockfish were low and the large reported differences in CPAH 
may not be real. In the San Francisco area, a relatively high 
proportion of distant locations were also deep locations. 
Rosy rockfish apparently were caught with greater frequency at 
deep locations compared with ehallow locations in this area; 
this would explain the higher CPAH at distant locations. 
However, rosethorn and rosy rockfishes are upecies 
TABLE 33. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Rosy Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 0.81 0.93 0.82 1.45 0.72 
Bodega Bay - 0.42 0.46 0.32 0.25 0.33 
San Francisco - 0.97 1.37 1.81 2.25 1.16 
Monterey 0.37 0.30 0.47 0.52 0.38 0.67 
Morro Bay - 0.49 0.58 0.47 0.6f 0.38 
Catch per angler hour 
1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
- 0 3 7  0.35 0.29 0.54 0.25 
- 0.13 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.11 
- 0.27 0.38 0.52 0.67 0.31 
0.12 0.09 0.15 0.18 0.14 0.21 
- 0.14 0.20 0.14 0.18 0.12 
TABLE 34. Catch Per Angler Hour and Uean Length of Rosy Rockfish for Near and Dietant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fieh measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow D e m  Near Diet Shal DOOD Near Diet Shal D e m  
Port Bragg .28 .62 .27 .I3 5 0 25 38 1 266 263 265 297 
Bodega Bay -03 -14 .04 .10 4 132 13 6 259 258 284 269 
fian Francisco .33 .38 .08 .31 252 2968 225 8 9 223 246 232 233 
Monterey . 13 .I3 .10 .06 586 281 37 333 226 234 229 235 
Morro Bay 17 .ll .I4 .15 987 70 90 5 3 226 231 226 243 
TABLE 35. Mdan Length of Rosy Rockfish Caught by CPlW Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish meaeured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 7 4 4 60 - 2 87 283 258 2 62 
Bodega Bay - 8 2 4 8 - 2 - 252 269 - 2 67 
San Francimco - 994 1315 683 243 - 247 245 246 224 
Monteroy 255 142 396 76 133 226 228 232 2 3 0 226 ,' 
Morro Bay - 356 443 120 172 - 223 229 229 228 
similar in color pattern and relative size and are difficult 
to distinguish. It is possible that some rosethorn rockfish 
were misidentified as rosy rockfish in the more northern port 
areas on trips to deep locations. Rosethorn rockfish usually 
occur below 70 fm (Miller and Lea 19721, a depth occasionally 
fished by San Francisco area CPWs and often fished by Bodega 
Bay area CPWs. Thus CPAH for rosy rockfish at deep and 
distant locations may be lower than reported here. 
There were no consistent trends in mean length among any 
of the port areas for rosy rockfish (Table 35). Mean length' 
varied little in the Monterey and Morro Bay areas and in the 
San Francisco area was nearly identical from 1988 to 1990. * 
This would be expected for a species with a relatively small 
maximum length of 324 mm (12.75 in.; Miller and Lea 1972). 
Mean length of rosy rockfish from distant locations was 
greater than that from near locations for the three most 
southern port areas (Table 34). In these same areas, mean 
length was slightly to moderately larger at deep locations 
compared with shallow locations. 
Length frequency distribution in the Fort Bragg area in 
1991 showed the majority of fish to be in the 226- to 285-mm 
(8.9- to 11.2-in.) range (Figure 24). Due to a relatively 
slow growth rate and small maximum length, this represents an 
age range of approximately 9 to 15 years, based on data from 
Lea et al. (1993). Fieh younger than 7 years, equivalent to 
appropcimately 200 mm (7.9 in.), did not enter the fishery. 
This is the length at 50% mexual maturity reported by Wyllie- 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 24. Length frequency o f  rosy rockfish from the Fort Bragg area i n  
1991. , 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 25. Length frequency of rosy rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  1988 
and 1989. 
Echeverria (1987) and indicates that few juveniles are caught 
by CPW anglers. 
The Bodega Bay area length frequency distribution in 1988 
was similar to that of the Fort Bragg area in 1991 (Figure 
25). In 1989 several fish greater than 300 mm (11.8 in.) 
caused the mean of this small sample to increase by 17 mm (0.7 
in.) from the previous year. 
Length frequency distribution in the San Francisco area 
was remarkably similar from 1988 to 1990 (Figure 26), 
indicating relatively constant recruitment coupled with a wide 
range of ages (based on length range). In 1991, a shift 
towards smaller fish occurred. Because this species is not 
targeted, this shift is most likely due to recruitment rather 
than' increased fishing pressure on larger fish. 
The observed catch in the Monterey and Morro Bay areas 
exhibited a relatively static, consistent, and unimodal length 
frequency distribution (Figures 27 and 28) during most years 
sampled. The one exception occurred in 1991 in the Monterey 
area where relatively more smaller fish were measured. The 
few rosy rockfish less than 151 mm (5.9 in.) in the Monterey 
area in 1987 were most likely a result of higher retention 
rates for this species in this area. 
Lingcod 
Lingcod are one of the m e t  desirable mport fishes, but 
due to their non-schooling, territorial behavior, lingcod 
catch rates are typically low. Lingcod CPAH declined from 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 26. Length frequency o f  rosy rockfish from the San Francisco area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 27. Length frequency of rosy rockfish from the Monterey area, 1987 to  
1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (rnm) 
FIGURE 27. (continued) . 
1988 to 1990-91 in all port areas urcept Morro Bay (Table 36). 
Catch rates were mamewhat higher in the Ban Francieco and Morro 
Bay areas. 
Mean CPAE at near location6 was lower than at dimtmt 
locations for the San Francimco, Monterey, and Morro Bay areas 
(Table 37). Since lingcod can occur in relatively.mhrllow~water 
cloae to all port rream, -am well am ct deep and dimtcmt 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 28. Length frequency of rosy rockfish from the Morro Bay area. 1988 t o  
1991. 
TABLB 36. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Lingcod by Port and Year. . 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  
Port Bragg - 0.19 0.03 0.23 - 0.26 - 0.09 0 . 0 1  0 - 0 8  - 0.09  
Bodega Bay - 0.44 0.33 0.25 0.75 0 .18  - 0.14 0.10 0.08 0 .21  0.06 
San Francisco - 0.97 0.74 0.56 0.62 0.48 - 0.23 0 . 2 1  0.16 0.18 0.13 
Monterey 0.48 0.34 0.38 0.22 0.08 0.37 0.16 0 .11  0.13 0 - 0 7  0.03 0 .11  
Morro Bay - 0.41  0.64 0.54 0.53 0.55 - 0.12 0.22 0.17 0.16 0.17 
i 
TABLB 37. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Lingcod for Near and Distant Locatione 
and Shallow and Deep Locatione by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fieh meaeured Mean total length (mar) 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal Deer, Near Diet Shal Deer, 
Port Bragg .07 .07 .07 .04 26 2 2 2 - 677 693 686 - 
w Bodega Bay .22 .ll -14 - 0 7  8 122  44 20  639 7 3 1  658 724 
w 
0 Ban Francirco .12 .23 .22 .33 64 1233 376 76 647 642 646 687 Monterey .ll .15 29 .08 656 330 213 382 664 644 639 689 
Morro Bay .15 .27 .17 .27 417 113 146 6 6 608 628 624 6 5 1  
TABLB 38. Mean Length of Lingcod Caught by CPPV Anglere by Port and Year. 
Number of firh measured Mean total length (mm)' 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 5 - - 23 - 665 - - 6 8 1  
Bodega Bay - 6 4 5 1 4 13 - 744 669 7 2 1  769 
San Frurcirco - 560 518 147 107 - 643 6 3 3 64 5 672 
Monterey 306 3 1.3 320 13 63 644 662 659 609 687 , ' 
Morro Bay - 17 8 183 6 1 154 - 603 622 617 630 
--  -- - - 
minimum legal size i= 559  mm. 
locations, these results indicate that this species 
experienced heavy fishing pressure at near locations in these 
a .  
areas. 
In the San ~rancisco and Morro Bay areas, CPAH was higher 
at deep locations (Table 37), while in the Monterey area the 
lower CPAH at deep locations may have been influenced by 
relatively high targeted effort on chilipepper, which, unlike 
lingcod, are not caught on the bottom. 
Mean length of lingcod decreased with decreasing latitude 
in all areas except Monterey (Table 38). The Monterey area ,! 
had a relatively high proportion of lingcod taken from deep 
locations (Table 37). 
No port area showed a consistent trend of increasing or 
decreasing mean length during the- study period. 
For port areas with at least 20-fish samples, only the 
Morro Bay area showed-a greater mean at distant locations 
compared with shallow locations (Table 37). Deep location 
mean lengths exceeded those from shallow locations for all 
port areas except Fort Bragg (no fish observed from deep 
locations) by as much ae 66 mm (2.6 in.) . 
The small sample from the Fort Bragg area in 1991 was 
characterized primarily by fish from near, ahallow locations, 
.and few fish greater than 800 mnn (31.5 in.) were observed 
I 
(Figure 29). The break along the length axis separates legal- 
eized ( c  559 mm or 22.0 in.) from eublegal-sized fieh. In 
contrast, the Bodega Bay area crample in 1988 contained fieh as 
large as 1081 to 2090 a m  (42.6 to 42.9 in.) (Figure 30), taken 
TOTAL LENGTH (mrn) 
FIGURE 29.. Length frequency o f  1 ingcod from the Fort Bragg area i n  1991. 
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TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 30. Length frequency of 1 f ngcod from the Bodega Bay area i n  1988 and 
1989. 
primarily at distant locations. 
Lingcod caught in the San Francisco area exhibited a 
consistent length frequency distribution from 1988 to 1991 
with the mode near minimum legal size and few fish greater 
than 850 mm (33.5 in.) (Figure 31). This type of distribution 
* 
is indicative of relatively heavy fishing pressure in which a 
- significant proportion of the catch is near minimum legal size 
several years in succession. 
In spite of a five-fish bag limit and minimum legal size 
which have been in effect since 1981, sublegal-sized lingcod, 
were often retained, particularly in the San Francisco, 
Monterey, and Morro Bay areas. In the San Francisco area, + 
twenty percent of all lingcod measured from 1988 to 1990 were 
> 
less than minimum legal eize, and forty-five percent of all 
fish sampled were no greater than 50 mm (2.0 in.) above 
minimum legal size. In 1991, 15% of fish sampied were less 
than minimum legal size, 37% of all fish eampled were no 
greater than 50 mm (2.0 in.) above minimum legal size, and 
mean length increased 27 mm (1.1 in.) from the previous year 
(Table 37). 
From 1987 to 1989 and in 1991, eamples from the Monterey 
area exhibited a more uniform length frequency distribution 
than the San Francisco area in the range from 559 mm (22.0 
in.) to 750 nun (29.5 in.) (Figure 32). Fewer sublegal-sized 
fish (12% of the total) were observed than in the San 
Francisco area. Similar to the San Francisco area, mean 
length increased in 1991 from previous years, and relatively 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 31. length frequency of 1 ingcod from the San Francisco area, 1988 t o  
1991. 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 32. Length frequency of  lingcod from the Monterey area, 1987 t o  1989 
and 1991. 
few (2%) mublegal-mized fish were observed. 
Samples from the Morro Bay area either demonstrated a 
relatively high proportion of fiah within a narrow -length 
- range (1988) or a amde.just above nclninnam legal mfze (1989 to 
1991) (Figure 33). Similar to the San Francisco area, this is 
indicative of relatively heavy fishing pressure. Retention of 
eublegal-sized fish averaged 17% from 1988 to 1990 and was 8% 
At minimum legal size, male and female lingcod are 
between 3 and 4 yeare old (Miller and Geibel 1973). Age at 
I 
50% sexual maturity for males is l.ess than 2 years rad for 
females is between 4 and 5 years (Miller and Geibel 1973). 
Thus, present minimum legal miee allows most mles and eome 
females to epawn at least once before becoming vulnerable to 
legal sport take. Miller and Geibel mtated that oceanographic 
conditions are largely responsible for good recruitment and 
the effects would be noticed throughout California. 
Canary Rockfieh 
Mean CPAH'for canary rockfish was higher in the northern 
port areas (Table 39). Either increases or u ~ l l  declines in 
CPAH were observed from 1988 to 1990-91. These data alone do 
not indicate cauee for concern relative to potential 
. overf iehing . 
In all port areaa rxcept Fort Bragg, CPAH at near 
locations was equal to or greater than that at dintant 
locations (Table 40). No trend among port areas was evident 
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FIGURE 33. Length frequency of  1 ingcod .from the Morro Bay area, 1988 t o  1991. 
TABLE 39. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Canary Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day . Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 1.00 1.59 1.11 0.09 1.28 - 0.46 0.60 0.39 0.03 0.44 
Bodega Bay - 0.74 1.36 0.65 1.00 0.60 - 0.24 0.42 0.21 0.29 0.19 
San Francieco - 0.39 0.51 0.60 0.73 0.40 - 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.22 0.11 
Monterey 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.41 0.49 0.32 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.18 0.10 
Morro Bay - 0.49 0.46 0.34 0.48 0.26 - 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.08 
TABLE 40. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Canary Rockfish fot Near and Distant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deep Near Diet Shal D e e ~  Near Dist Shal Deer, 
Port Bragg .43 .57 .42 .99 14 0 39 119 15 3 7  327 330 375 
Bodega Bay .62 .27 .43 -31 98 463 299 192 315 421 333 449 
8an Francisco .21 .I3 -10 .06 244 946 346 17 327 338 297 344 
Xonterey .06 .06 .05 .06 496 144 44 427 380 380 325 392 
Morro Bay .I4 .06 .07 .22 965 6 1 94 114 338 332 314 368 
TABLE 41. Mean Length of Canary Rockfish Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
N'umber of fierh measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Port Bragg - 14 3 2 1 110 - 3 64 367 332 325 
Bodega Bay - 17 0 393 6 5 8 - 389 4 01 4 8 0 370 
San Francisco - 361 544 247 116 - 329 338 3 3 1 330 
Mont erry 103 157 2 17 158 9 6 393 377 372 3 8 9 369, '
Morro Bay - 3 87 371 159 155 - 336 324 345 3 54 
for catch rate relative to depth (Table 40). 
Mean length of canary rockfish in all years sampled 
showed a clinal trend from the Bodega Bay area to the Morro 
- Bay area, with the exception of the Monterey area (Table 41). 
Boehlert and Kappeman (1980) concluded that there was a lack 
of latitudinal difference in growth for canary rockfish from 
California and Washington, but their maximum lengths of fish 
eampled for age were larger for both sexes in Washington, 
Similar to widow rockfish and lingcod, mean length in the 
Monterey area was always greater than that of the San , 
Francisco area to the north for any given year. This may be 
due to isothermic submergence. The majority of fish (58%) * 
measured from the Monterey area were caught at deep locations, 
as compared to only 1% from the 6an Francisco area. 
No port area showed a consistent trend of increasing or 
decreasing mean length during the study period. 
w 
The difference in mean length of canary rockfish between 
near and distant locations was pronounced only in the Bodega 
Bay area, where fish from distant locations averaged 106 mm 
(4.2 in.) greater than those from near locations (Table 40). 
Fish sampled from deep locations consistently had greater mean 
lengths than those from shallow locations in all port areas; 
the difference was as much as 116 mm (4.6 in.) in the Bodega 
Bay area- # 
Relatively emall fish were observed in the Fort Bragg . 
area sample in 1991 (Figure 3 4 ) ,  where the majority of sampled 
e 
trips went to near, *hallow locations- Baaed on langth-age 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 34. Length frequency o f  canary rockfish from the Fort Bragg area i n  
1989 and 1991. 
data from Lea et al. (19931, those fiath in the 251- to 300-nm 
(9.9- to 11.8-in.) length range were -st likely 3 to 5 years 
old. Canary rockfish are targeted by commercial md mport mkiff 
fimheries in northern California, particularly in the Eureka 
- 1  
area. Adama (1992b) reported r 10% decline i n  mean longth in the 
Fort Bragg area during the 19808. 
** I In mharp contrast to other port areas, Bodega Bay area I 
samples showed a wide range of length frequencies with most 
fish between 250 and 550 mm (9.8 to 21.7 in.) and some 
exceeding 600 mm (23.6 in.; Figure 35). This encompasses an 
extremely wide age range. Adams (1992b) reported a -maxianurn 
age of 60 years for canary rockfish, and at age 50 males and 
females averaged 538 and 569 mm (21.2 and 22.4 in.), 
respectively. A etrong mode appeared in the 1989 rrample at 
321 to 350 mm (12.6 to 13.8 in.) (Figure 35). Based on 
length-age data from Lea et al. (1993), this mode consisted of 
a high proportion of 5-and 6-year olds (1984 and 1983 year ,# 
classes). 
Length frequency distributions for canary rockfish from ' 
the San Francisco area were fairly uniform during the sampling 
period with the majority of fish in the length range 
corresponding-to 3-to ;5-years old .(Lea et al. 1993) and few 
1- 
fish greater than 440 mm (17.7 in.; Figure 36). This equals 
the length reported by Wyllie-Echeverria (1987) and Adams 
(1992b) for 50% eexual maturity for females. Length for 50% 
male sexual maturity was reported as 400 mm (15.7 in.) by 
Wyllie-Echeverria (1987) and Adams (1992131. Phillips (1964) 
estimated size at 50% eexual maturity for females and males at 
356 mm (14.0 in.). 
Canary rockfish sampled from the Monterey area exhibited 
a unimodal distribution each year with the mode ranging from 
351-360 nrm (13.8-14.2 in.) to 381-390 mm (15.0-15.4 in.; 
Figure 37). ReJatively fewer 6maller fish in the 1987 and 
J 
1990 samples resulted in a greater mean length. A slightly 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
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FIGURE 35. Length frequency of canary rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1988. 1989. and 1991. 
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FIGURE 36. Length frequency o f  canary rockfish from the San Francisco area, 
1988 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 37. Length frequency of canary rockfish from the Monterey area, 1987 
t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 37. (continued) . 
higher proportion of larger fish above the length range of 50% 
eexual maturity was observed compared with the San Francisco 
area. 
Morro Bay area eamples of canary rockfish exhibited a strong 
bimodal distribution in 1988, with modes'at 271 to 290 mm (10.7 
to 11.4,in.) and 381 to 390 ram (15.0 to 15.4 in.; Figure 38). 
The mode of smaller fimh appeared to progreee each year, reaching 
- 
1988 
- K.387 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
I . . . '  I " "  I . ' . .  I * ' . '  I 'T1-l 
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FIGURE 38. Length frequency o f  canary rockfish from the Horro Bay area, 1988 
t o  1991. 
351 to 380 mm (13.8 to 15.0 in.) by 1991. This increase is 
greater than that calculated by Lea et al. (1993) for 4 years 
of growth in this length range and thus may indicate more than 
. one year class comprising the mode. However, the 1984 year 
class, which at 5 years of age would have a mean length of 335 
mm (13.2 in.; Lea et al. 1993) is probably well represented 
in the 1989 sample, similar to the Bodega Bay and San 
Francisco areas. 
Even if the lower value for 50% sexual maturity reported 
by Phillips (1964) is considered, a significant portion of the 
, 
canary rockfish CPFV catch from all port areas may not have 
reached sexual maturity, and this is a cause for concern. a 
Recruitment may be dependent on relatively unfiehed stocks in 
deeper water or more remote areas. As long as these stocks do 
not receive heavy fiehing pressure, the smaller fish caught in 
shallower water should be a sustainable, albeit low-quality, 
resource in central California. 
Greenspotted Rockfish 
A substantial decline in CPAH occurred for greenspotted 
rockfish in the Bodega Bay area from 1988 to 1990-91 (Table 
42); all other port areas showed increases in catch rate. 
Only eight trips were sampled in 1990-91 in the Bodega Bay 
area, and this anomaly may be due to insufficient sample size. 
Catch rates for greenepotted rockfish were much higher at 
deep locations than at shallow locations for all port areas 
except Fort Bragg where f e w  fish were observed caught (Table 
TABLE 42. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Oreenspotted Rockfish ky Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Port Bragg - - 0.03 0.09 0.64 - - - 0.01 0.03 0.24 - 
Bodega Bay - 1.20 0.73 0.29 1.00 0.20 - 0.39 0.22 0.09 0.29 0.06 
San Francisco - 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.18 0.49 - 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.13 
Monterey 0.15 0.14 0.57 0.56 0.43 0.70 0.05 0.04 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.22 
Morro Bay - 0.09 0.&2 0.13 0.20 0.08 - 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.03 
TABLE 43. Catch Par Angler Hour and Mean Length of Qreenepotted Rockfish for Near and Dietant 
Locatione and Shallow and Deep Locatione by Port, All Yeare Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow Deep Near Diet Shal Deep Near Diet Shal Deer> 
Port Bragg .03 - c.01 - 6 o 1 - 3 03 o 379 - 
~ . r  Bodega Bay -03 .31 .O1 .64 5 568 6 246 351 359 267 355 
N 00 San Francisco .06 .08 c.01 .4 0 60 645 2 109 319 335 336 333 
Monterey .06 .23 c.01 .I8 457 635 - 1175 328 325 - 325 
Morro Bay .03 .05 .O1 .08 209 53 5 77 307 316 326 310 
TABLE 44. Mean Length of Oreenspotted Rockfieh Caught by C P W  Angler8 by Port and Year. 
Number of fish measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - - 1 5 - - - 379 288 - 
Bodega Bay - 334 195 10 2 7 - 361 358 344 353 
San Francieco - 204 27 9 58 164 - 326 342 332 330 
Montersy 115 138 719 109 221 339 315 3 2 5 332 321 : 
Morro Bay - 6 0 98 67 56 - 289 306 316 323 
43). This in part explains the higher mean CPAH for Bodega 
Bay and Monterey areas at dietant locations (Table 431, since 
these areas had the highest proportion of distant locations 
- which were also deep locations. 
Greenspotted rockfish demonstrated the clinal trend of 
decreasing mean length with decreasing latitude from the 
Bodega Bay area to the Morro Bay area (Table 44). Fish from 
the Bodega Bay area averaged from 28 to 72 mm (1.1 to 2.8 in.) 
greater in mean length than those,from the Morro Bay area. 
The only consistent trend of increasing or decreasing mean , 
length for a port area during the study period occurred in the 
Morro Bay area, where mean length gradually increased from 289 . 
mm (11.4 in.) to 323 mm (12.7 in.). Within all port areas 
with adequate sample:size, mean length varied relatively 
little among years. 
Differences in mean length between near A d  distant 
locations were small to moderate in all port areas and were 
not consistent among ports (Table 43). The greatest 
difference occurred in the S a n  Francisco area, where fish from 
distant locations averaged 16 mm (0.6 in.) greater than those 
from near locations. 
Length frequency distributions from the Bodega Bay area 
showed a decrease in the relative proportion of large fish 
from 1988 to 1989 (Figure 39). Those fish ranging from 366 to 
440 mm (14.4 to 17.3 in.) were approximately 13 to 20 years 
old, based on length-age data from Lea et al. (1993). The 
overall length range of the 1988 and 1989 distributions 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 39. Length frequency of greenspotted rockfish from the Bodega Bay area 
i n  1988, 1989, and 1991. 
130 
corresponds to an age range of approximately 6 to more than 20 
years (Lea et al. 1993). This wide age range would tend to 
produce a more stable length frequency structure less 
influenced by periodic recruitment. Length at 50% oexual 
- maturity is 270 mm (10.6 in.) for males and 280 mm (11.0 in.) 
for females (Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). Thus the sport take of 
juveniles is relatively minor. 
The length frequency distribution for the S a n  Francisco 
area showed a strong mode in 1989 at 336 to 355 mmr (13.2 to 
14.0 in.) (Figure 40), but it was difficult to detect modes, 
in other years at smaller or larger lengths. A relatively 
wide length (and thus age). range characterized the samples. a 
Monterey area length frequency distributions generally 
showed a peak of abundance between 300 and 356 mm (11.8 and 
14.0 in.) in all 5 years (Figure 41). This length interval 
corresponds to an age range of approximately 9 to 13 years 
(Lea et al. 1993), and the population appeared relatively 
stable during the sampling period. 
Morro Bay area samples contained a higher proportion of 
greenspotted rockfish less than 296 mrm (11.7 in.) compared 
with other areas (Figure 42). Thus, a significant portion 
(approximately 20%) of the catch most likely consisted of 
juveniles. The length frequency distributions were fairly 
consistent among years, similar to other areas. 
Vermilion Rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish CPAH was moderately high in the Morro 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 40. Length frequency of  greenspotted rockfish from the San Francisco 
area. 1988 t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 41. Length fkequency of greenspotted rockfish from the Monterey area. 
1987 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 41. (continued). 
Bay area and relatively low elmwhere (Table 45). Thie mpecies 
is highly desirable, mought by all rockfish anglers, and rppeare 
to have been relatively mtrble in abundance from 1988 to 1990-91. 
Mean CPAH wae higher in all port rreae in 1990-91 empared with 
1988. 
Onl,y in the Monterey area were catch ratee lowor at near 
locatione compared with distant locatione (Table 46). This 
FIGURE 42. Length frequency of 
1988 t o  1991. 
300 350 400 450 500 550 600 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
greenspotted rockfish from the Norro Bay area, 
TABLE 45. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Vermilion Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1909 1990-91 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1991  
Fort Bragg - - - 0.10 - 0.12 - - - 0.04 - 0.04 
Bodega Bay - 0.05 0.05 0.09 - 0.10  - 0.02 0.02 0.03 - 0.03 
San Francisco - 0.12 0.12 0.17 0 .22  0.10 - 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.03 
Monterey 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.20 0 .20  0 .20  0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.06 
Morro Bay - 0.63 1.19 0.92 1 .56  0.52 - 0.18 0.42 0.28 0.46 0.16 
TABLE 46. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Vermilion Rockfish for Near and Distant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal Deep Near Diet Shal Deer, 
Fort Bragg .03 - .03 - 11 5 11 - 4 7 1  455 4 7 1  - 
c1 Bodega Bay - 02  .02 .03 . O 1  3 45 29 7 4 3 1  515 474 617 
W 
0 San Francisco .05 .04 .04 . O 1  53 212 108 1 356 418 393 569 
Monterey .03 .05 .06 .03 219 1 5 1  52 142 3 7 1  417 3 7 1  3 9 1  
Morro Bay .29 .18 .17 .54 1982 124 180 149 337 422 379 398 
TABLE 47. Mean Length of Vermilion Rockfish Caught by C P W  Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991  3.987 1988 1989 1990 1991  
Fort Bragg - - - - 16 - - - - 466 
Bodega Bay - 22 18 - 10  - 518 531  - 447 
San Francisco - 8 7 9 9 68 22 - 402 404 4 0 1  437 
Monterey 65 76 132 5 8 5 4 43 9 337 3 8 1  3 94 424 I 
Morro Bay - 489 1021 4 57 2 86 - 318 3 3 5 350 3 97 
. . 
mpeciee was caught with greater muccess in mhallow rather than 
deep locations in all port areas ucept Morro Bay (Table 46); 
. .  
in this area CPAH m e  more than two thee higher at-deep 
- locations. 
- .  As with many other rockfishes in this mtudy, vermilion 
rockfish exhibited the clinal trend of decreasing mean length 
with decreasing latitude from the Bodega Bay area.to the 
Monterey area (Table 47). 
*r 
The only consistent trend of mean length during the 
study period occurred in the Morro Bay area, where mean length 
increased mubetantially from 318 nun (12.5 in.) in 1988 to 397 
nrm (15.6 in.) in 1991. The Xonterey area experienced a wide e 
fluctuation in mean length of 102 mm (4.0 in.) during 5 years 
of mampling (Table 47). 
av 
For the three most mouthern port areas, mean length of 
vermilion rockfish from distant locations was kabstmtially 
greater than that from near locations, with differences as 
* 
great as 85 mm (3.3 in.) in the Xorro Bay area (Table 46). 
This is a strong indication of heavier fimhing pressure in 
areas close to port. 
.In the Monterey and Morro Bay areas mean length from deep 
locations was approximately 20 onn (0.8 in.) greater -,that 
from shallow locations (Table 46), an indication of imothermic 
mubplergence or difference in fimhing preaaure over time. In 
Bouthern California Bight trawl mumreya, t w e  at al. (1990) 
obaerved young-of-the-year vermilion rockfimh in nterm 5 to 
30 rm (16 to 99 ft) deep, juvenile. and -11 rdulte at 90 to 
137 
149 m (297 to 492 ft), and large adults from 210 m (693 ft) to 
their maximum sampling depth. 
1n contrast to vermilion rockfish samples from all other - 
'port areas, the small number measured from the Bodega Bay area 
in 1988 were relatively large (Figure 43). This species is 
long-lived, and the mode at 541 to 570 mm (21.3 to 22.4 in.) 
corresponds to an age range of 14 to 18 years, based on 
length-age data from Lea et al. (1993). 
Vermilion rockfish from the San Francisco area exhibited 
a wide range of lengths from approximately 200 to 670 mm (7.9 
to 26.4 in.) (Figure 44). The relatively strong mode in 1989 
at 321 to 370 mm (12.6 to 14.6 in.) corresponds to a 4- to 5- 
' 
year age range (Lea et al. 1993). Length at 50% sexual 
maturity is reported to be 380 mm (15.0 in.) for males and 370 
mm (14.6 in. for females .(Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). Thus, a 
significant proportion of the sport catch consisted of 
. juveniles in this year and in 1988 and 1990. 
The Monterey area length frequency distribution in 1988 
indicated significant recruitment of juveniles to the fishery 
(Figure 45). The mode at 291 to 300 mm (11.5 to 11.8 in.) 
corresponds to an age of 3+ yeare according to Lea et al. 
(1993). Thus, there appears to be a strong 1985 year clase of 
vermilion rockfieh. Similar to the San Francisco area, in 
1989 a strong mode was evident centered at 331 to 340 mm (13.0 
to 13.4 in.). This shift in length frequency distribution is 
consistent with annual growth determined by Lea et al. (1993) 
for 3+ year-old fish. .By 1991 this year class still was 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 43. Length frequency of vermil ion rockfish from the Bodega Bay area ,in 
1988. 
II 
.prominent at 411 to 430 mm (16.2 to 16.9 in.) (Figure 56), again . 
consistent with calculated growth rate. 
Length frequency.distribution from the Morro Bay area 
(I) 
exhibited a unimodal progression from 1988 to 1991 (Figure 46), 
.similar to the Monterey area. The increase in the modal length 
0 
from 291-300 nrm (11.4-11.8 in.) in 1988 to 401-410 mm (15.8-16.1 
in.) in 1991 agrees well with growth data from Lea et al. (1993) 
for an age range of 3+ to 6+ years. 
In the Monterey and Morro Bay areas, the combination of a 
..single strongyear class supporting the fishery and the take of a 
significant number of juveniles in 1988 and 1989 (and 1990 in the 
Morro Bay area) indicates cause for concern. 
Intense fishing pressure can dramatically alter the size and 
population structure of vermilion rockfiehe. VenTresca (1992), 
using unpublished data (J. Hardwick, CDFG, Vallejo), reported a 
steady decline in the average size of vermilion rockfish taken by 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 44. Length frequency o f  vermil ion rockfish from the San Francisco 
area. 1988 t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 45. Length frequency of  vermilion rockfish from the Monterey area. 
1987 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 45. (continued) . w 
mport hook-and-line anglere (skiff) in the nearehore area within 
10 naut. mi. of the port of Monterey. Mean length decreaeed from 
477 rmn (18.8 in.) in 1981 to 363 rnnr (14.3 in.) in 1987. The 
latter length ie close to the mean length fram.naar and mhallow 
locatione of 371 nm (14.6 in.) in the Monterey area from 1987 to 
1991 in this rtudy. 
On the positive mide, CPAE of varmilion rockfimh did not 
- 1988 
N=489 ., 
- 
- 
- 
- 
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FIGURE 46. Length frequency of  vermilion rockfish from the Morro Bay area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
I 
I decline during this mtudy period and by 1991 a eignificant 
I 
proportion of the catch was comprirred of fieh in the length 
. . 
range of sexually mature adults. An encouraging miyn in the 
I 
I - fishery in the near future would be another mtrong pulrre of 
I 
I - recruitment. 
Olive Rockfish 
The San Francisco and Morro Bay areas showed increases in 
CPAH for olive rockfish of 10- to 20-fold from ,1988 to 1990-91 
(Table 48), while catch rate declined in the Monterey areas 
during the same period. In 1991 in the Morro Bay area, many 
C P W s  began to fish midwater over shallow bottom with live 
bait, resulting in the catch of relatively more olive and 
black rockfish (I. Hennig, PSMFC, Morro Bay, pers. camm.). In 
all port areas, C P W  operatore realized higher catch rates at 
distant locations (Table 4 9 ) .  Except for the Bodega Bay area, 
olive rockfish CPAE was higher at shallow locations (Table 
49). . 
In general, olive rockfish mean length was highest in the 
Bodega Bay area and lowest in the Morro Bay area (Table 50). 
Xowever, the clinal trend of decreasing length with decreasing 
latitude was not coneistent within the Monterey to San 
Francisco area. In 1991, olive rockfish from the Bodega Bay 
area averaged 78 nun (3.1 in.) longer than thooe from the Morro 
Bay area. Within a port area for .ample mite of at least 20 
f Ash, mean length varied by less than 3 0 mm (1.2 in) . NO 
coneistent trend of mean length was obrrerved for any port 
TABLE 48. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Olive Rockf ieh by Port and 'year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 1.15 - 0.14 - 0.16 - 0.60 - 0.05 - 0.06 
Bodega Bay - 0.15 <0.01 0.34 - 0.38 - 0.05 <0.01 0.11 - 0.12 
San Francisco - 0.01 0.35 0.31 0.45 0.10 - ~0.01 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.03 
Honterey 0.11 0.37 0.35 0.22 0.05 0.41 0.04 0.12 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.13 
Morro Bay - 0.03 0.03 0.66 0.04 1.04 - 0.01 0.01 0.20 0.01 0.33 
TABLE 49. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Olive Rockfish for Near and Distant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Yeare Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fieh meaeured Mean total length (ram) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deep Near Diet Shal Deep Near Diet Shal Deep 
Fort Bragg .09 .40 .18 - 2 4 11 14 - 355 281 335 - 
C1 Bodega Bay - .04 c.01 .02 - 75 1 
* 30 - 411 307 427 
v1 San Francisco .02 .07 .03 .02 18 541 102 2 338 376 371 322 
Mon terey .08 .10 .18 <.Ol 568 268 125 9 379 370 362 367 
Morro Bay .06 .18 .17 c.01 434 174 255 8 331 346 335 358 
TABLE 50. Mean Length of Olive Rockfish Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fieh measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 19 - - 16 - 285 - - 386 
Bodega Bay - 2 1 - - 5 4 - 4 0 8 - - 412 
San Francieco - 2 6 346 163 2 4 - 366 376 374 3 6 9 
Monterey 8 9 3 64 328 10 8 8 380 366 3 83 359 394 ' 
Morro Bay - 3 2 44 13 53 1 - 346 343 322 334 
area. 
Mean length of olive rockfish from the Morro Bay area was 
15 mmm.(0.6 in.) greater at distant locations compared with 
I --near locations, but this trend was not apparent in the 
I 
I Monterey area (Table 49) . 
Ae .with many mpecies sampled fa this mtudy, olive 
rockfish from the Bodega Bay area were relatively large, with 
the majority exceeding 380 mm (15.0 in.) (Figure 47). At this 
length olive rockfish are approximately 6 years old (Lea et 
al. 1993), and all males and most females are sexually mature 
I 
(Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). 
Length frequency distributione from the San Francisco 
area were relatively stable from 1988 to 1991 (Figure 48). 
I 
1 
The mode at approximately 341-350 mm (13.4-13.8 in.) 
corresponds to a 4+ year-old fish (Lea at al. 1993, Love and 
Westphal 1981) and was at or above the lengths for 50% mexual 
maturity 'reported by Wyllie-Echeverria (1987) for males (330 
mm (13.0 in.)) and fanrales (350 am (13.8 in.) . The length w 
range of the majority of fish, from 261 to 500 mm (10.3 to I I 
19.7 in.) corresponds to a wide age range of 2+ to more than I 
14 years -(.~ea et al. 1993). Baaed on these ~ a ~ ~ p l e s ,  the San - I  
Francisco area olive rockfieh resource appeare.in good I I 
condition. I 
The length frequency distribution from the Monterey area 7 
in 1989 (Figure 49) m e  mimilar to the San Francimco rrsa,.and I 
indicated a wderate shift to the right from the provious year I 
with kroportionally fewer fimh lmi~s than 321 mm (12 - 6  in. 1 .  
I 
* I  
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FIGURE 47. Length frequency of  01 ive rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1988 and 1991. 
By 1991, a further shift toward larger fish indicated a 
'relatively strong year claee may have comprieed part of the 
catch. 
Similar to blue rockfieh, olive rockfish demonetrated the 
effect of locally heavy fishing preeeure on populatione in the 
nearshore waters of southern Monterey Bay (unpubliehed data, R. 
I 
Lea, CDFG, Monterey). Mean length of fish caught by hook-and- 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 48. Length frequency o f  01 ive  rockfish from the San Francisco area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 49. Length frequency o f  01 i ve  rockfish from the Monterey area. 1987 to 
1989 and 1991. 
line anglers, primarily in mkiffs, decraaeed from 374 mm (14.7 
in.) in 1978-83 to 295 nun (11.6 in.) in 1986-87. Due to the 
expanding range of the CPW fleet, fishing eftort - be 
-. distributed more evenly and effect6 of local fishing pressure 
- can be minimized. 
Morro Bay area length frequency di~tributions were 
dissimilar to otherport areas (Figure 50). A relatively high 
proportion of fish below 330 to 350 mm (12.9 to 13.8 in.), the ' 
lengths at 50% eexual maturity for males and females, 
respectively, (Wyllie-Echeverria 1987) characterized all 
I 
samples, indicating mosre cauee for concern. However, the high 
proportion of fish lees than 276 awn (10.9 in.) in 1991 most P 
I 
likely indicated a strong pulse of recruitment. Data from Lea 
et al. (1993) indicated that fish in this length range were 
less than 3 years old. Unless fishing pressure increases 
eignificantly in ehallow areas, it is likely that this 
recruitment will provide good fimhing opportunities for 
eeveral yeare in the Morro Bay area. 
Starry Rockfieh 
Starry rockfish CPAH increaeed from 1988 to 1990-91 in 
all port areas excspt Morto Bay (Table 51). No trend was 
evident in catch rate for near and distant locations (Table 
521, with little differmce in CPAH for all port aroae except 
Morro Bay. In general, CPAB for .tarry rockfish was mimilar 
at deep and shallow locations ucept for the San Frrncisco 
area, where catch rate was orore $ban 16 times higher at deep 
150 
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FIGURE 50: Length frequency of 01 ive rockfish from the Morro Bay area i n  
1988. 1989, and 1991. 
TABLE 51. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Starry Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1 9 9 1  
Port Bragg - - - 0 .01  - 0 . 0 1  
Bodega Bay - 0.04 0.03 0.07 - 0.08 
San Francieco - 0.24 0.15 0.39 0.32 . 0.50 
Mon t erey 0.23 0.15 0.32 0.36 0.12 0 .62  . 
Morro Bay - 0.34 0.19 0.26 0.25 0.27 
Catch per angler hour 
1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1 9 9 1  
- - - co.01  - 0 .01  
- 0 . 0 1  0 .01  0.02 - 0.03 
- 0.07 0.04 0 .11  0.10 0.14 
0.07 0.05 0.10 0.12 0.05 0.19 
- 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.08 
TABLB 52. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Starry Rockfieh for Near and Distant Locatione 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow Deev Near Dist Shal Deep Near Diet Shal Deev 
Port Bragg c .  0 1  - c.01  - 3 - 2 - 2 9 1  - 285 - 
P Bodega Bay - . O 1  - c . 0 1  - 35 - - - 374 - - 
Cn 
h) San Francieco .05 .07 c .01  .16 67 609 13 6 6 306 3 4 1  297 343 
Mon t erey .08 .08 -03 .04 538 210 14 234 297 313 308 307 
Morro Bay .09 .04 .07 .06 573 45 5 0 43 308 297 314 308 
TABLB 53. Mean Length of Starry Rockfieh Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
. 
. ?or t Bragg - - 2 - 1 - - 2 9 1  - 2 9 1  
Bodega Bay - 16 4 - 9 - 377 379 - 365 
San Franci~co - 229 172 106 169 - 3 3 9 338 3 3 1 340 
Monterey 192 131  3 16 3 3 158  314 3 0 1  2 9 9 2 9 1  297 z '  
Morro Bay - 2 06 168 8 8 158 - 310 309 3 04 303 
locations (Table 52) . 
Among the three most southern port areas, the Monterey 
area had the smallest mean length from 1988 to 1991 (Table 
- 53), unlike most other frequently observed species: Within 
- each of the above port areas, mean length of starry rockfish 
had a relatively narrow range of 7 to 23 mm (0.3 to 0.9 in.). 
Samples from the Morro Bay area exhibited a slight but 
consistent decline in mean length from 1988 to 1991 (Table 
53). 
Mean length of starry rockfish from distant locations in 
I 
the San Francisco and Monterey area was 35 mm (1.4 in.) and 16 
mm (0.6 in.), respectively, greater than that from near # 
locations (Table 53). When considering only distant 
locations, a clinal trend was evident of decreasing mean 
1. 
length with decreasing latitude from the Bodega Bay area to ' 
the Morro Bay area. 
Starry rockfish may live to at least 19 years (Lea et 
al. 1993) and grows relatively slowly, adding only about 10 mm 
(0.4 in.) per year after age 10 (approximately 320 mm or 12.6 
in.). Length at 50% sexual maturity was reported to be 300 mm 
(11.8 in.) for males and 270 mm (10.6 in.) for females 
(Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). Length frequency dietributions of 
starry rockfish from the San Francisco area were fairly 
consistent from 1988 to 1991 and were skewed to the right 
(Figure 51). The sampled length range corresponds to a wide 
age range and a relatively high proportion of aexually mature 
adults. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 51. Length frequency o f  starry rockflsh from the San Francisco area. 
1988 t o  1991. b 
The Monterey area length frequency distributions ehowed a I 
shift toward emaller fieh from 1987 to 1988 and then a fairly 
stable pattern through 1991 (Figure 52). There were no 
I 
- indications of strong pulses of recruitment during the etudy 
- period. Starry rockfish do.not reach 250 mm (9.8 in.) until 6 1 
I 
years of age (Lea et al. 1993). However, the majority of fish 
exceeded the length at 50% sexual maturity for females, and 
CPAH showed no declining trend, both indicators of a healthy 
f ishery. 
The Morro Bay area exhibited relatively stable length , 
frequency distributions from 1988 to 1991, with only a alight 
shift to the left in 1991 (Figure 53). 
Black Rockfish 
Catch rates for black rockfish were highlyvariable in 
most port areas during the study period (Table 54). This 
species clearly was of most importance in the San Francisco 
area, where 77% of all observed black rockfish were taken. A 
gradual decline in CPAH in this area occurred from 1988 to 
1990-91. 
Mean catch rate at distant locations in the San Francisco 
area was more than four times greater than at near locations 
and in the Morro Bay area was 10 times greater at distant 
locations (Table 55). No black rockfish were obeerved at deep 
locations (Table 55), indicating a primary distribution 
shallower than 40 fm. 
Although ra.mple size was rmall for many port areas and 
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FIGURE 52. Length frequency o f  starry rockfish from the Monterey area. 1987 
t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 52. (continued) . 
years, black rockfish did follow the common clinal trend of 
decreasing mean length with decreasing latitude (Table 56). Only 
the San Francisco area length mamples had sufficient numbers to 
analyze mean length. A consistent decline, from 368 mm (14.5 
in.) in 1988 to 311 mm (12.2 in.) in 1991, coupled with a eteady 
decline in CPAE, indicates a cause for concern in this area due 
to overutilization. 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
f IGURE 53. Length frequency o f  starry rockfish from the Morro Bay area. 1988 
to  1991. 
TABLE 54. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Black Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - - - 0.62 - 0.72 - - - 0.22 - 0.25 
Bodega Bay - 0.17 0.09 - - - - 0.05 0.02 - - - 
San Francisco - 0.78 0.75 0 . 5 1  0 .57  0.43 - 0.22 0 .21  0.15 0 .17  0.12 
Monterey 0.05 0.04 0 .01  - - - 0.02 0 . 0 1  <0.01 - - - 
Morro Bay - - 0.02 0.37 0.12 0.53 - - 0 .01  0 . 1 1  0.04 0.17 
TABLE 55. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Black Rockfieh for Near and Distant Locatione 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deev Near Diet Shal Deev Near Dist Shal Deev 
Fort Bragg .15 .10 .20 - 8 1 - 8 1  - 336 - 336 - 
~.. l  Bodega Bay .06 .03 .ll - 3 37 40 - 480 406 4 1 1  - 
Ln Ban Francisco .05 .22 .48 - 20 1804 2011  - 3 3 1  360 356 - \O 
Monterey <. 0 1  .03 .10  - 1 116 117 - 365 314 3 14 - 
Morro Bay .02 .20 .15 - 125 226 296 - 300 296 299 - 
TABLE 56. Mean Length of Black Rockfish Caught by C P W  Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish measured Mean total length (nu111 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - - - - 8 1  - - - - 3 3 6 
Bodega Bay - 2 6 26  - - - 377 474 - - 
San Francimco - 811 856 217 14 6 - 368 359 322 3 1 1  
Monterey 4 8 5 1  18 - - 320 2 9 9 3 4 1  - , - I 
Morro Bay - - 13 44 2 94 - - 3 2 1  2 87 298 
The near e d  distant location comparison of mead length 
from the San Francisco area is consimtent with the previous 
indicators of a high rate of local exploitation; fimh from 
- dintant locations averaged 29 rmn (1.1 in.) longer than those 
- fram near locations (Table 55) . 
Black rockfish mampled fram the Fort Bragg area in 1991 
ehowed a relatively narrow length frequency distribution with 
a peak at 326 to 330 rpm (12.8 to 13.0 in.) (Figure 54) . This 
corresponds to an age of approximately 5 years (Lea et al. 
1993) and is less than the length at 50% memral nmturity for 
males (350 mm or 13.8 in.) and females (390 rmn or 15.4 in.) 
reported by Wyllie-Echeveria (1987). 
The modes of the two -11 mamples from the Bodega Bay 
area in 1988 and 1989 (Figure 55) are too far apart to 
represent growth of a mingle year class; these samples may 
represent eeparate stocks. 
A dramatic and discouraging trend wae evident from the 
San Francisco area (Figure 56). The 1988 mample was 
characterized by a multi-modal length frequency distribution, 
a wide length range, and a mubstantial proportion of fish 
above the lengths at 50% mexual rrraturity. A mtrong pulse of 
recruitment was evident in the 246- to 280-nun (9.7- to 11.0- 
in.) range. The middle of thio range correnponds to r 3+ 
year-old fieh (Lea mt al. 1993) (1985 year clrse). By 1989 
the mode of recruitment had mhifted to the right and the 
relative proportion of fimh uceeding 400 nun (15.7 in.) had 
decreaeed. The latter group repramentad r wide age range of 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mrn) 
FIGURE 54. Length frequency of  black rockfish from the Fort Bragg area 
1991. 
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FIGURE 551 Length frequency o f  black rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1988 and 1989. 
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FIGURE 56. Length frequency o f  black rockfish from the San Francisco area. 
1988 t o  1991. 
from 7+ to at least 13 years, based on data from Lea et al. 
By 1990, the larger fish were essentially absent in 
samples. The length frequency distribution had shifted to a 
v unimodal one corresponding to a high proportion of sexually 
immature fish. By 1991 the situation had changed little 
except for the occurrence of relatively more fish below 296 mm 
(11.7 in.), an encouraging sign of recruitment. 
Since the larger fish in 1988 and 1989 represent many 
year classes, their disappearance in 1990 cannot be attributed 
v to a single strong year class cycling through the fishery and 
instead indicates an exceedingly high exploitation rate. * 
Because black rockfish primarily have a shallw distribution, 
as evidenced by the shallw/deep location catch data (Table 
5 6 ) ,  little protection of spawning adults is available in deep 
natural refuges. Black rockfish were not among the most 
frequently observed species in the commercial hook-and line 
fishery in the San Francisco area (B. Ota, Dept. Fieh and 
Game, Menlo Park, pers. comm.) and in California are only an 
important component of the commercial fishery in the Eureka 
area; thus, they must have experienced a relatively high 
level of exploitation by sport anglers, both CPFV and skiff, 
in this area. 
The recruitment in 1991 is most likely the 1988 year 
class. If there is a direct relationship between adult 
spawning etock eize and recruitment, these data indicate that 
the latter will be poor by 1993, and if fishing preesure 
remains heavy, catch rate will continue to decline and few 
fish will reach eexual maturity. 
samples from the Monterey area in 1987 and 1988 (Figure 
57) and from the Morro Bay (Figure 58) area resembled those 
from 1990 and 1991 in the S a n  Francisco area; i.e. few fish 
in the length range of eexually mature adults were 
encountered. Concerns expressed for the San Francisco area 
stock also apply to these two port areas. 
Brown Rockfish 
I 
Brown rockfish showed large increases in CPAH in the 
Bodega Bay and Morro Bay areas from 1988 to 1990-91, while the w 
San Francisco area experienced a emall decline (Table 57). 
Catch rates at near locations were generally equal to or 
greater than those at distant locations in all port areas r( 
except Morro Bay (Table 58). This species generally is more 
abundant and widespread in shallower water (Adams 1992a, 
Miller and Lea 1972), and all CPAH values were higher at 
shallow locations than at deep locations (Table 58). 
No clinal trend of length decreasing with decreasing 
latitude was apparent for this species. In contrast to all of 
the other most frequently observed epecies in this etudy, mean 
length of brown rockfish was highest in either the Monterey or 
Morro Bay area (Table 59). Differences in mean length between 
the Monterey area and the Bodega Bay area were ae great as 60 
mm (2.4 in.) in'1991. This situation may be related to 
differences in fiehing pressure. Brown rockfish experience 
w 
FIGURE 57 
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TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
Length frequency of  'black rockfish from the Monterey area i n  1987 
and 1988. 
I heavy fishing pressure in the San Francisco and Bodega Bay areas, 
and in the former area it was the most frequently observed 
species in commercial hook-and-line samples in 1992 (B. Ota, 
I Dept. Fish and Game, Menlo Park, pers. camm.). Modal length of 
over 1300 fish sampled from the commercial fishery in 1992 was 
255 to 280 nrm (10.0 to 11.0 in.) (B. Ota, Dept. Fish and Game, 
I Menlo Park, unpub. data). In contrast, brown rockfieh were not 
TOTAL LENGTH (rnm) 
FIGURE 58. Length frequency o f  black rockfish from the Morro Bay area i n  1990 
and 1991. 
. . 
among the most frequently obmenred mpecies in the Morro Bay 
commercial hook-and-line fishery in 1992 (6 .  Owen, Dept. Fish and 
Game, Morro Bay, pers. cnmm.) m d  most likely received 
considerably less fishing promsure. 
Wean length of brown rockfimh from the San Francimco area 
was reqrkably mimilar during the mtudy period (Table 5 9 )  and for 
all port areas ahowed no conmimtent trend. 
TABLE 57. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Brown Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - - 0.10 - - - - - 0.04 - - - 
Bodega Bay - 0.46 0.83 1.62 - 1.83 - 0.15 0.26 0.51 - 0.59 
San Francisco - 0.50 0.23 0.35 0.47 0.19 - 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.14 0.05 
Monterey 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.04 c0.01 0.08 cO.01 ~0.01 0.02 0.01 c0.01 0.02 , 
Morro Bay - 0.05 0.39 0.44 0.23 0.57 - 0.01 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.18 . 
TABLE 58. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Brown Rockfieh for Near and Dietant Locatione 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (nun) 
Pot t area Near Distant Shallow Deep Near. Diet Shal D e e ~  Near Diet Shal Deep 
Fort Bragg .01 - .O1 - - - - - - - - - 
F Bodega Bay 1.05 .16 -54 .I4 180 197 358 9 5 336 315 313 358 
o\ San Francieco .I4 .09 .23 .06 127 689 874 - 334 -, 332 3 3 2 - 
4 Monterey .O1 .O1 .05 <.01 4 3 5 1 6 0 10 363 350 352 379 
Morro Bay .02 .54 .31 .01 164 541 560 4 348 364 363 288 
TABLE 59. Mean Length of Brown Rockfish Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Pot t area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - - - - - - - - - - 
Bodega Bay - 120 212 - 158 - 3 12 346 - 305 
San Francieco - 508 248 157 44 - 331 332 335 333 
Monterey 5 17 5 5 1 21 335 363 350 330 365 ' 
Morro Bay - 3 3 2 6 1 6 5 346 - 337 381 361 346 
Mean length of brown rockfish from distant locations was 
greater than that from near locations only in the Morro Bay 
. . 
rrea (Table 581, indicating the effects of heavier -Sishing 
.pressure near port. In the Bodega Bay area, mean length from 
deep locations averaged 45 mm (1.8 in.) greater than that from 
uhallow locations. Eighty-ueven percent of all fish measured 
from deep locations were-observed in this area. . 
Length frequency distributions fram the Bodega Bay area 
exhibited a pronounced ehift toward smaller fish fram 1989 to 
1991 (Figure 59). This in itself is cause for concern, 
I 
because the majority of sampled fish in 1991 were less than 
310 mm (12.2 in.), the length at 50% uexual maturity for both 
I 
sexes as reported by Wyllie-Echeverria (1987). Adams (1992a) 
estimated the length of a 10-year old fish at 381 nm3 (15.0 
. in. ) . It is" likeiy that heavy commercial and uport fishing . 
pressure has resulted in the removal of most older fish from 
the Bodega Bay area stock. 
The San Francisco area exhibited little change in length 
frequency distribution from 1988 to 1991 (Figure 60). In all 
years, modal length was between 325 and 341mm (12.8 and 13.4 
in.). Because this length range exceeds that of 50% mexual 
maturity, it is likely that the proportion of adult fish 
comprising the harvested population could provide mteady 
recruitment. In addition, CPAH in this area averaged 0.10 
fish, while in the Bodega Bay rrea in 1991 the highest rate 
was obrrerved (0.59) of any port area during the mtudy period. 
I 
This rate may be too high to have a muetainable uport fimhery 
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FIGURE 59. Length frequency o f  brown rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1988, 1989, and 1991. 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 60. Length frequency o f  brown rockfish from the San Francisco area, 
1988 t o  1991. 
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when heavy commercial fishing preeeure exists. 
The majority of the relatively few brown rockfish sampled 
in the Monterey Bay area in 1989 and 1991 (Figure 61) were 
greater in length than that of 50% eexual maturity.- Thus, in 
this area there appears to be little cause for concern as 
stocks are not heavily fished. 
In the Morro Bay area, a wide dietribution of lengths 
characterized samples (Figure 62), and the largest fish 
observed during the study period were taken here. A moderate 
shift toward emaller fish occurred from 1989 to 1991, but 
sufficient numbers of fish were observed in the length range" 
corresponding to 50% as well as 100% eexual maturity ( c  381 nrm 
or 15.0 in.; Adams 1992a) to indicate a stock in good 
condition. 
Copper Rockfish 
Copper rockfish are widely distributed in depth range and 
latitude and are considered a highly deeirable epecies. Catch 
rates were generally low in all port areas, consistent with a 
non-schooling behavior, and generally showed a decrease from 
1988 to 1990-91 in the northern port areas and an increase in 
port areas from San Francisco eouth (Table 60). 
No trend in CPAH relative to distance from port or depth 
was evident for any port area (Table 61), although the Fort 
Bragg area had a catch rate at distant locations amre than six 
times that at near locations. 
For m e t  yeare maapletd, copper rockfieh followed a 
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FIGURE 61. Length frequency of  brown rockfish from the Honterey area i n  1989 
and 1991. 
general trend of mean length decreaming with decreasing latitude 
(Table 6 2 ) .  However, fish fram the IUonterey rrea usuaily 
averaged larger than those from the Ban Francisco rrea. As with 
anany other frequently obmerved mpeciee in this mtudy in the 
Monterey rrea, a relatively high percentage (51%) of =amured , , 
fish were fram deep locations. Imothermic mubmergonco mray 
v axplain the greater mean length cormpared with the San Frmcimco 
I TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 62. Length frequency o f  brown rockfish from the Morro Bay area, 1988 
t o  1991. 
TABLE 60. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Copper Rockf ieh by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1 9 9 0 - 9 1  1990  1 9 9 1  1987  1988  1989  1 9 9 0 - 9 1  1990  1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 0.46 0.34 0.23 - 0 .26  - 0 . 2 1  0.13 0 .08 - 0 .09  
Bodega Bay - 0 .18  0 .18 0.04 - 0 .05  - 0 .06  0 .04 0 . 0 1  - 0 . 0 2  
San Francieco - 0.25 0 . 3 1  0 .43 0 .48  0 .36  - 0 .07  0 .09 0 .12 0 .14  0 .10 
Mon terey 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.08 0 .03  0 .13  0 . 0 1  0 . 0 1  0 .05  0 .03  0 . 0 1  0.04 
Morro Bay - 0 . 3 1  0 .34 0.36 0 . 6 0  0 . 2 1  - 0.09 0 .12  0 . 1 1  0 .18  0 .07 
TABLE 61. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of Copper Rockfish for Near and Distant Locations 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Yeare Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fiehmeasured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area Nea=Distant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal D e e ~  Near Diet Shal Deer, 
Fort Bragg .07 .45 .08 .26 24  24  9 8 422 4 1 1  409  420  
w Bodega Bay .04 .05 .16 - 9 7 4  8 9  - 439 4 3 1  432 - 
4 f .  Ban Francieco .20 .07 .06  .07 253 545 1 8 5  1 2  366 374 380 360 
Monterey .02 .04 .04 .02 1 4 2  110  27  139  393 389 370 406 
Morro Bay .ll .07 .07 .13 727 5 9  1 1 0  44 352 339 349 399 
TABLE 62. Mean Length of Copper Rockfish Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fish measured Mean total length (nun) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990  1 9 9 1  1987  1988  1989  1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - 8 10 - 3 0  - 452 4 1 2  - 408 
Bodega Bay - 4 2 53 - 3 - 452 4 14 - 3 62  
Ban Francieco - 268 309 1 6 1  7 4 - 3 87 368 358 375  
Monterey 2 6 2 6 1 7 1  11 3 8  392 342 403 369 379 I 
Morro Bay - 207 268 206 13  1 - 330 340 385 353 
area to the north. This is evidenced by mean length 
comparisons from shallow and deep locations in the Monterey 
and Morro Bay area; copper rockfish averaged 36 to 50 mm (1.4 
to 2.0 in.) longer from deep locations (Table 61). Love et 
al. (1985) reported a variant of isothemic submergence for 
this species along the northern Channel Islands in southern 
California. Copper rockfish were larger toward the western 
end where water temperatures are colder. 
No port area showed a consistent trend in mean length 
during the study period. , 
Mean length data from near and distant locations showed 
no consistent trend (Table 61). b 
Length samples from the Fort Bragg area in 1991 (Figure 
63) and the Bodega Bay area in 1988 (Figure 64) were 
characterized by a rrcarcity of smaller fish compared with 
other port areas and years. Those fish greater than 340 mm 
(13.4 in.) exceeded the lengths at 50% sexual maturity for 
males (320 mm or 12.6 in.) and females (340 mm or 13.4 in.) 
reported by Wyllie-Echeverria (1987) and are approximately 6 
yeare and older (Lea et al. 1993). The recruitment observed 
in the Bodega Bay area in 1991, indicated by fish less than 
326 mm (12.8 in.) corresponds to an age range of 4 to 5 years 
(Lea et al. 1993). 
The San Francisco area length frequency distributions 
were characterized by a wide, fairly stable range with 
relatively more recruitment in 1989 (Figure 65). m o  fish 
measured in 1988 at 582 mm (22.9 in.) and 564 mm (22.2 in.) 
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FIGURE 63. Length frequency o f  copper rockfish from the Fort Bragg area i n  ' 
1991. 
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FIGURE 64. Length frequency of copper rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1988 and 1989. 
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f IGURE 65. Length frequency o f  copper rockfish from the San Francisco area, 
1988 t o  1991. 
were longer than the oldest fish (28 years) aged by Lea et al. 
(1993). Catch and length data indicate a local stock in good 
9, 
condition, although the relative contribution of larger fish 
gradually diminished during the study period. Adams (1992~) 
found no indication that stocks of thie species are overfished 
in California waters. However, whitebelly rockfieh, a 
morphological variation of the copper rockfish, was considered 
a separate species by Adams. 
The one large sample from the Monterey area in 1989 
showed a high proportion of copper rockfieh greater than 400' 
mm (15.7 in.) (Figure 66) . This length corresponds 
4 
approximately to 8 years (Lea et al. 1993). Similar to the 
San Francieco area, the relatively wide length range indicates 
a healthy stock. * 
Mean length of copper rockfish sampled at Central 
California divers spearfishing meets from 1980 to 1986 at 
Camel River State Beach near Monterey ranged from 368 to 401 
., 
mm (14.5 to 15.8 in.) and mhowed no trend (unpubliehed data, 
D. VenTresca, CDFG, Monterey). This is within the mean length 
range for CPFV-caught fish from this study. 
Samples from the Morro Bay area indicated that a moderate 
pulse of recruitment entered the fishery in 1988 (Figure 67). 
The mode at 256-260 am (10.1 to 10.2 in.) corresponds to a 3+ 
year-old fish (1985 year class) (Lea et al. 1993). As this 
year class grew, progreseively few fish less than 301 nmp (11.9 
in.) comprised the length frequency mamples until 1991, when 
additional recruitment was evident. Periodic recruitment 
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FIGURE 66. Length fre  uency of copper rockfish from the Honterey area. 1987 
t o  1989 an 1 1991. 
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FIGURE 67. Length frequency o f  copper rockfish from the Morro Bay area. 
1988 to  1991. 
pulses were more apparent here than in more northern port 
areas. 
Greenstriped Rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish was the only other species besides 
rosy rockfish among the 20 most frequently observed species 
that was not considered desirable, due to its smaller size. 
Catch rates were relatively low and variable among port areas 
with no trend evident (Table 63); however, the Monterey area 
showed a consistent increase in mean CPAH from 1987 to 1990-' 
91. Seventy-four percent of all measured fish were from this 
area. 
Greenstriped rockfish usually were caught with greater 
frequency at distant and deep locations (Table 64). 
Mean length of greenstriped rockfish varied by only 21 mm 
(0.8 in.) during 5 years of sampling in the Monterey area 
(Table 65). No consistent length trend was evident in this 
area. However, mean length from the Morro Bay area increased 
steadily from 257 mm (10.1 in.) in 1988 to 290 mm (11.4 in.) 
in 1991. 
There was no clinal trend evident for mean length in the 
three most southern port areas. This is to be expected since 
this species was only caught at the upper limits of a 
relatively deep depth range, in which temperature and 
corresponding growth rate would vary little. 
Although there is no directed effort for greenstriped 
rockfish, mean length at distant locations in the Monterey and 
TABLE 63. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Rour for dreenetriped Rockfieh by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  
- 
Part Bragg - - 0.10 0.06 0.45 - - - 0.04 0.02 0 .17  o 
Bodega Bay - 0 .21  0.14 0.13 0.12 0.13 - 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
San Franciuco - 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.04 - 0.03 0.02 0 . 0 1  0 . 0 1  0 . 0 1  
Monterey 0.15 0.26 0.40 0.47 0.35 0.60 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.19 
Morro Bay - 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.10 0.04 - 0 .01  0.02 0.02 0.03 0 .01  
TABLB 64. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of dreenetriped Rockfish for Near and Dietant 
Locationu and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Yeare Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish measured Mean total length (ma) 
Port area Near Diutant Shallow Deep Near Diet Shal Deep Near Diet Shal Deer, 
tort Bragg -03 - . 01  - 1 - - - 205 - - - 
Bodega Bay - .06 o - 1 2  - 57 - 24 - 304 - 320 
Ban Franciuco - .02 . 0 1  - - 176 - - - 283 - - 
Monterey .07 .18 < . 0 1  .16 478 443 5 9 1 1  2 7 1  285 175 279 
Morro Bay . O 1  .04 c .01  ,041 90 3 3 - 4 1  266 287 - 288 
TABLE 65, Mean Length of dreenetriped Rockfiuh Caught by CPFV Anglere by Port and Year. 
Number of fimh measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - - .. 1 - - - - 285 - 
Bodega Bay - 4 1  14 - 1 - 300 3 1 5  - 332 
Ban Francirco - 7 9 7 1  1 5  11 - 280 289 267 296 
Mon tor- 126 244 448 70  142 266 273 2 87 282 2 8 1  
Morro Bay - 26 57 16 1 8  - 257 276 274 290 , 
, '  
Morro Bay areas was 14-29 am (0.6-0.8 in.) greater than that 
at near locations (Table 64), indicating an indirect effect of 
proportionally more fishing effort for species associated with 
greenstriped rockfish closer to port. 
The 1988 Bodega Bay length frequency sample exhibited a 
strong mode at 286 to 295 mm (11.3 to 11.6 in.) and a narrow 
length range (Figure 68). All fish exceeded the reported 
length at 50% sexual maturity of 230 anm (9.1 in.) for both 
sexes (Wylllie-Echeverria 1987). 
San Francisco area samples indicated a pulse of I 
recruitment in 1988 in the 226- to 265-am (8.9- to 10.4-in.) 
length range (Figure 69). The shift to the right the 
following year most likely indicates this pulse to represent a 
strong year class. 
The Monterey and Morro Bay areas also ehowed evidence of 
a pulse of recruitment in 1988, a shift to the right the 
following year, and little change thereafter (Figures 70-71). 
Gopher Rockfish 
Gopher rockfish were of primary importance in the Morro 
Bay area, where 64% of all observed fish were taken and 73% of 
all measured fish were observed. Mean CPAH was fairly uniform 
from 1988 to 1990-91, only ranging from 0.15 to 0.22 (Table 
66) . 
Mean catch rate in the Morro Bay area was more than twice 
ae high at distant locations than at near locatione (Table 
67). Gopher rockfish were taken exclusively at mixed or 
FIGURE 68. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
Length frequency of greenstri ped rockf i sh .from the Bodega Bay area 
i n  1988. , 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 69. Length frequency of greenstriped rockfish from the San Francisco 
1 area i n  1988 and 1989. - 
FIGURE 70. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
Length frequency of greenstriped rockfish from the Monterey area. 
1987 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 70'. ( cont i nued . 
shallow locations, with the exception of.two fish recorded from a ? 
deep location in the Monterey area (Table 67). I 
This species exhibited a relatively narrow range of apean I 
I 
1-gths among the three most mouthem port rreae (Table 68). I 
This would be expected for r mpeciea with r cwparatively -11 I 
I 
maa~iwun length (425 nun or 16.7 in., thi6 mtudy). Maan lmgth of I 
I 
gopher rockfish for all years maatpled ranked 19th (romy rockfish I 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 71. Length frequency o f  greenstriped rockfish from the Horro Bay area 
, i n  1988, 1989, and 1991. 
TABLE 66. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Gopher Rockfieh by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - - - 0.09 - 0.10 - - - 0.03 - 0.04 
Bodega Bay - 0.05 0.03 0.01 - 0.02 - 0.02 0.01 c0.01 - 0.01 
San Francieco - 0.15 0.17 0.07 0.1 0.04 - 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.01 
Monterey 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 
Morro Bay - 0.51 0.64 0.63 0.18 0.92 - 0.15 0.22 0.19 0.05 0.29 
TABLE 67. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of mpher Rockfish for Near and Distant Locationm 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fieh meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Distant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal D e e ~  Near Diet Shal Deer, 
?or t Bragg .02 .. .03 - 14 - 14 - 306 - 306 - 
C. Bodega Bay .06 .Ol .04 - 4 1 6 - 285 270 282 - 
m San Francieco .03 .04 .09 - 15 341 386 - 260 272 271 - 
Monterey .Ol -03 .08 e.01 72 9 2 8 8 - 262 295 2 94 - 
Morro Bay .16 .35 .35 - 1186 414 667 - 268 283 280 - 
TABLE 68. Mean Length of Clopher Rockfish Caught by CPFV Anglers by Port and Year. 
Number of fie~h measured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
?or t Bragg - o o - 14 - o - - 306 
Bodega Bay - 4 6 - - - 285 264 - - 
San Francirco o 190 164 4 4 14 - 273 269 169 278 
Wonterey 71 37 29 11 16 283 282 287 262 267 ; 
Morro Bay - 401 516 5 4 667 - 264 271 287 276 
was 20th) among the 20 most frequently observed species in the 
Bodega Bay, San Francisco, and Morro Bay areas. A clinal 
relationship of length decreasing with decreasing latitude was 
not evident for the three most southern port areas. No port 
area demonstrated a consistent mean length trend during the 
study period. However, mean length from distant locations in 
the Monterey and Morro Bay area was 33 and 15 mm (1.3 and 0.6 
in.), respectively, greater than that from near locations 
(Table 67). 
, 
Length frequency distributions from the San Francisco, ' 
Monterey and Morro Bay areas were unimodal and relatively 
. 
stable during the study period (Figures 72-74), although a 
decline in the number of fish greater than 300 mm (11.8 in.) 
was evident in the Sern Francisco area samples. This species 
has the smallest length at 50% sexual maturity .(I70 mm or 6.7 
in.) (Wyllie-Echeverria 1987) among all 19 species discussed 
in this report. This is less than the length at which gopher 
rockfish recruited to the fishery in all port areas sampled. 
The mode at 256-260 mm (10.1-10.2 in.) in 1988 in the San 
Francisco and Morro Bay areas corresponds to a 5+ year-old 
fish (Lea et al. 1993). The largest fish aged by Lea et al., 
348 mm (13.7 in.) was 14 years. Thus the sampled population 
was characterized by a relatively wide correponding age range 
and a majority of fish in the length range of mmcuaily mature 
adults. 
No strong pulses of recruitment were evident from 1987 to 
1991 in any port area. Although this is a ahallow water 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 72. Length frequency o f  gopher rockfish from the San Francisco area. 
1988 t o  1990. -- 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 73. Length frequency o f  gopher rockfish from the Monterey area. 1987 
t o  1989. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) . 
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FIGURE 74. Length frequency o f  gopher rockfish from the Horro Bay area. 1988 
t o  1991. 
species, its non-schooling behavior and habitat preference, in 
contrast to black rockfish, lends it mome degree of protection 
from potential overharvest. 
China Rockfish 
China rockfish were taken most frequently in the San 
Francisco area, where 61% of all observed fish occurred and 
64% of all measured fish were observed. CPAE was relatively 
stable in the Monterey and Morro Bay areas and showed a 
decline in the San Francisco area from 1988 to 1990-91 (Table 
69). 
In port areas from San Francisco south, catch rates were 
higher at distant than at near locations, and in all port 
areas CPAH was much higher at shallow than at deep locations 
(Table 70) . 
Mean length of China rockfish was remarkably constant in 
the San Francisco area from 1988 to 1990 (Table 71). The 
Morro Bay area also showed no consistent trend of mean length 
with time. In 1989 sufficient numbers of fish were measured 
from the four most southern port areas to detect a clinal 
trend of decreasing mean length with decreasing latitude. 
Near and distant location data from the San Francisco and 
Monterey areas indicated heavier fishing pressure in the near 
locations where mean lengths were 26 to 27 amn (1.0 to 1.1 in.) 
less than mean lengths from distant locations (Table 70). No 
difference was evident in the Morro Bay area. 
" Almost all China rockfish in the .mall length sample from 
" 
TABLE 69. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for China Rockfish by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91  1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 -91  1990 1991. 
Port Bragg - - - 0.14 - 0.16 - - - 0.05 - 0.06 
Bodega Bay - 0.06 0.08 0.04 - 0.05 - 0.02 0.03 0 .01  - 0.02 
San Francsico - 0.32 0 . 2 1  0 .21  0.29 0 .08  - 0.09 0.06 0.06 0 .09  0.02 
Mon terey 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0 . 0 1  0.08 0 . 0 1  0 . 0 1  0 .01  0 .01  c 0 . 0 1  0.03 
Morro Bay - 0.13 0.08 0.12 0.06 0.17 - 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.05 
TABLB 70. Catch Per Angler Hour and Mean Length of China Rockfish for 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Number of fish meaeured 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow Deem Near Dist Shal Deep 
Pot t Bragg .03 - .04 o 2 2 - 2 1  - 
Bodega Bay -05  .02 .06 o - 30 3 1  - 
San Francieco .04 .07 -12 . O 1  37 637 452 1 
Monterey . 0 1  .02 .06 c . 0 1  4 1  3 4 46 1 
Morro Bay .03 .08 .08 c . 0 1  180 74 117 1 
Near and Diatant Location8 
Mean total length (mm) 
Near Dia t Shal DOOD 
TABLE 71. Mean Length of China Rockfieh Caught by C P W  Anglere by Port and Year. 
m e r  of fieh meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  1987 1988 1989 1990 1 9 9 1  
Fort Bragg - - - - 22 - - o - 3 17  
Bodega Bay - 6 26 - 3 o 3 4 1  334 - 273 
San Francieco - 349 228 1 0 1  1 7  - 299 298. 298 287 
Mantaray 15 15  34 2 9 279 274 293 274 295 , ' 
Motto Bay - 7 9 72 16  87 - 285 282 285 293 
the Fort Bragg area in 1991 were greater than 270 mm (10.6 
in.) (Figure 75). This is the length reported by Wyllie- 
Echeverria (1987) for 50% sexual maturity for both eexes. 
A similar situation existed in the 1989 Bodega Bay 
w sample, although average length of fish was greater in this 
area (Figure 76). China rockfish as large as 416 mm (16.4 
in.) were observed; thie length exceeds the calculated 
I maximum asymptotic length for aged fish by Lea et al. (1993) 
and most likely correeponds to an age exceeding 20 years. 
San Francisco area length frequency distributions from ,' 
1988 to 1990 were fairly consistent (Figure 77), similar to 
mean length. The mode from 286 to 310 mm (11.3 to 12.2 in.) * 
roughly corresponds to an age of 8 to 10 years (Lea et al. 
1993). 
The small sample from the Monterey area in 1989 resembled 
a subsample from the San Francisco area the same year with a 
correspondingly narrower length range (Figure 78), indicating 
the likelihood of a shared stock. 
Length frequency distributions from the Morro Bay area in 
1988, 1989, and 1991 exhibited a progressively narrower length 
range (Figure 79). The progression of the mode from 251 to 
275 mm (9.9 to 10.8 in.) in 1989 to 276 to 300 mm (10.9 to 
11.8 in.) in 1991 is cloee to the calculated growth for a 2- 
year period for fieh in thie length range (Lea et al. 1993); 
this most likely indicates a dominant (1984) year claes. The 
o relatively narrow length and corresponding age range in this 
area could signal a problem, but the majority of fish were in 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 75. Length frequency of China rockfish from the Fort Bragg area i n  
1991. , 
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FIGURE 76. Length frequency of China rockfish from the Bodega Bay area i n  
1989. 
the length range of mucually mrature adults and therefore the 
recruitment potential remains high. 
Yelloweye Rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish are a highly desirable mpeciem with 
generally low catch rates due to their deep, POP-mchooling 
I 
distribution. CPAH in all port areas was fairly .table 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 77. Length frequency o f  China rockfish from the San Francisco area, 
1988 t o  1990. 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 78. Length frequency of China rockfish from the Monterey area 
throughout the study period, w i t h  only slight declines in the 
Fort Bragg and Bodega Bay areas (Table 72). 
However, evidence of a high rurploitation rate appeared in 
the data for near locations. All port areas showed higher catch 
rates at distant locations, ranging from two to five thee higher 
than those at near locations (Table 73). As expected, CPAH at 
deep locations was higher than at .hallow locations in all port 
areas (Table 73) . 
Mean length of yelloweye rockfish varied considerably among 
years for all port areas except San Franciuco (Table 74). This 
may be due in part to the larger sample eiee in this area. For 
years in which sample size was at loaet 20, mean length decreased 
with decreasing latitude from the Bodega Bay to the bdorro Bay 
area; for example, in 1988 yellaweye rockfimh averagod 509 mm 
(20.0 in.) from the Bodega Bay area and 336 (13.2 in.) fr- 
the Morro Bay rrea. No port rrea mhowed a consistent t k d  of 
TOTAL LENGTH (mm) 
FIGURE 791 Length frequency o f  China rockfish from the Morro Bay area i n  
1988. 1989. and 1991. 
TABLE 72. Catch Per Angler Day and Catch Per Angler Hour for Yellaweye Rockfirh by Port and Year. 
Catch per angler day Catch per angler hour 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990-91 1990 1991 
Fort Bragg - 0.27 0.31 0.29 0.55 0.25 - 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.20 0.09 
Bodega Bay - 0.29 9.27 0.21 0.25 , 0.20 - 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 
San Francieco - 0.18 0.12 0.19 0.18 0.21 - 0.05 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.06 
Mont erey 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.11 0.01 ~0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 
Morro Bay - 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.01 - 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 ~0.01 
TABLI 73. Catch Per Angler Aour and Mean Length of Yelloweye Rockfish for Near and Dietant Location8 
and Shallow and Deep Locations by Port, All Years Combined. 
Catch per angler hour Mmber of fieh meaeured Mean total length (mm) 
Port area Near Dietant Shallow Deer, Near Diet Shal Deer, Near Diet Shal Deep 
Port Bragg .09 .22 .10 .17 29 10 22 1 406 353 417 348 
Bodega Bay .05 -09 .05 .09 6 133 40 3 0 329 473 390 455 
San Franci8co .01 .05 .01 .ll 18 373 21 28 353 412 347 400 
Monterey .O1 .02 c.01 .O1 5 2 52 3 72 404 426 374 397 
Morro Bay .O1 .02 .O1 .03 6 9 17 14 23 362 377 311 380 
TABLI 74. Mean Length of Yelloweye Rockfi~h Caught by C P W  Angler8 by Port and Year. 
Number of fimh meaaured Mean total langth (mm) 
Port area 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Port Bragg - I 5 5 ' 25 - 386 458 366 3 86 
Bodega Bay - 5 9 75 1 12 - 509 424 339 4 94 
San Prancimco - 169 109 64 49 - 401 421 4 04 414 
Monterey 2 3 15 4 0 8 25 442 370 401 395 447 
Morrt, Bay - 29 4 3 11 9 - 336 371 416 399 
increasing or decreasing mean length during the study period. 
Although sample size was small in some areas, mean length 
of yelloweye rockfish from distant locations was greater than 
that from near locations for all port areas except Fort Bragg 
(Table 73), an indication of relatively heavy local fishing 
pressure. Mean length from deep locations ranged from 53 to 
65 mm (2.1 to 2.6 in.) greater than that from shallow 
locations in the Bodega Bay and San Francisco areas (sample 
size at least 20) (Table 73). 
The 1991 length frequency distribution from the Fort , 
Bragg area included a significant proportion of fish less than 
401 mm (15.8 in.) (Figure 80) . Lea et al. (1993) noted the 
smallest sexually mature female in central California which 
they observed was 408 nrm (16.1 in.), while Wyllie-Echeverria 
(1987) reported length at 50% sexual maturity for both sexes 
to be 400 mm (15.7 in.). This species is slow growing, and a 
400-mm (15.7-in.) fish was calculated to be 8 to 9 years old 
(Lea et al. (1993) . 
Bodega Bay length frequency distributions differed 
greatly in 1988 and 1989 (Figure 81). The former year showed 
primarily adult fish as long as 671 to 680 mm (26.4 to 26.8 
in.) and had the highest mean length of any year and port 
sampled. The following year showed a high proportion of 
juvenile fish and a length frequency distribution spanning 
almost 500 mm (19.7 in.). This length range corresponded to 
an age range of approximately 4 to more than 30 years (Lea et 
. - 
al. 1993; Wyllie-Echeverria 1987). 
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FIGURE 80. Length frequency o f  yelloweye rockfish from the Fort Bragg area i n  
1991. j 
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FIGURE 81. Length frequency o f  yelloweye rockfish from the Bodega. Bay area i n  
I 1988 and 1989. -- - -- 
The San Francisco area nhowed a fairly consistent length 
frequency distribution during the 4 years sampled (Figure 82). 
A high proportion of juveniles and a wide length range 
characterized samples. 
Monterey and Morro Bay yelloweye rockfish aamples were 
small and in 1988 and 1989 were composed of a high proportion 
of juvenile fish (Figures 83 and 84). This situation is a 
cause for concern in all areas sampled. Similar to canary 
rockfish, it is possible that enough spawning adults exist in 
deeper water to provide periodic recruitment to shallower 
I 
areas. However, this may not provide the large adults desired 
by most anglers if fishing pressure continues at present 
levels. 
Estimated Total Catch and Effort 
Logbook Data 
The criteria for excluding trips which caught salmon, 
striped bass, or sturgeon resulted in the elimination of 265 
trips in 1987, 344 trips in 1988, 257 trips in 1989, 370 trips 
in 1990, and 241 trips in 1991 from the original data base. 
Logbook data from 1987 to 1991 indicated that 1990 was a 
banner year for C P W  anglers (Table 7 5 ) .  Total fish caught 
and effort, measured as number of anglers and hours fished, 
were highest in 1990 for each port area except Monterey and 
for all port areas combined. Total annual catch averaged 
1,385,700 fish and 93 to 96 percent of the catch was 
-" - 
- 
rockfishes. 
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FIGURE 82. Length frequency o f  yelloweye rockfish from the San Francisco 
area, 1988 t o  1991. 
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FIGURE 83. Length frequency of  ye1 loweye rockfish from the Monterey area i n  
1987. 1989. and 1991. . - 
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FIGURE 84. Length frequency o f  yelloweye rockfish from the Morro Bay area i n  
1988 and 1989. I) 
Although northern California ports (Bumboldt and Del 
Norte Counties) m d e  up only a -11 proportion of the total 
catch, fishing effort more than doubled here during the 5-year 
period. Number of anglers m d  hours mpent firrhing were highest 
in 1990 and 1991, and, accordingly, total catch wae'higheet 
during those years. Fishing muccess did not follow the mame 
I 
trend, howevert CPAD and CPAE increamed until 1990 declined 
TABLE 75.  Summary of Total Catch and Effort Eetimatee for CPFV Anglers in Northern and Central 
California from Logbook Data, 1987 to 1991. 
Port Area 
Northern Fort Bodega San Morro Total 
California Bragg Bay Francisco Monterey Bay AllPorte 
1987 
-
Total no. tripe 162 1 7 1  503 915 1630 1 5 5 1  4932 
No. fieh kept- 10,325 28,772 150,328 240,122 404,106 388,339 1,221,992 
No. angler days 1190 2437 12 ,821  22,334 33,009 36,067 107,858 
No. houre fiehed 803 7 0 1  2054 4300 7767 6960 22,585 
Average CPAD 8.7 11 .8  11.7 10 .8  12 .2  10 .9  11.4 
Average CPAH 1.65 2.88 2 .88  2.24 2.58 2.43 2.48 
Total rockfi~h 
Total lingcod 
Total other fieh 
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to intermediate levels compared with 1987. 
In general, trends in catch and effort were mimilar for 
the ~ k r t  Bragg, Bodega Bay m d  Xorro Bay areas although actual 
values varied substantially. With one exception, the number 
of trips, number of angler days, m d  total catch increased 
ateadily during the mtudy period, peaking in 1990. Number of 
trips, angler days, and total catch increased mubetantially 
with decreasing latitude. However, number of trips and total 
catch in 1987 and 1988, m d  angler days in 1988, were greater 
in the Monterey area than in the Xorro Bay area. In 1989, one 
, 
C P W  operator moved four vessels from Monterey to San Simeon. 
This was primarily responsible for the mignificant decline in 
t 
number of trips in the Xonterey area and the mignificant 
increase in number of trips in the Morro Bay area from 1988 to 
Salmon fishing during 1988 was cuccellent &or recreational 
anglers. This may explain the diminiehed grouadfieh catch, 
effort, and number of trips during 1988 in the Xorro Bay 
area, where anglers are usually at the mouthern limit of 
abundance of California'o malmon stocks. In contrast, 
reported fishing effort m d  catch of rockfish and lingcod and 
fishing effort peaked in Monterey during the mame year, It is 
not known why fishing effort decreased in the Monterey area 
The Ban Francimco Bay area urhibited no conmiatant trends 
during the 5-ymar period. 
-- d 
CPAH was alwaye higherrt in the Fort Bragg m d l s  Bodega 
Bay areas. CPAH values from logbook data were lower than 
values calculated from observed trips because CPFV operators 
record total time on the water rather than actual fishing 
times. The highest annual average CPAD for rockfieh only, 
12.9 in 1990 in the Bodega Bay area, was 86% of the 15- 
.rockfish bag limit. 
Adjusted Logbook Data 
Compliance rate for logbook submiesion for observed 
C P W  trips was coneistently less than 100 percent. Annual r 
calculated compliance rates from the Bodega Bay, San 
Francisco, ~onterey and Morro Bay areas ranged from 61% to 92% ' 
for a particular port and year. 
Moet trende observed in the unadjusted data for the 
Monterey, San Francisco, and Morro Bay areas did not change 
when the data were adjueted (Table 76). Total reported catch 
averaged approximately 87% of adjusted catch, but not all 
adjusted catch valuee by port and year were higher than 
reported catches. In the Morro Bay area in 1988 and 1989, and 
in the San Francisco area in 1988, logbook data apparently 
over-estimated total catch. Morro Bay and Bodega Bay area 
CPFVs consistently over-estimated CPAD while the San Francisco 
and Monterey areae varied and had no consistent trend. In 
general, CPFV operatore tended to be optimistic in their 
eetimates, compared with adjueted data. 
ponterey was the only port area eampled for all 5 years. 
- 
Trends in the adjueted data were consietent with those 
TABLE 7 6 .  Summary of Total Catch and Effort Eatimatea for CPFV Anglere in Northern 
and Central California from Logbook Data, 1987 to 1991, Adjueted by 
Sampling Information. 
Port Area 
Bodega San Morro Total 
Bay Francisco Monterey Bay All ports1 
1987 
Number of fish kept o - . .  568,518 - - 
Number of angler days - - 42,094 - - 
Average CPAD o - 13 .5  - - 
1988 -
Number of fish k e ~ t  
Number of angler :aye 20,222 25,883 46,961 38,743 - 135,906 
Average CPAD 11.8 8.7 
h) 
I 9 8 9  
Number of fieh kept 
Number of angler days 19,159 24,946 46,964 47,572 144,303 
Average CPAD 12.5 12 .9  ' 12.7  10 .5  12 .0  
1990 
Number of fish kept - 434,293 493,858 578,342 1,857,405 
Number of angler days - 31,892 49,473 50,067 158,154 
Average CPAD - 13 .6  10 .0  11 .6  11 .7  
1991  
Number o f  fish kept - 342,491 417,889 525,903 1,560,045 
Number of angler days 28,397 40,377 47,840 138,610 
Average CPAD 
' L  
1 2 . 1  10 .4  11 .0  11.3 
include8 unadjueted catch data from northern California and Fort Bragg areae. 
discussed above for unadjusted data, with angling eucceea 
decreasing from 1988 to 1991. 
As expected, many trends in adjusted total catch 
estimates by species and port area (Tables 77 to 81) were 
consistent with trends in CPAD and CPAH from sampling data. 
For example, estimated total catch of chilipepper for all port 
areas declined each year from 1988 to 1991; landings 
decreased 60% overall from approximately 247,000 lb to 
approximately 99,000 lb. Although estimated total lingcod 
catch declined only 13% during the same period and was highegt 
in 1989, estimated total catch in the Bodega Bay, San 
Francisco, and Monterey areas declined 57%, 27%, and 46%, 
respectively. In the San Francisco area, estimated total 
catch of black rockfish declined each year from 1989 to 1991 
with an overall decrease of 30%. 
Several species showed considerable fluctuations in total 
catch estimates within a port area but trends were 
inconsistent among areas. For example, blue rockfish catch 
estimates in the Monterey area declined each year from 1988 to 
1991 with an overall decrease of 73%. Conversely, catch 
estimates of blue rockfish in the Morro Bay area increased 73% 
from 1988 to 1990 and in 1991 was 58% higher than in 1988 . 
Total catch estimates of canary rockfish increased each year 
from either 1987 or 1988 to 1990 in the Monterey and San 
Francisco areas but showed no trend in the Bodega Bay and 
Morro Bay areas during the same period. Undoubtedly, targeted 
S .- 
effort for these species also varied considerably, but this 
TABLE 77. Estimate of Total CPFV Catch of Rockfiehes and 
Lingcod, Baead on Log Data Adjusted by Sampling, 
from the Port of Fort Bragg, 1988 to 1991. 
Number in thousands -- 
. $  90 1 
Chilipepper 
Blue rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Widow rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Starry rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Copper rockfieh 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
China rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Other rockfieh 
Total rockfish 36.8 61.6 74.5 39.1 
Lingcod 0.6 0.2 1.5 0.8 
TABLE 78. Estimate of Total CPFV Catch of Rockfishes and 
Lingcod, Based on Log Data Adjusted by Sampling, 
from the Ports of Bodega Bay and Dillon Beach, 1988 
to 1991. 
Number in thousands 
Species 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Chilipepper 
Blue rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Widow rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Starry rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
China rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Other rockfish 
Total rockfish 225.5 231.9 242.2 206.9 
Lingcod 8.8 5.7 4 . 5  3.8 
TABLE 79. Estimate of Total CPFV Catch of Rockfishes and 
tingcod, Based on Log Data Adjusted by Sampling, 
from the Ports of Princeton, Berkeley, Smeryville, 
and Richmond, 1988 to 1991. 
I 
I Number in thousands gr 
I S~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Chilipepper 
Blue rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Widow rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Starry rockfieh 
Black rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
China rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Other rockfish 
Total rockfish 
A Lingcod 22.0 20.5 20.4 16.1 
TABLE 80. Estimate of Total CPFV Catch of Rockfiehes and 
Lingcod, Baeed on Log Data Adjueted by Sampling, 
from the Ports of Santa Cruz and Monterey, 1987 to 
1991. 
Number in thousands 
Species 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Chilipepper 
Blue rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Widow rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Rosy rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Starry rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Gopher rockfieh 
China rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Other rockfish 
Total rockfish 507.7 601.1 
Lingcod 18.8 13.9 17.9 8.9 7.5 
TABLE 81. Sstimate of Total.CPFV Catch of Rockfirhes and 
Lingcod, Based on Log Data Adjusted by Sampling, 
from the Ports of San Simeon, Morro Bay, md Port 
San Luis, 1988 to 1991. 
Number in thousands 
F~ecies 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Chilipepper - 14.6 2.9 2.6 
Blue rockfish 59.4 76.8 102.9 93.6 
Yellowtail rockfish 74.0 124.9 123.8 112.5 
Widow rockfish 22.2 9.0 28.9 26.3 
Bocaccio 14.6 22.6 41.6 37.9 
Rosy rockfish 
Canary zockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Starry rockf ish 
Black rockfish 
Brown rockfish 
Copper rockfieh 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Gopher rockfieh 
China rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Other rockfish 
Total rockfish 309.9 457.0 540.2 491.2 
Lingcod 18.2 31.6 26.6 24.2 
type of data was not available. 
Species such as widow rockfish exhibited wide 
fluctuations in total catch within a port area which were not 
consistent among areas. Widow rockfish catch estimates varied 
by more than a factor of three in the Morro Bay area and by a 
factor of 2.8 in the San Francisco area, yet the year of the 
lowest catch in the former area was the year of the highest 
catch in the latter area. 
Trends in total catch alone were not always valid 
indicators of the health of the resource. For example, black 
I 
rockfish total catch estimates in the San Francisco area 
declined only 16% from 1988 to 1991, but the sampled catch in , 
the latter year consisted primarily of fish in the length 
range of juveniles. 
Recreational Fishing Survey Data 
MRFSS telephone survey data provided an independent 
estimate of fishing effort for groundfish during 1987, 1988 
and 1989. These values for number of angler days were 
combined with adjusted CPAD data from Table 76 to estimate 
catch by port and year from 1987 to 1989 when data were 
available and total catch for 1988 and 1989. Total catch 
estimates for 1988 and 1989 were approximately twice that of 
adjusted values (Table 82) . On a port basis, MRFSS effort 
data combined with adjusted CPAD resulted in catch estimates 
up to five timee higher than adjusted logbook values for all 
- 
ports except Bodega Bay. In this area MRFSS data resulted in 
TABLE 82. Summary of Total Catch and Effort Estimates for CPFV Anglers in Northern 
and Central from MRFSS Telephone Survey Data, 1987 to 1989. 
- 
- Port Area 
Bodega San Morro Total 
Bay Francisco Monterey Bay All Ports 
1987 
Number of fish kept - - 629,800 - - 
Number of angler days - - 47,000 - - 
1988 
Number of fiah kept 212,400 896,100 1,536,900 427,500 3,089,800 
Number of angler day8 18,000 103,000 109,000 57,000 291,000 
$989 
Number of f i ~ h  kept 
Number of angler daya 3000 12,300 65,000 49 , 000 - 259; 000 
underestimates of catch up to 20% of adjusted logbook data. 
Catch estimates for Monterey and Morro Bay areas were closer 
to adjusted values than those for other ports. The San 
Francisco area yielded catch values approximately four times 
greater than adjusted values. 
Total catch estimates based on MRFSS telephone survey 
data are questionable for two reasone. First, results are 
based on angler memory of fishing effort over a prolonged time 
period rather than actual field eturveys. Second, effort 
estimates are extrapolations of interview data using county .I 
population estimates and are not corrected for demographic 
variability. 
The previous 19 apecies discussed here in detail and 
. . 
Pacific hake were the 20 m e t  frequently observed species in 
the CPFV catch from 1987 to 1991, all port areas combined. 
Several significant changes in relative abundance have 
occurred during the past 30 years since Miller and Gotshall 
(1965) eampled the CPW bottom fish catch in 1960 from the 
California-Oregon border to Point &guello. Chilipepper and 
Pacific hake ranked 19 and 45, reepectively but ranked 1 and 
10, respectively, in thim mtudy, largely due to the Bodega Bay 
and Monterey area catches and to a mhift to deeper fiahing 
locations. Greenepotted, widow, m d  romy rockfimhem have 
increased in relative importmce, rlmo due primarily20 r 
-- - 
- 
rhift to deeper fishing locations. In contrrrrt, olive, 
vermilion, copper, and canary tockfish have decreased in 
relative importance. These mpecies are found primarily in 
. . 
mhallow locations (olive, copper, and vermilion roc'kfimhes) 
and/or are non-schooling and mpecifically targeted. 
However, the overall mpecies conposition of the CPFV 
catch has changed little in three decades. Of the 20 most 
frequently observed mpecies in Miller and 0otshal18e study, 
a11 but two (speckled and flag rockfiuhes) were among the 20 
most frequently observed mpecies in this study. Yelloweye 
rockfish ranked 20 in this study and 27 in 1960; Pacific hake 
were mentioned previously. 
*r 
Three primary concerns of CPW anglers were addressed in ' 
- '  this study. First, anglers felt that the average size of fish 
has decreased due to the increasing mcarcity of large fish. 
I). 
This belief is substantiated by bimtorical data for certain 
species such as blue and vermilion rockfishes. This is 
indicative of relatively heavy fishing pressure in all areas, 
I 
but the decreaees were most dramatic in .hallow areas near 
ports. Among the 19 species dimcueseed in the relatively 
narrow time frame of this mtudy, r decrease in mean length 
each year throughout the mtudy period occurred for only three 
. mpecies: etarry rockfish in the Worro Bay rrea; China 
rockfish in the Ban Frmcimco rrea; m d  black rockfiah in the 
San Francimco rrea. Declines for .tarry and Chba rockfish 
from 1988 to 1991were only 7 m d  12 orm (0.3 and 0.5 in.), 
respectively. Tha rubrtmtial decline in black rockfimh mean 
- 
-
length is caure for concern. 
In general, mean length of rrport fiehes caught by C P W  
anglers in northern and central California did not decline 
from 1988 to 1991. However, long-term data are needed to 
determine if length frequency distributions of fished stocks 
have stabilized or are continuing to indicate decreases in the 
relative number of large fish available to anglers. 
It appears that some species are dependent on episodic 
strong recruitment. Examples of this included chilipepper in 
the Bodega Bay area and vermilion rockfish in the Morro Bay 
area. In addition, CPFV operators continue to find previously 
unfished or lightly fished areas in which fish are larger. 
Chilipepper, vermilion rockfish, and four other species I 
demonstrated steady increases in mean length at a particular 
port during the study period: yellowtail rockfish in the 
Morro Bay area; widow rockfish in the San.Francisco and 
Monterey areas, greenspotted rockfish in the Morro Bay area; 
and greenstriped rockfish in the Morro Bay area. These 
increases are more likely due to one or more etrong year 
classes in the fishery rather than a decrease in fiehing 
effort. The net result is a temporary increase in the number 
of fish that reach sexual xaaturity, a positive sign for the 
maintenance of viable populations. 
menty-eight comparieons of mean length by species and 
port were possible for shallow and deep locations in which 
sample eize for each was at least 20. Of theme, all but two 
(bocaccio in the Monterey area and starry rockfish in the 
I - - 
- 
Worro Bay area) mhowed a greater mean length at deep 
I 
I locations. Tbe reaeons for this are not entirely clear. The 
phenomenom of ieothermic submergence, in which fish amve to 
deeper water as they develop from juveniles to adults, no 
I 
I doubt partly explains these tesulta. However, the affects of 
I relatively more fishing premmure in shallow water almo must be 
I considered. The eatablimhment of marine reeenree in shallow 
I 
I water may answer this question. Only then will the effects of 
I fishing pressure be removed, allowing size etructure of rrrature 
1 populations to be campared between shallow and deep areas. 
I 
I It is also difficult to separate the clinal trend of , 
I decreasing mean length with decreasing latitude from the 
I effects of fishing prerrsure. For moat of the mpeciee 
I 
I discussed here, mean lengths were .mallest in the Morro Bay 
I - area, where CPFV effort was higheat from 1989 to 1991. 
.) 
Conversely, mean lengthe for most.~pecies were greateet in the 
- Bodega Bay or Fort Braggarea, where total C P W  angler effort ' I  1 
was approximately one third of that in the Morro Bay area. 
When considering near and distant locations, 59 
comparieons of mean length were poesible for a particular port 1 
area and mpeciee; 35 (59%) showed a greater mean length at 
distant locations. Species for which mean length at mear 
locatione was never equal to or greater than that at dietant 1 
locatione for all port rreas included vannilion, greemstriped, I I 
gopher, and yelloweye rockfimh. Thue, although both mear and - 1  
mhallow locatione dcrmonmtrated effects of locally heavier 
fiehing preesure, theme mffects were =re inportrat relative 
. -- 
- F 4  
- 
to fiehing depth rather than distance from port. * I  
Increased travel time, fuel coste, line tangles, and time 
spent paying out and reeling in lines are drawbacks of fishing 
I 
in deeper water. However, the rewards of a higher'CPN3 (as 
seen primarily in the Monterey and Morro Bay areae) and 
generally larger fish, compensate for these drawbacks. 
The second concern from CPFV anglers was that catch per 
angler hour has decreased. Results from this study showed 
that mean CPAH for all fish neither increased nor decreased 
from 1988 to the 1990-91 period. However, the Monterey area 
showed a 20% decline and the Morro Bay area showed a 64% 
, 
increase. Consistent increases in CPAH for particular port 
areas occurred for ten species in this study, while consistent 
decreases in CPAH occurred for eight species; the lists are 
not mutually exclusive. Blue, greenspotted, copper, and 
- greenstriped rockfishes showed both increases and decreases in 
- CPAH, and bocaccio and yellowtail, widow, rosy, canary, and 
brown rockfishes showed increases only. Only chilipepper 
(Bodega Bay and Monterey areas), lingcod (Bodega Bay and San 
Francisco areas), black rockfish (Bodega Bay, San Francisco, 
and Monterey areas), and yelloweye (Bodega Bay area) 
demonstrated consistent decreases in CPAFI. Theee were 
" identified as areas of concern. 
The third concern expressed by CPFV anglers was that 
boats had to travel farther from port or fish deeper to 
achieve bag limits of quality fish. This was not addressed 
directly because the number of observed anglers with and 
." - 
- 
without bag limits was not recorded. The definition of 
1 *qualityg fish m e t  likely variee coneiderably among oport 
I 
I anglers. Veteran mglere who have fiehed for meveral decades 
may be satisfied only with larger fish.compared with novices 
who are not particular: about the mize of their catch. This 
mtudy indicated that bag limits were not achieved by all'or 
most anglers. The overall average catch was 11.8 fish per 
angler day and only exceeded 15 in the Monterey area in 1988. 
There was no trend of CPFVs traveling to distant 
locations on a more frequent baeis during the etudy period. 
However, a trend of greater distance traveled did begin 
, 
eeveral decades ago and appears to have reached a maximum; 
CPFVs usually are restricted to a dietance traveled within one 
* 
day of port. This study did find a trend of an increasing 
proportion of trips to deeper locations, particularly in the 
. L 
. Bodega Bay, San Francisco, and Monterey areas. 
Additional concerns continue to exiet about competition 
for the eame resource with the commercial rockfish and lingcod 
fieheries. Recent commercial mampling indicated that most 
aport-caught rockfish species are also taken by commercial 
hook-and-line gear in northern and central California. In the 1 
I 
late 19808, hook-and-line fishing replaced gill-netting for I 
rockfishes in much of tne nearshore area. Little is known I I 
about commercial fimhing locations. A long-term data base 
doee not exist for which hook-and-line market landings in 
categories much as mrockfish, unmpecifiedm m d  .red rockfishm 1 
I 
can be partitioned by mpecimet thus, the total commercial 
I -- 
rockfish harvest cannot be amtimated by mpecies and%alyzed 
over time. In addition, no minimum size exists for 
commercially-caught lingcod. Until these concerns are 
addressed, it would be premature to recommend changes in sport 
fish regulations to protect and enhance our nearshore 
resources without a committment to do the aame for conrm$rcial 
fisheries. 
This study has identified areas of concern in the CPFV 
fishery for chilipepper, lingcod, and black, brown, canary, 
w 
vermilion, yelloweye, olive, and widow rockfishes. Primary 
areas of concern were a consistent decrease in mean length or 
mean CPAH or the occurrence of a high percentage of sexually 
immature fish in the sampled catch. It ig critical to * 
continue to monitor the CPFV fishery to determine if the 
previously identified areas of concern are primarily related 
to fishing pressure, are largely influenced by environmental 
factors, or a combination of both. In addition, if 
sport/commercial conflicts in California's lingcod and 
rockfish fisheries continue, it is imperative to identify 
specific locations important to sport anglers. 
The Department is investigating the use of marine 
reserves as a tool for enhancing nearshore fish populations by 
insuring stocks of spawning adults which can provide 
recruitment for future fisheries. If the reserve concept is 
proven successful in California, this will ultimately benefit 
both anglers and non-anglere and complement wiee and prudent 
management practices to provide a healthy marine resource and 
-- - 
- 
environment in perpetuity. 
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A P P E N D I X ~ A :  Sample 'Trip Form 
NOCAL CPFV SPORTFISH SURVEY 
LOCATION SUMMARY 
fishing Min. Max. Fishing Yr Mo Day 
Location. Time(Min) Depth(Fm) Depth(Fm) Type Tackle Boat Number 
Depart Time 
Return Time 
Port 
Landing 
Type of Trip 
Paid Anglers 
Free Anglers 
ObsvAnglers 
Sampler 
Boat name: Sampler's name: 
T 
Fishing Time 
I 
- 
Notes: 
Total 
Time 
(Min) Staft , End 
Fishing 
Type 
Fishing 
Tackle 
Location 
Code 1 Description 
Bottom Depth (Fm) 
Minimum Maximum 
1 - .. 
APPENDIX B. Sample Species Count Form 
Yr Mo Day Sampler 
*r 
Trip No Samp DepTime Boat Number Port 
ReleasedIFate 
I 
* 
-- - 
Species Code Kept 
.. 
233  
APPENDIX C. Sample Length Form 
nIIIIn- n n  
Sampler DepTime Boat Number Port Yr Mo Day Trip No Samp 
South Location 
. . 
North Location . 
Length / Freq 
B 
Length / Freq 
Ell 
Length / Freq 
Ell 
Le h 1 Freq W Length / Freq Ell SPECIES CODE FATE SPECIES COMMON NAME 
Length / Freq Length / Freq Length / Freq Length / Freq Length / Freq 
SPECIES CODE 
SPECIES COMMON NAME 
Length / Freq 
El 
Length I Freq 
8 
Length / Freq Length I Freq 
Ell 
Length I Freq 
El SPECIES CODE FATE SPECIES COMMON NAME 
Length / Freq 
E l  
Length / Freq 
E l  
Length I Freq 
El 
Length / Freq 
El 
Length / Freq 
E l  SPECIES CODE FATE SPECIES COMMON NAME 
Length I Freq 
8 
Length / Freq 
B 
Length / Freq 
Ell 
Length / Freq Length / Freq 
Ell SPECIES CODE n FATE SPECIES COMMON NAME 
APPENDIX D. List of Species Caught by Observed CPFV Anglers in Northern and central 
California, 1987 to 1991. 
- 
Common name 
Rockfishes 
Aurora rockfish 
Bank rockfish 
Black rockfish 
Black-and-yellow rockfish 
Blue rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Brown rockfish 
Calico rockfish 
Canary rockf ish 
Chameleon rockfish 
Chilipepper 
w China rockf ish 
w Copper rockfish 
Cn Cowcod 
Flag rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
Grass rockfish 
Greenblotched rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Halfbanded rockfish 
Kelp rockf ish 
Olive rockfish 
Quillback rockfish 
Redstripe rockfish 
Roset,horn rockfish 
Rosy rockfish 
Sharpchin rockfish 
Shortbelly rockfish 
Speckled rockfish 
Splitnose rockfish 
Squarespot rockfish 
Occurrence 
Scientific name 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
Sebastes aurora 
Sebastes rufus 
Sebastes melanovs 
Sebastes chrysomelas 
Sebastes mvstinus 
Sebastes vaucisvinis 
Sebastes auriculatus 
Sebastes dalli 
Sebastes vinniqer 
Sebastes vhillivsi 
Sebastes qoodei 
Sebastee nebulosus 
Sebaetes caurinus 
Sebastes levis 
Sebastes rubrivinctus 
Sebastes carnatus 
Sebastee rastrelliqer 
Sebaetes rosenblatti 
Sebastes chlorostictus 
Sebastes elonsatus 
Sebastes semicinctus 
Sebastes atrovirens 
Sebastes.serranoides 
Sebastes maliqer 
Sebastes vroriqer 
Sebastes helvomaculatus 
Sebastes rosaceus 
Sebastes zacentrus 
Sebastes iordani 
Sebastes ovalis 
Sebastes divloproa 
Sebastes hovkinsi 
APPENDIX D. (continued) . 
Canrmon name 
Starry rockfieh 
Stripetail rockfieh 
Swordspine rockf ieh 
Tiger rockfieh 
Treef ieh 
~ e d l i o n  rockfieh 
Widow rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfieh 
Yellowtail rockfish 
Other fiehee 
Blue ehark 
Butter mole 
Cabezon 
California halibut 
California lizardfieh 
Englieh sole 
Fantail eole 
Irish lord 
Jack mackerel 
Jackemelt 
Xelp greenling 
King ealmon 
Lingcod 
Ocean whitefish 
Pacific bonito . 
Pacific mackerel 
Pac4fic oardine 
Pacific hake 
Pacific eanddab 
Petrale eole 
Ratf ieh 
Rock eole 
Sablef ieh 
Occurrence ' 
Scientific name 1987 1988 1989 1990 
Sebastee constellatue C C C C 
Sebastee eaxicola I I I I 
Sebaetea eneifer I I I 
Sebaetee niqrocinctus 
Sebaetee eerriceve 
Sebaetee miniatue ' C C C C 
Sebastea entomelae C C C C 
Sebastee ruberrimue I I I I 
Sebaetee flavidue C C C C 
Prionace crlauca R 
Iowsetta isolewis 
Scomaenichthve mannoratus I I 
Paralichthve californicus R 
Synodus lucioceve R 
Parophrve vetulue R 
Xvstreurye liolepie R 
Hemilevidotue e. 
Trachurue evrmnetricus I I 
Atherinoveie californieneie I 
Hexasrammoe decaqrammue I I 
Oncorhynchus tehawytecha I I 
Ophiodon elonsatue C C 
Caulolatilue vrincepe 
Sarda chilieneie R 
Scomber i avonicue C I 
gardinowe eauax R I 
Merlucciue ~roductue C C 
Citharichthye eordidue I I 
Eopsetta iordani I I 
Hvdrolacrue colliei R 
Lepidopsetta bilineata I " I 
Anowlopoma fimbria C I 
A P P ~ I X  D. (continued) . 
Common name 
Silver salmon 
Soupfin shark 
Speckled sanddab 
Spiny dogfish 
Starry skate 
Striped surfperch 
White croaker 
Wolf -eel 
Yellowfin croaker 
Scientific name 
Oncorhynchus kisutch 
Galeorhinus zvopterus 
Citharichthys stismaeus 
Ssualus acanthias 
Raia stellulata 
Ehbiotoca lateralis 
Genyonemue lineatus 
Anarrhichthys ocellatua 
Umbrina roncador 
Occurrence 
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 . 
I 
R 
I I R 
I I I I I 
R R 
R 
I I I I 
R I I 
I 
Legend: C-common, E 1.0% of observed catch; I-incidenta.1, e 1.0% of observed catch; 
R-rare, one occurrence. 
APPENDIX E. List of Rockfishes Known to Occur in Both Sport 
and Commercial Fisheriee in California.' 
COXMOW HlUm S C I m T I F I C  mMz 
S~ecies important in both s ~ o r t  and commercial fishery. 
Black rockfish 
Black-and-yellow rockfish 
Blue rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Brown rockfish 
Canary rockfish 
Chilipepper 
China rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Cowcod 
Flag rockfish 
Gopher rockfish 
Greenspotted rockfish 
Kelp rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
Rosy rockfieh 
Speckled rockfish 
Starry rockf ish 
Vermilion rockfish 
Yelloweye rockfish 
Yellowtail rockfish 
8ebastes melano~e 
gebastes chrveomelas 
Bebastee mvstinue 
Bebastes ~aucis~inis w Bebastee auriculatus 
pebaetes pinniuer 
pebastes aoodei 
pebastee nebuloeus 
pebastee caurinus 
Febastes levis CI Bebastes rubrivinctus 
Bebastes carnatus 
Bebastee chlorostictus , 
gebastes atrovirens 
Febastes merranoides 
Bebastes rosaceus w pebastes ovalie 
pebastes constellatus 
pebastes miniatus 
Bebastes ruberrbus 
pebastes flavidus 
CI 
species important in e~ort fishery but not commercial fisherv. 
Calico rockfish 
Grass rockfish 
Greenstriped rockfish 
Quillback rockfish 
Sebastes dalli 
Sebastes rastrelliuer 
pebaetes elonaatus 
Bebastes maliaer 
p~ecies imortant in commercial fisherv but not snort fishery. 
Aurora rockfish 
Bank rockfish 
Blackgill rockfish 
Darkblotched rockfish 
Pink rockfieh 
Splitnose rockfish 
Sebastes aurora 
pebastes w f u s  
Febastes melanostomus 
Bebastes crameri 
Bebastes 
gebaetee d i ~ l o ~ r o a  
Data from Lea (1992) 
- - 
D a t a  from Lea (1992) 
APPENDIX E. (continued) 
w COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC XAME 
. Species taken onlv occasionallv or rarelv in both snort and 
commercial fishem. 
Bronzespotted rockfish 
Mexican rockfish 
Pinkrose rockfish 
Redbanded rockfish 
Redstripe rockfish 
Rosethorn rockfish 
Sharpchin rockfish 
Stripetail rockfish 
Tiger rockfish 
Sebastes ailli 
Sebastes imacdonaldi 
Sebastes simulator 
Sebastes babcocki 
Sebastes ~roriaer 
Sebastes helvomaculatus 
Sebastes zacentrus 
Sebaetes saxicola 
Sebastes niarocinctus 
Appendix F. Maximum Total Length, by Port Area, of Most Frequently Obeerved Fiehem (# 25) in C P W  
Catch, 1987 to 1991. 
- Observed max. length (ram) Observed max. length (in.) mown max.' 
Common name FB BB SF MT MB FB BB SF MT lenuth' (in. 1 
Rockfisherr 
Bank rockfish - - 503 - - - - 17 .9  - 2 0 . 1  
Black rockfieh 437 550 575 465 455 17.2 21.7 22.6 18.3 17.9 23.75 
Black-and-yellow rockfieh - - 345 - - - - 13.6 - - 15.25 
Blue rockfish 
Bocaccio 
Brown rockfish 
N 
Canaryrockfish 
0 
Chilipepper 
China rockfish 
Copper rockfish 
Flag rockf ioh 
Qopher rockfish 
Qreembpotted rockfish 
1'11 
Qreenrrtriped rockfish 
Olive rockfish 
APPENDIX F. (continued) 
Observed max. length (nun) 
Common name FB BB SF MT ME 
Quillback - - 480 - - 
Rosy rockfish 335 346 353 344 352 
Rosethorn rockfish - - 263 279 - 
shortbelly rockf iah 
Speckled rockfieh 
Squareapot rockfieh 
Starry rockfish 
hl 
r- 
Stripetail rockfish 
w 
Vermilion rockfish 
Widow rockfieh 
Yelloneye rockfish 
Yellontail rockfish 
Other fiehe. 
Jack mackerel 
i 
~ e l p  ' braenling 
Lingcod 
Observed max . length ( in. 1 Known m a x  . ' 
F B  BB SF MT MB lenuth (in.) 
APPENDIX F. (continued) 
Observed max. length (mm) Obeerved max, length (in.) mown max.' 
Common name FB BB SF MT MB FB BB SF MT MB lencrth (in. 1 
~ a c i  f ic hake - - 504 736 - - - 19 .8  29.0 - 3Lk'0 
Pacific mackerel - - 477 5 2 1  - - - 18 .8  20.5 - 25.0  
Pacific manddab - - 415* 369 343 - - 16.3*  14 .5  13 .5  16.0 
Petrale mole - - 495 494 - - - 19.5 19.4 - 27.5 
Rock role - - 478 499 473 - - 18.8 19 .6  18.6 23.5 
Sablef i8h - - - 630 - - - - 24.8 - 40.0  
' Maximum length am reported in Miller and Lea (1972) 
w 
CI 
M Exceed8 maximum length a8 reported in Miller and Lea (1972) 
